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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY --

FEDERAL INFORMATION AND MONITORING PRACTICES

1. July 31, 1973: Whitehead testifies before Representa-

tive Moorehead's Government Operations Subcommittee on

federal information systems.

2. October 5, 1973: GAO letter to OTP submits questionnaire

(at request of House Government Operations Committee) on

Federal use of telephone monitoring, psychological stress

evaluators, etc.

3. October 18, 1973: OTP responds, notes existence of 3

transmitter cut-off switches in Director's Office.

4. June 3, 1974: Moorehead letter to OTP invites testimony.

5. June 11, 1974: Eger testifies before Moorehead Subcommittee.

6. June 18, 1974: Committee staff submits 9 questions as follow-

up to Mr. Eger's testimony. OTP responds.
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June 3, 1974

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Room 770
1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

In late 1973, the Foreign Operations and Government Information Sub-
Committee of the House Committee on Government Operations conducted
a questionnaire survey to obtain data on the current policies and practices
of Federal agencies relative to telephone monitoring and other surveillance

p:eactices.

The information developed by that survey indicates a need for an. undatirg by
this Sub-Committee of the material published in it's report of
which is enclosed for your information. A series of public hearings is being

scheduled to assist the Sub-Comrnitt ee in its efforts to more fully develop

0
 a body of knowledge about the current technology of monitoring equipment
and what can be anticipated in the near future.

This is to confirm tentative arrangements discussed by your .Assistant Director

for Government Cbmmu.nicationa, Mr. Charles C. Joyce, and this Sub-
Committee's Staff Director, Mr. William G. Phillips, about the hearing
scheduled for Tuesday, June 11th. It is our understanding, that the witnesses

from the Office of Telecommunications Policy will be the Deputy Director,
Mr. John Eger, who will be accompanied by Mr. Charles C. Joyce, Jr.
The June 11th hearing will begin at 10:00 a. m. in Room 2203 of the Rayburn

House Cffiee Building and continue in. the aft?..:71.00n. Your witnesses, who
are expected at about 2:00 p, m. on that days.houll present to the Sub-
Committee information on the extent and nature of the use of such equipment

by your office.rhey also should summarize the results of the study of the
adequacy at common law, statutes and Federal regulations to protect individuals

regarding the privacy of their electronic communications and the security
of communications' systems referred to in your testimony of July 31, 1973,
before this Sub-Committee.

°Their statement should expend on and update, if necessary, the material
you previously furnished to the General Accounting Office in response to the
October 5, 1973, questionnaire survey it undertook at the request of the Sub-
Committee,•
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Witnesses are requested to limit their initial oral statement to 10 minutes,

which will be followed by questions from the Sub-Committee members. More

detailed written statements will be accepted from witnesses, and those

written statements in their entirety will be made part of the hearing record.

If you wish additional information, please contact Mr. William G. Phillips,

Sub-Committee Staff Director, at 225-3741.

As required under the Committee rules (copy enclosed), it will be necessary

for you to provde 50 advanced copies of your prepared statement to Mr

Phillips in Room 13-371, Rayburn Houqe Office Building, Washington, D. C.

by 10:00 a. m. Monday, June 10th. Please do not request extensions of this

deadline.

With best regards.

Sincerely,

William S. Moorhead

Chairman
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0 FEDERAL PERSONNEL AND
COMPENSATION DIVISION

B-I42199

UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

OCT 5 1973

The Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director, Office of Telecommunication
Policy

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

The Chairman of thd Foreign Operations and Government

Information Subcommittee, House Government Operations

Committee, has requested the U.S. General Accounting Office

to obtain information on the use by Federal agencies of

polygraphs and psychological stress evaluators and of tele-

phone monitoring and other surveillance practices. The

purpose thi s-survcy is rtc -upd-c-tc --prevous Sub ccmmittc c

investigations in this field.

Accordingly, we ask that you furnish full and complete

answers to each item in the enclosed two-part questionnaire

which is being sent to the heads of executive departments

and independent agencies. Responses are to cover all sub-

ordinate organizations within each agency. Within some in-

dividual and independent agencies more than one major 

subordinate organization may use polygraphs, psychological

stress evaluators, and monitoring devices for different pur-

poses or under different procedures. In that event, please

break down the requested data by major subordinate organiza-
tions in addition to providing an agency-wide compilation.

If any portion of the questionnaire seems unclear, and
further advice or explanation is desired, please contact
Mr. Max Stettner, Assistant Director, at 386-3417.

In order that this information can be summarized on a
timely basis for,use by the Subcommittee, the Chairman asks
that we provide the requested information to the Subcommittee
by November 12, 1973.

Your cooperation in assisting us in responding to this
request is appreciated.

Enclosure (as stated)

Sincerely yours

Forrest R. Browne
Director
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WESTIONNAIRE

Part A -- Questionnaire on Polygraphs and Psychological Stress
Evaluators

1. Does your agency possess or make use of polygraphs or
psychological stress evaluator detection devices? (If
major subordinate organizations within your agency engage
in such activity, please list all those organizations.)

2. How many polygraphs and psychological stress evalutor
detection devices are the property of your agency? Your
response should show separate data for each of these two
categories of devices, if available.

(a) Please list the total acquisition cost of all

such devices.

(b) Please estimate the total annual maintenance

costs of such devices and indicate whether

maintenance is performed by agency personnel or

by outside sources.

(c) If your agency leases such devices, or contracts

with other public or private agencies to perform

such tests, please provide the total costs for

such activity during fiscal 1973.

.0) Please estimate all additional expenses attributable

to such testing, such as travel expenses for examiners

to and from location of tests, internal and external

training programs, and all other costs for fiscal 1973.

(e) Do you have on loan to or loan from other Federal

agencies or any other sources any polygraphs or

psychological stress evaluator detection devices? If

yes, give the number of such devices and identify the

agencies or sources involved.

3. Please provide two copies each of all intra-agency
directives, administrative orders, rules, regulations, and/or

instructions governing the use of such devices within your
agency.

4. Briefly explain your agency's general procedures governing
the use of both categories of devices and answer the following
specific questions. (Please explain procedures and indicate
if they are covered by regulation in connection with each
question. If more than one major subordinate organization
within the agency is affected, provide separate responses for
each.)
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(a) For what specific purposes are these devices

. used (i.e., employment interviews, security
clearance processing, suspected improper conduct

of duties, medical measurements, or other purposes.

List in order of most frequent use.

(b) Are the devices used in every instance involving
those purposes listed in answer to (a) above?

(c) What weight is given the data resulting from tests
by these devices, or refusals to take such tests

in relation to other types of investigative
information?

(d) Who makes the initial determination to use such

devices, and is this initial determination subject

to review by higher authority in each case?

(e) Is the physick_ and mental condition of each person
to be tested considered to determine suitability

to take such a test?

(0 What disposition is made of data derived from
such tests given to persons connected with your
agency (i.e. retained in affected individuals'
personnel files, retained separately, entered
Into a computerized information system data bank,
made available to other Government agencies, etc).

(g) Are the findings of such tests made available to
the subjects of such tests?

(h) Is there a right of appeal in cases of adverse
findings?

(i) Is access to such data restricted and, if so, what
classification or other designation is applied to
the data?

(j) If a person connected with your agency refuses to
take such a test, is that refusal reflected in
any way whatsoever in the individual's personnel
records?

(k) Does your agency maintain special facilities, such
as specially designed rooms, for the performance of
such tests? Briefly describe such facilities and
how they are equipped, stating particularly if they
have two-way mirrors and recording devices. Furnish
photographs, if available.

2
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How many polygraph tests and/or psychological stress
evaluator device tests were conducted by your agency
in fiscal 1973?

How many such tests were conducted by other agencies,
public, private or contractor at the request of
your agency during fiscal 1973?

5. Please enumerate, by job title and grade, all employees of your

agency who are authorized to condu.:t polygraph or psychological stress

evaluator tests and list their salary costs for fiscal 1973. In

addition, please answer the following:
(a) How many of these persons have, as their primary duty,

the conducting of such tests?

(b) What are the minimum qualifications required of those

persons within your agency authorized to conduct such

tests?

(c) Describe any training program your agency provides to

train its own employees, or employees of other Federal

agencies, in conducting such testr...

(d) Does your agency send employees to outside agencies or

schools, public or private, for training in such testing?

If so, please provide the name and address of the training

facility.

3
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Part B -- Questionnaire on Monitoring Practices and Devices

1. Does the agency permit monitoring of (a) incoming,
(b) outgoing telephone calls? For the purposes of this
study, monitoring is understood to include a secretary
or any third person being on the line, either covertly
or overtly.

2. Please state the number of transmitter cut-off
switches (including push-to-talk) in use on telephones
assigned to the agency. Please give the total rental
charge or other cost for such switches during fiscal
1973. Also, please state how many listening-in circuits
are installed on telephone equipment assigned to the
agency and the total rental charge or other cost for
fiscal 1973.

• 3....If.telephone recording devites -ate-used to 1unitor
or record telephone calls, how many such devices are
in use in your agency? Is a beeper or other warning
device required to notify the other party that the call
is being recorded by the devices?

4. If telephone recording devices are used, please
specify the number of recorders wired into telephone
circuits, the number of induction-type attachments that
can be used to record telephone conversations on
dictation machines without being wired into the circuit,
and any other types of instruments that can be used to
monitor or record telephone conversations. Please
indicate which of these devices, if any, are equipped
with a beeper or warning signal.

5. Does the agency ever utilize telephone service
observing devices of any kind? If so, of what type
and for what purposes?

6. Does the agency ever utilize non-telephonic "bugging"
devices? If so, of what type and for what purpose?

7. Please furnish the best available estimate of the total
cost of these (a) recorders and attachments, (b) telephone
service observing devices, (c) non-telephonic "bugging"
devices.

8. Does the agency have any rules or regulations
covering telephone monitoring, recording, and surveil-
lance? If so, please provide two copies.

• 4
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nr. rorrc3t R. Drownn, Director
Federal Personnel and
Compensation Division
General Accounting Office
Vashington, D. C. 2054S

Dear Mr. Browne:

We have received your October 5,
1>-I42119) requesting infomation
polygrapha, pzycitolt)gical :stress
ilionitoring, and surveilla:Ice practices.

Our answers to your questionnaire are set forth in the
enclosure. I would be pleaaed to provide you with any
additional information that you may require.

1973, letter (reference
on this ag=cy's use of

Enclosura

cc:
,-BMEagle
GC Subject
GC Chron
KRobinson/kak/10-17-73

Sincerely,

"

tryan M. Uagle
Executive Assistant
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GAO Questionnaire - OTP Answers.

Reference: B-142199

ANSWERS 

PART A - Polygraphs, psychological stre
ss tests.

I. OTP does not possess nor utilize 
polygraphs or

psychological stress devices.

2. Agency has no such equipment.

3. No directives or the like have 
been issued; use of

such devices is prohibited.

4. No such proced41..es.

5. No agency employee authorized to
 conduct such tests.

PART B - Monitoring practices.

1. OTP does not permit monitoring; 
secretaries may

come on line, but only with kn
owledge of all

parties to a telephone conversatio
n.

2. Three transmitter cut-off switche
s are installed

on secretarial telephone consoles 
in the Director's

office. The total rental for Fiscal Ye
ar 1973

was *90.00.

3. No telephone recording devices used.

4. See answer 3, above.

S. No telephone service observing devices i
n

6. No "non-telephonic 'bugging' devices" u
sed.

7. No such costs incurred.

8. No separate regulations; conform to GSA 
regulations

(41 CFR S 101-35.388-9 (1972)).
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STATEMENT BY

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD, DIR
ECTOR

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATI
ONS POLICY

ON

FEDERAL INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS

before the

Subcommittee on Foreig
n Operations

and Government Informat
ion

Honorable William S. Mo
orhead, Chairman

Committee on Government
 Operations

U.S. House of Representa
tives

July 31, 1973



Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to present my

views on the use of advanced information and communications

technology to improve Federal information services, and to

explain the responsibilities of my Office in that regard.

I have with me today Mr. Charles Joyce, the Assistant

Director for Government Communications in OTP.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy was established

in 1970 to provide a focal point for the development of

administration policy in the area of electronic communications,

and to coordinate the activities of the various Federal Depart-

ments and Agencies in this area. The scope of my responsi-

bilities includes electronic communications, and matters arising

out of the joint use of computers and communications. I am

not responsible for matters involving solely the use of

computers, or for matters in the area of information which

are totally apart from any use of electronic communications

systems. But this latter point is not particularly limiting

with respect to the subjects I will be discussing today

since most of the issues of public concern in the area of

information handling involve electronic communications in

one way or another.

I will now try to cover briefly each of the areas listed

in your letter, Mr. Chairman.
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OTP Role in Federal Information Systems 

First, you asked about our role in providing technological
services to other agencies, and in planning, operating and
coordinating Federal information systems. OTP does not
provide technological services to other agencies. Nor do
we operate any telecommunications or information systems,
except as may be needed for our own internal use.

We are responsible for providing policy guidance to

Federal Agencies which do operate such systems, and

for coordinating the efforts of these agencies in the

interests of Government-wide effectiveness and economy.

To accomplish this task in a systematic way, I have

initiated a joint planning process in which Federal

Agencies with similar operational missions and communi-

cations requirements will work together to optimize

the communications operations in their respective areas

The five initial mission areas which have been identified

for this type of planning are: National Security, Law

Enforcement, Transportation, Environment, and General

Administrative Communications. In each area, the agencies
involved will be responsible for jointly reviewing their

telecommunications plans to eliminate duplication and
achieve maximum economy and effectiveness. OTP will review
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the resulting combined plans to assure overall consistency

and adherence to national communications policy.

Sharing and Interconnection 

Sharing and interconnection of systems are measures which

are pursued within the Government with the objectives

of achieving economy and maximizing the usefulness of

communications and information systems. These are worth-

while objectives, alLnough I am not convinced that they

have been achieved in some of the present programs. In

any event, interconnection and sharing are not ends in

themselves, and they do entail risks of compromising privacy

which must be recognized.

Safeguards

You asked for my views on safeguards needed to protect

against misuses of Federal information systems, specifically

the invasion of privacy and use for propaganda purposes. In

responding to that, let me explain how these concerns present

themselves in Government communications planning, and where

responsibility lies for action.

While there is no single generally accepted definition

of "privacy" or the "right to privacy," it is widely

acknowledged that a reasonable freedom from intrusion

is essential to normal human growth and stability.

The individual should not have information thrust upon
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him. The "right to be let alone" implies a degree of

protection from unwanted sights and sounds.

The claim to privacy in the information context is based

on the dignity and integrity of the individual. These

concepts are tied to the assumption that all information

about a person is in a fundamental way his own, for him

to determine when, how and to what extent it is communi-

cated to others. People also recognize that much of

society's business can be conducted only if confidentiality

of. communications is respected. By protecting this privacy,

society ensures its own well-being and development.

Privacy as a fundamental value is essential to a

democratic system, which has, as its highest goal, the

liberty of the individual. Privacy, however, is not

absolute. There is an inherent conflict, for example,

between the Government's need for information to pursue

justice and an individual's need for personal privacy.

Electronic technology has greatly increased the ability

to acquire and disseminate information. Mechanisms to

ensure individuals their privacy and the privacy of their

communications have not advanced as rapidly. OTP has

undertaken to investigate the adequacy of common law,

statutes, and Federal regulations to protect individuals

regarding the privacy of their electronic communications
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and the security of the systems carrying them. This is

being done with the view towards identifying what policies,

standards, or legislative safeguards are necessary.

Communications, computers and other information techno-

logies lower the cost and increase the speed of large scale

information collection and processing operations. These

technologies can therefore expand the power of the Government

and other large institutions vis-a-vis the individual.

They could, for example, increase the ability of Government

agencies to assemble confidential information about persons

to the detriment of individual privacy. They also could 

increase to an undesirable degree the power of Government

to influence large numbers of citizens with respect to

Government policies, that is, to propagandize the public.

But such results are not inevitable. They must be pre-

vented, •and they can be prevented if we are aware of the

dangers and develop appropriate safeguards. What are

those safeguards?

Privacy

To safeguard privacy, it is essential to protect the

confidentiality of data which, by law, is to be collected

and used for limited purposes, such as census data, tax

returns, social security data, and investigative files. The
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responsibility for protecting such files in most cases must

lie with the agencies charged by law with collecting the data.

Any breach of confidentiality must be laid squarely at that

agency's door. Clear responsibility and procedures for

correction are, as they have always been the best safeguards.

But this simple rule is not enough when Federal systems

containing confidential data are to be interconnected,

•or when confidential files are to be used in shared

information systems. Admittedly, there are potential

benefits to interconnection and sharing in the form of

greater overall economy and wider accessibility within

the Government of useful information. However, such

steps also contain risks or loss o.f effective control

over confidential data. It is in resolving these con-

flicting considerations of Government economy and

effectiveness and sound public policy that my responsi-

bilities come into the picture.

I have been working with the Federal Agencies who have

extensive telecommunications systems to clarify Federal'

policy on interconnection and sharing. We have not yet

come to the point of issuing any all-encompassing policy

document -- perhaps we never will. But we have come to

an understanding that interconnection and sharing are

4111 not ends in themselves. OTP has been insisting on a
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clearer understanding of the magnitude of benefits

and risks involved in interconnecting or combining

Government systems.

Looking to the future, I expect that the planning

process I referred to will provide more information, for

all parties concerned, about plans for the future of

Federal Government information systems. To provide

guidance for this planning, we have initiated studies

to determine more clearly the desirability of shared systems

and the risks involved. We are closely following efforts to

assess the current state of the art in technology for con-

trolling access within information systems so that we will

be well informed on the risks.

Propaganda 

The other area of concern is the possibility of abuses

in the dissemination of information by the Federal Government.

We must recognize that there are important needs for

Federal agencies to provide certain types of information

to the public. However, two types of abuses can occur:

First, undue efforts to influence public opinion in favor

of Federal policies, agencies or individuals, and second,

extensive provision of routine information services by

the Federal Government which could be provided adequately



by the media or other. private organization
s. We are

concerned here today primarily with the fo
rmer possibility,

an abuse which might be called propaganda. 
Again, the

primary responsibility for controlling exce
ssive pro-

pagandizing must be with each Federal D
epartment and

Agency.

An area which bears watching is the provi
sion of public

service announcements by Federal Agenc
ies. Broadcasters

are strongly encouraged by Federal reg
ulators to carry

public service announcements. Federal Agencies may use

this opportunity to support the presen
tation of a wide.

variety of messages regarding their 
activities and programs.

But we should be alert to possible abuse o
f this opportunity

by Federal Agencies the number and type of such m
essages

produced and distributed by the Government 
must not con-

stitute an unwarranted intrusion into the 
public mind.

It is possible for the Government to incre
ase its

"information power" indirectly or even 
inadvertently,

through projects designed for other purposes. 
Efforts'.

to develop, demonstrate or utilize various 
types of

information systems or technologies could 
possibly

become new avenues for Federal propaganda, 
even though

that is not the intended result.

One example of this concern is posed by the ne
w warning

system designed by the Defense Civil Prepa
redness Agency -
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the Decision Information Distribut
ion System, or "DIDS."

The system, which is still being eva
luated, was designed

to serve a worthy purpose, namely, wa
rning of impending

attack or natural disaster. However, there is some basis

for concern about how such a system, on
ce in existence,

might come to be used. In view of the possibility of

misuse, however remote, I believed that it wo
uld be bad

policy to force people to have a DIDS receivin
g device in

their homes. We opposed the idea that legislation should

be sought to force manufacturers to incorporate s
uch a

receiver in every new TV set. OTP established the policy

that any purchase or use of home receivers for warning

wouLd be on a voluntary basis. Further, we are watching

the project closely to assure that no additional funct
ions

are planned for the system which might lead to misuse 
or

to competition with the news media or other private so
urces.

We have also been concerned for some time with Governm
ent

sponsorship of broadcasting-type communications proj
ects,

including the development of broadcasting capabilities

on NASA's ATS series of satellites. NASA is discontinuing such

development projects, with OTP's concurrence, after the laun
ch

of the ATS-F next year.

Our concern is not directed only, or even primarily,

toward high technology projects. Indeed, the use of
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very commonplace equipment can be a cause for concern.

Through the simple expedient of an automatic telephone

answering device, some Federal Agencies have made it very

simple - perhaps too simple - for radio stations to record

and retransmit announcements about Federal programs which

were pre-recorded by Federal spokesmen. The technology

involved here is trivial. The impact of such arrangements,

however, and the potential for abuse, is great. It is

important to be aware of this.

Application of Technology to Information Activities 

You asked my views about the development of systems to

serve the needs of the public for information of all

kinds, and about the agency or agencies which should plan

and coordinate the use of technology for such activities.

I do not believe that any one agency should be charged

with developing information systems for the delivery of

all kinds of information to the public. Such an arrangement

would in all likelihood lead to the design of a massive

delivery system 'which would then have to be filled with

all kinds of data to justify it. This would bring the

Federal Government into direct competition with numerous

elements in the private sector such as publishers, research

organizations, and computer service firms. Furthermore,

the control which a central agency could exercise in

selecting and editing the information to be contained in
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such a system would be an open inVitation to use it to

manipulate public opinion.

Any proposal for the use of a Government controlled,

electronic communications system for this purpose should

be carefully reviewed by higher levels within the Executive

Branch and by Congress. Such a review should evaluate

the dangers involved, and determine why there is no

alternative way to g(.. the job done. OTP has a

responsibility to conduct such reviews, and we look at

projects which come to our attention from this point of

view.

Communications for Social Needs 

I am aware of the Committee's interest in the report

entitled "Communications for Social Needs" which was

produced by NASA in connection with certain other agencies

in 1971. The report was prepared as one part of an

effort to determine whether and how the research and

development capabilities of the nation could be directed,

through Federal policy and funding, toward -meeting specific

national needs.
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We provided our views to NASA during the preparation of

this report, but their report was not in accordance with

those views. Among the deficiences I noted was too great

an orientation toward Federally owned and controlled

systems rather than toward private ownership and control,

with the inherent dangers I have just described. I

strongly opposed the adoption of this report, and it was

never presented to the Domestic Council or the President.

Thus, the report never received any Administration approval.

This does not mean that all of the ideas contained in

the report were bad. The Post Office has been studying

electronic mail handling for some time. The warning

satellite idea had been considered by our own warning

study group, but rejected in favor of the DIDS system.

Such ideas must be considered openly and each evaluated

on its own merits. For example, although the "Wired City"

proposal as presented in the report was ill-conceived,

there is a need for sensible evaluation of the feasibility

of providing public services over broadband cable communi-

cations systems. Though there is much talk about the

potential for the delivery of educational and social

services over cable systems, cable today is devoted almost

exclusively to entertainment. Cable's full potential

for public service is not likely to be developed by
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private industry, and I think that some Federal program

in this area is appropriate, with adequate safeguards

against the dangers I have described.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I believe that the potential

value of information technology for Government, for society,

or for the individual is very high. Much of that potential

can best be realized by the private sector in the market-

place. Valid Government functions can also be improved.

There are dangers of a subtle but pervasive expansion of

Federal influences and activity through the use of these

technologies, but such adverse results are not inevitable.

They can be overcome, if we set ourselves to the task, by

adequate law and policy to assure that only the desired

functions are performed. Our responsibility for communi-

cations policy, and our location in the Executive Office

with a broad overview of Federal activities, gives OTP

important responsibilities in the area of protection of

the rights and freedoms with which your committee is

concerned.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and

Mr. Joyce and I will try to answer any questions which

you and the other members of your Committee and staff

may wish to ask.

GSA DC 74.1051
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sented in the NASA report was ill conceivedl there is a need for sen-
sible evaluation of the feasibility of providing public services over
broadband cable communications systems. Though there is much talk
about the potential for the delivery of educational and social services
over cable systems, cable today is devoted almost exclusively to enter-
tainment. Cable's full potential for public service is not likely to be
developed fully by private industry, and I think that some l'ederal
,program in this area is appropriate, with adequate safeguards against
the dangers I have described.

• In summary, Mr. Chairman, I believe that the potential value of
information technology for government,#20for society, or for the indi-
vidual is very high. Much of that potential can best be realized by the
private sector in the marketplace. Valid government functions can
also be improve,' There are dangers of a subtle but pervasive expan-
sion of Federal influences and activity#through the use of these tech-
nologies, but such adverse results are not inevitable. They can be over-
come, if we set ourselves to the task, by adequate law and policy to
assure that only the desired functions are performed. Our respon-
sibility for communications policy, and our location in the Executive,
Office with a broad overview of Federal activities, (rives OTP an im-
portant responsibility in the area of protection of the rights and free-
dom with which your committee is concerned.
This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and Mr.

Joyce and I will try to answer any questions which you might have.
Mr. MOORHEAD. First, Mr. Whitehead, I compliment you on your

statement. You are right on the target which is of major concern of
this subcommittee.
We did obtain and study the report "Communications for Social

iNeeds" that you referred to n your testimony. The shocking thing to
me was not so much what it contained, but what wasn't included.
There was little or no concern expressed in it for the potential dangers
of such vast communications systems. It frightened me that apparently
nobody thought this was important enough to even mention it in the
report. I suppose that from your testimony was one of the reasons
that the report was not in accordance with your views.

Is that correct, sir?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's correct. I thought the report had too much

emphasis on using Government-owned and controlled systems for
Government information distribution purposes, and that makes it
very hard to apply any safeguards. When the Government is piping
its own information out of its own system there is not the kind of
visibility there that I think we would like.
Mr. MOORHEAD. In the past years this subcommittee, other Members

and committees of the Congress expressed a concern about what was
then called a National Data Bank into which could be fed everybody's
social security number

' 
income tax records, personal data, and similar

types of information. Because of such concern I think that idea was
abandoned.
Am I correct on that statement?
Mr. WitrrEHEAn. -As far as I know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. However, if you can provide, as you referred on page

3 of your testimony, for sharing and interconnection systems utilizing
the technology we now have, you could have the end result of a
national data bank, could you not?
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AL.. •

. Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is quite 
possible unless the safeguards are

very firmly built into the technology 
and into the operating procedures

of the agencies that use these 
systems. You could in effect 

have the

same result.
Mr. Moorumn. This committee, I

 mean our parent committe
e par-

ticularly and, of course, this 
subcommittee has been charged with

promoting economy and efficiency 
in government. I am sure that it

would be. more economical and 
more efficient for the Census

 Bureau

and the Internal Revenue Service to
 be interconnected because 

it would

mean probably fewer Census Bu
reau employees. They woul

dn't have

to go out and personally count 
people. They might be able to 

do a

more economical and efficient job.

The Department of Agricultur
e, with complete access to the

 data

bank of the Internal Revenue Servic
e, might make a much better

 analy-

sis of the farm economy and m
aybe produce a better farm p

rogram.

could it not?
Mr. WnrrEnEAD. Well, I'm not 

sure. Mr. Chairman.

There are two different aspects of 
that. I think, both of which I've

had some experience in. They are
 effectiveness and economy i

n com-

munications. That's one of my 
principal responsibilities. I have t

n

say that. the case is not firmly 
made that shared systems are 

more

economical. In some cases it adds 
a complexity which adds cost 

and

it may add up with just as much or
 more money being spent to do 

the

same job as several specialized 
systems. So I would not jump to

 the

assumption, as many people frequently
 do, that sharing automaticall

y

entails more efficiency for the.Gov
erninent.

The other aspect of it has to do with
 ,,nalysis of the data. I used t

n

be employed at one of the Nation
's ".zhink tanks" and I certain

ly

know that the analyst loves to get. all 
the data he can, put it toget

hrt

and cross reference it in as many way
s as possible because he ti

dal,

that. gives him a richer form of analy
sis. in many cases that's tr

ue.

but that benefit to the analyst has to be 
offset against the possible 

risto

to privacy and to confidentiality. and t
he analyst is not paid to 

be

aware of those kinds of risks. I think that's w
hy it's very important Ow

you're having these kinds of hearings becau
se that side of it should

get the attention too.
Mr. Moonily:AD. Well, the point I want to (

Yet across, and I 
tbil:k

my views are shared by other members of th
is subcommittee, is 

631

even if there were better economy and efficiency
 involved, it should

sacrified if it meant an invasion of the priva
cy of the individnt

citizen. In other words. I hold the liberty of the 
individual which

referred to in your testimony as a "higher val
ue" than the savim: -

tax dollars, although of course whenever possibl
e we want to 53"

tax dollars.
Arr. WnrrErirAn. I would certainly a!rree. that at 

least in my sehi'f'

of things it is a higher value. The very difficult 
decision comes irlw4;

you face up to the fact that you are paving a 
substantial amoun

t a

money for the safeguards. and those decisions just 
have to be fa's"' v*1

a case-by-case basis to make sure that the economy 
does not can. 50

unsatisfactory or an undesirable risk.
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or the installation of a device necessary for disaster warning pur-
poses? Or do we have the technology to, let's say, interrupt a tele-
vision program, not the broadcaster himself but, say, your office to
broadcast to only those persons who have their television sets turned
on and who might be affected by some impending disaster in the area
where they live?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. :Well, our office wouldn't get involved in any op-

erations like that.
' Mr. MOORHEAD. Well, does any agency, including the Defense De-
partment, have that capability?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, certainly we have that kind of technology.

I think that's quite possible technologically. It would entail interpos-
ing of the Government between the broadcaster and his transmitter.
It could be Lite. That leaves, of course, the unsettling question about
how do we warn the people who don't have their sets on. There is
a substantial number of people who aren't watching television particu-
larly late at night.
There is, I think, a lot of analysis to show that sirens and other

kinds of warning indicators also don't reach the largest majority of the
people you would like to reach for this very important program.
The study, I think, was very careful and very thorough in suggest-

ing that this particular approach was the best approach to getting
warnings out to essentially all of the people on a very rapid basis.
Mr. MOORHEAD. So that if we want to reach the people whose

radios or television sets are not turned on we have to have some other
type of gadget in addition to existing radios and television sets. Is
that it?
Mr. 1VHITEHEAD. I think something like that is the best *way to

achieve the warning; yes.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Now, you stated that you oppose the idea that

these gadgets are to be required to be incorporated into radios and
televisions.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's correct.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I don't mean any particular individual, but what

type of individual pushed this idea ?
Mr. WiirrEimAn. Well, I come back to my old friends, the analysts.

The feeling among some people was that this system that had been
designed would not be useful on a broad basis nationally unless a
large majority of the people actually had these devices. The warn-
ing program wouldn't be a worthwhile investment for the Federal
Government unless we had some assurance that people had these
devices. And the argument went that people are not likely to buy
them on a voluntary7basis: therefore, we have to require that they be
built into TV sets in order to make sure that people have them. That
was the line of argument.
My judgment was that that was an undue intrusion. People can

decide for themselves whether they need that extra warning device.
They will get a warning through TV, radio if they have those devices
turned on, and for the Government to require that they purchase it
I think is an undue intrusion both on their own economic decision-
making and on their privacy. They can decide whether they want to
have this kind of warnina

k. 
or not.

Mr. 'A fOORIIEAD. Thank you, Mr. Whitehead.

Mpg*
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Mr. Erlenborn?
Mr. Ent,ExiionN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Whitehead, I want to thank you for your 

statement. I think it

shows the kind of sensitivity that we on this committee 
hope would

be shown in each of the agencies that are making 
decisions in the

area of telecommuncations and particularly data retention and

processing.
I have just a couple of questions.
First of all, I noted in reading your statement you 

left out one

paragraph on page 11. I just wanted to inquire if that was 
inadvertent

or if you intended to delete that. The paragraph 
was, "rather than

any centralization of operations in this area feel that each Federal

agency should determine its own information mission 
and how to

accomplish it as fully as possibly through privately 
controlled infor-

mation channels."
Mr. WiirrEHEAD. The statement you have there, 

Mr. Erlenborn,_ is

the penultimate draft. The version that we did 
submit formally did

not have that paragraph in it. It just raised a lot of 
very unresolved

and unresolvable questions.
Mr. ERLENBORN. So you purposely did that?

Mr. WHrrEinun. I purposely did that.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I thought you inadvertently 
skipped it.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. No.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I made a note on page 4 of 

your statement that

you said that your "office has undertaken to 
investigate the adequacy

of present laws and regulations to protect 
individuals regarding their

privacy."
Could you tell me how far along that 3tudy is 

and what the end

result will be? Will you be issuing a report or will 
you make individual

recommendations to the various segments involved?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. The effort is hardly more than 
a month or two

old at this point. That is not to say we weren't 
doing some looking into

the area before, but I finally determined that 
there was just so much

uncertainty about what the law, the policies, the 
safeguards actually

were that we needed a comprehensive pulling 
together of everything,

and then an analysis of it to see where the gaps are, if 
any.

I don't know when it will be completed. There 
will definitely be $

report, I would think, and if we determine from that 
review that thert

are some gaps, I think it is our responsibility to 
make some uro•

posals and some recommendations for Federal policies, 
for legislation.

or what have you.
Mr. ERLENBORN. 'Well, my real question is, I guess, 

will this all 10

put together in a report or would you, say, contact the 
Congress seI4

rately relative to legislative changes and contact the 
different age

i

n

cies individually as -to changes in their regulations? Or 
will it all le

put together in one formal report? - •
Mr. WiirrEHEAD. I don't think it will be put together in 

one fortail

report. The results of the study probably will be put 
together go,

report, but the specific recommendations would probably 
go to It"

appropriate place: legislation through the President, to 
the (W

gress ;. FCC matters directed to the FCC ; policy matters 
for Feiler*.

agencies could be implemented by us directly though 
the Wel"

executive branch policy process. . . • . • • .

Mr. ERLENBORN. What NI
ization of this report? Deo,:
his authorization before it i
authority without clearing
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fr ERLENBORN. Wh
at would be the procedure in the final

 author-

of this report? Does this
 need to go to the President and have

a- :int horiza tion before i
t becomes policy or do you have some

 policy

.0,ority without clearing th
rough the I resident?

‘,.fr. WHITEHEAD. Well, the 
report I have in mind would be just 

a

iveunl statement. Such 
a thing would not need to go to t

he President

sough it might well be of inter
est to him.

policies pertaining to the execut
ive branch itself and to the corn-

Inications activities of executive 
branch agencies may or may not

•r.10 directly to the President'
s personal attention. We try to imp

le-

nt those and resolve them wit
hout his personal involvement unle

ss

, think there is some reason that 
he would have an interest or some-

•ng is important enough that we 
think ought to have his attention.

it can be done both ways.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Legislative 
proposals. Would they be cleared

:trough the President?
r. 1V11ITEHEAD. Yes, the normal exe

cutive branch clearance process.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Through OMB?

Mr. 1ViurrEuEAD. Through OMB, that's
 right.

Mr. ERLENBORN. To get to the DID 
system, I know that you said

four office opposed the requirement for ma
nufacturers to incorporate

....rivers in their TV sets and preferred a 
policy of voluntary pur-

d'Acie or use of home receivers.
At what point in time was that policy estab

lished? I ask that ques-

tion because I recall last fall the chairman of 
our subcommittee made

wane statements relative to this. They got suc
h widespread publicity

oat I even heard them on the radio in my own 
congressional district.

I'm curious as to whether youi policy was esta
blished before or after

ole chairman's comments.
Mr. JOYCE. The date of the warning policy is 

November 11, 1971.

Mr. ERLENBORN. So that policy decision was 
made—

Mr. JOYCE. About a year before.
Mr. ERLENBORN. About a year before the 

chairman's comments?

Mr. WurrEHEAD. I do think, Mr. Erlenborn,
 I recall vaguely hearing

%Ir. Moorhead's comments, too. As I recall 
those were based on the

!.‘F-;.‘.. report or some other reports from agenci
es lower down that I

!oeribed that gave us cause for concern, and I thi
nk those just became

trailable publicly and he was probably reacting 
to that. It caused us

the came kind of concern and led to the policy.
Mr. MOORHEAD. If the gentleman will yield, m

y concern was that it

rme no consideration to the potential dangers 
involved in such sys-

1 ns. about which Mr. Whitehead has testified—no 
consideration for

t!,.. potential abuses of propaganda, no attention to
 the possible inva-

"Ii of privacy, et cetera. I thought it was really a 
shocking document

for that, reason.
1_ Mr. Emmy-norm% Well, I think it is quite interesting 

that you share

!IIR concern. It was particularly gratifying to me to 
find out from your

iniony now that you established this policy prior to t
he publicity it

.3s given by the chairman. Now, if you had told me it was
 November

til'• 1972, I might have suspected that your polic
y was a result of

;e elkairman's comments. I'm happy to see that you ag
reed even before

h. chairman's comments.
1.WitrrimEAD. I might say, Mr. Erlenborn, tha

t I still think it's

trthwhile for the chairman and people like him to 
criticize these

--"terisr
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things when they see them because the executive branch isn'
t perfect,

and we do need these kinds of things called to our attention. We don't

always anticipate them.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Well. I think we all agree with you, particularly

when you say the executive branch isn't perfect, and I want it under-

stood in the record that my inquiry about the time relative to 
the chair-

man's comments was in no way meant to criticize t
he chairman's

comments.
Apparently at that time he was not aware of the pol

icy decision that

had been made in OTP. But again, I was very pleased t
o discover that

that policy decision was made before the broad 
publicity given to the

chairman's comments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 'A IOORHEAD. Mr. Stanton?
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Whitehead, what organization 

did you work for

before you came to the White House?
• Mr. WrirrEnEnn: I was with the Rand Corp.

Mr. STANTON. How long did you work there?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Off and on a total of about 3 
years.

Mr. STANTON. Three years. And where did you 
work before that?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. I was in the Army and then I 
was in school.

• Mr. STANTON. Does your function at the 
White House have any rela-

tionship to Herb Klein's function and office? 
•

• Mr. WHITEHEAD. No, it does not.
' Mr. STANTON. You have no relationship?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. No, sir.
Mr. STANTON. Thank von. I have no lumber 

questions.

Mr. 'MOORHEAD. Mr. McCloskey?
Mr. McCLosit.Er. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Whitehead, I was impressed by page 8 
of your statement on

which you indicate a quote that "We should be 
alert to possible abuse

of this opportunity by Federal agencies: the 
number and type of such

messages produced and distributed by the 
Government must not con-

stitute an unwarranted intrusion into the public 
mind."

You are referring there. I take it, to public s
ervice announcements

by Federal agencies. that you encourage private 
broadcasting networlo

to use from time to time or the Government encourag
es. Is that correct!

Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's correct.
Mr. McaosEET. You don't mention public television 

in this stale.

ment. Is that intentional or did you not feel public 
television was not

worthy of inclusion in this statement?
Mr. WITITETTEAD. The principal reason I didn't mention 

it was be-

cause the FCC tends to reaulate and license public 
television stations

in a somewhat different way. I think there's an implicit 
assumption

that almost everything they do falls in the public service 
category P.

opposed to the licensing of commercial stations where it is 
presume,:

that the Federal Government has to require a certain amount 
of Pubfr

service or it wouldn't get done. That was the reason for 
focusing 02

commercial broadcasting.
Mr. McaosicEr. Let me go to the public television 

question. 1117

we created the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in 1967 ice

to insulate it from governmental intrusion.
You would concur in that intention of the act?

1

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
Mr. McCLosKEY. Back

similarity between statenic
vision and statements that
on public television. I ha
from the desk of Lyn Nofzi
of the Republican Nationa
publican National Committ
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. Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes. •

Mr. McCLosKEY. Back in 1972 I was Impressed by the apparent
similarity between statements that you were making on public tele-

vision and statements that were being made by the Republican Party
on public television. 1 have a memorandum here, Mr. Whitehead,
from the desk of Lyn Nofziger, deputy chairman for communications

of the Republican National Committee on the letterhead of the Re-

publican National Committee addressed apparently to all Republican

(3ongressmen dated January 24, 1972. It states as follows:

I urge you to take the time to read the enclosed remarks of Congressman
Clarence "Bud" Brown of Ohio concerning public television broadcasting. 

Con-

gressman Brown, who was a member of the Subcommittee on Communications and

Power of the Commerce Committee, points out that public television has 
be-

come a victim of fiscal responsibility and partisan non-objectivity in its hiring

practices and progr

Were you concerned at or about that time in January of 1972 in the

Office of Telecommunications Policy that the Public Broadcasting

Service had become antigovernment, antiestablishment in its program

and content?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think our principal concern, Mr. McCloskey,

was
Mr. McaosKEr. You understand my question? Please proceed.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think so. Our concern was that there were very

difficult questions of policy raised by tax money flowing into the fund-
ing of what might be considered public affairs or journalistic kinds
of programing. It has to do with some of the concerns here today about
propagandizing the Government, using its power or its money to dis-
seminate information.

Certainly insulation was envisaged for the funneling of money into
public television and that was correct. We simply came to the conclu-
sion that in the very sensitive areas of journalism and public affairs
programing that there was really no adequate way of building in
enough insulation and the best policy simply was not to use Federal
funds for those purposes. We did have that type of concern.
We also had concern-
Mr. McCiiosliEy. May I interrupt just a minute?
Mr. WiirrEnEAn. Certainly.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. I want to understand precisely what you are

saying.
You did have concern about the use of Federal dollars for public

affairs programs over public broadcasting. Is that correct?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's correct.
Mr. McCLosKEy. And your concern was not what you have expressed

in your statement here that there was overpropagandizing by Govern-
ment in the Public Broadcasting Service, but concern that the Public
Broadcasting Service was being used for antigovernment propaganda.
Is that correct?
Mr. WurrEHEAn. No, that's not what I was saying. What I was sav-

ing was we were concerned about the precedent of taxpayers' dollars
being used directly for a journalistic function.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. That concern was not, then, over excessive govern-

mental propaganda cominc, out over the Public Broadcasting System;
was it?
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Mr. WurrEHEAD. We feel there is a fine line when the Government is
involved in fundine•

t' 
it directly. There is a potential for abuse.

Mr. McaosKEY.By Government—
Mr. WHITEHEAD. By the Government and by the public broadcast-

ing people. When a large segment of your money comes from one 
source, particularly the Government, there is a tendency to want to
please the people who are giving you the money. So there can be an im-
plicit biasing of information in order to please the people who are
giving you the money.
Mr. McCieosieEr. I commend you for that worthy concern over the

Public Broadcasting Service trying to please Congess, for example,
in its pronouncements to the public. But the statements that you were
making in the winter of 1971 and 1972 were directed to precisely the
opposite concern, were they not?
Mr. WHrrEHEAn. I'm not sure I understand.
Mr. McCLosilEy. Your concern then was a danger of tax dollars

being funneled into the Public Broadcasting System and being used
for anti-Government propaganda or antiestablishment broadcasting.

Isn't that correct?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think there is a potential for abuse in the fun-

neling of Federal money into this kind of activity. It can take both
forms. It can take the form of distributing information that is favor-
ing what is felt by the administration or the Congress in power at a
particular point in time. It can be abuse of the opposite form.
Mr. McaosKEY. Well, let me quote it to you from a speech that

you made on October 18, 1971, where you use the term "Northeast
liberal media establishment control of public television." You were
there concerned about anti-Government use of the Public Broadcasting
System, were you not?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I don't recall that specific comment. I'm sorry.
Mr. McaosicEy. Well, I am referring to a booklet on the Office of

Telecommunications Policy put out in 1973 by the Network Project.
Have you seen this?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, I have.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. They refer on page 17 to a speech that you mad

entitled "A Speech to the National Association of Educational Broad-
casters in Miami on October 18, 1971."
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I did give such a speech, yes.
Mr. McaosKEy. Did you use the term "Northeast liberal meth

establishment"?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I don't recall using that phrase in that speechThere are some inadequacies in the document you are looking $t•Mr. 'McCloskey.
Mr. 'MCCLOSKEY. This is why I am surprised, with the comnienioyou have made on public television and its abuses, that there is nothir'tin this statement to the subcommittee today that would indicate th"concern on your part. •
Let me go to a second point. At any time. Mr. Whitehead, in rt.;position on the White House staff as the Director of the 011iceTelecommunications

-
Telecommunications Policy, did you maintain liaison with the 1:orlican IN Committee to attempt to coordinate White Houseand Republican National Committee policy in this field of tele('munications ?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. No, We didMr. McCLOSKEY. HOW WOcontroversy in his capacity as
in the Republican National Co
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, I ti

in the communications areahonestly don't know how he be
Mr. McCLosKEY. Was there

the Republican National Com
icv during your tenure?
•Mr. WHITEHEAD. Not that PThe Office of Telecommunwithin the Executive Office ofliaison as such with the Republi
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. What a

President?
Mr. WIIrTEITEAD. No.
Mr. McaositEy. No liaisonMr. WurrEHEAn. •No.
Mr McCLositEy. No attempNational Committee or the Cothe policy determinations that vMr. WitrrEHEAp. No.
Mr. McCLosKEY. I have no fuMr. MoonHEAD. Ms. Abzug.
Ms. ABZUG. Thank you, Mr.I would like to ask you ahere my colleague, Mr. McCDo you have any recollectioTrziewals in 1972?
Mr. WIIITEHE.AD. Yes, I do.Ms. Anzuc. Do you have anets of your remarks whichp!Ileola" and "elitist gossip?"Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.

.A itztrG. Is it your imprest,rmine what the standards f!..-rrai of content?
r. WitrrEirEAD. No, it is not.Mg. A nzuo. Then what did voi%fr. WHITEHEAD. I did not a'toting.
4. .1 ItZro. Oh, what did you'Ir. WHITEHEAD. I was, in O.Fir ,'rittnent licenses commercial%I k. A Az LTG. I see.'fr. 'WHITEHEAD. I was maid!!:r. bill that I announced inI in the Congress. isaidur wild prohibit the Federaas to what programuood programing. -I waslag that to the extent t• 37S-73_16
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rr WHITEHEAD. No, we did not.
%tr. McCLosKEY. How would Mr. Nofzige

r be aware of this

....ntroversy in his capacity as deputy chairman for 
communications

olio Republican National Committee?
%tr. WHITEHEAD. Well, I think Mr. Nofziger has had an 

interest

the communications area and broadcasting generally, and I

snestly don't know how he became aware of it.

Mr. McaosKEY. Was there no liaison between the White House and
Republican National Committee, on the telecommunications pol-

, v (luring your tenure?
'Mr. WitITEHEAD. Not that I'm aware of.
The Office of Telecommunications Policy is a separate agency

thin the Executive Office of the President. We have never had any

,.son as such with the Republican National Committee.
Mr. McCLosKEy. What about the Committee to Re-elect the

!'n.sident ?
Mr. WMTEHEAD. NO.
Mr. McaosKEY. No liaison whatever?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. NO.
Mr MCCLOSKEY. No attempt to coordinate policy by either the

National Committee or the Committee to Re-elect the President with
the policy determinations that your office was making?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. NO.
Mr. McCLosKny. I have no further questions.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Ms. Abzug.
Ms. ABZUG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask you a question which starts out somewhere

there my colleague, Mr. McCloskey, ended, but in the same vein.
Do you have any recollection of your remarks concerning license

rrnewals in 1972?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, I do.
Ms. ABZIJG. Do you have any recollection with respect to the con-

tents of your remarks which. included such words as "ideological
plugola" and "elitist gossip?"
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
MS. -kW:1G. IS it your impression that it is the role of OTP to de-

termine what the standards for public broadcasting should be in
terms of content?
‘Ir. WHITEHEAD. No, it is not.
Ms. Attztra. Then what did you mean by those remarks?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I did not apply those remarks to public broad-

Is. Anztia. Oh, what did you apply them to?
.; J ir. WHITEHEAD. I was, n that speech, discussing how the Federal
' -avernment licenses commercial television stations.

MS. ABZUG. I see.
Mr. WnrrEnEAD. I was making the point, regarding one aspect
the bill that I announced in that speech, that we subsequently in-
kitteed in the Congress. I said that there was a provision in that bill
it would prohibit the Federal Government from setting its own
Wards as to what program and content should be or what con-
futed good programing. I was explaining that provision of the bill

:a saying that to the extent there are abuses, for example, to the

"'m" rxWerripgrr".--,r,e Tr",
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extent there is elitist gossip it should be corrected within the televi.sion industry and not by the Government.
Ms. ABZUG. You have no recollection at all about your discussion in

that same speech of what kind of substantive content would be con.
sidered appropriate?
Mr. WurrimEAD. That's not my function, Ms. Abzug. Indeed, I hal,

great reservations which I made clear in that speech about the Govern.
ment having anything at all to say about the content of televisiot.
programing.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, let me ask you this.
Do you recall this statement: "station managers or network official,

who have failed to act to correct imbalance or consistent bias from th,
networks or acquiesce by silence can hardly be considered willing par.
ticipants to be held fully accountable by the broadcasters community
at license renewal time."
Mr. WiirrEHEAD. I do recall that. That was in that speech.
Ms. AnzuG. Yes, and do you recall that before that speech you said

"television station owners and managers must have full responsibility
for what goes out over the public's airways no matter what the origin
of the program, stations' licenses have the final responsibility for
news balance. Who else but management can or could correct so-called
professionals who confuse sensationalism with elitist gossip in tht
cruise of news analysis?"
Mr. 'WHITEHEAD. That's what I said.
Ms. ABZUG. Now you choose. I suppose, to interpret that as meaninz

something entirely different. Is that correct?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think I stand by what I said, Ms. Abzug.
Ms. ABZUG. Fine.
Why do you think that the role of the Office of Telecommunication.

Policy is to determine this basis for license renewals? Don't we have a
Federal Communications
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Federal Communications Commission?
Ms. Anzrq. Yes, sir.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, indeed. However, one. of the principal prob.

lems in the broadcast area of telecommunications policy is the way
television stations are licensed. What are the criteria? How are they
applied? And it is impossible to address broadcast communication,
policy without asking yourself how the license renewal process should
work.
I have had concerns for some time that the Federal Communicati0n3

Commission has been intruding itself into the area of program eon.
tent in considering license renewals and we do not think that is appro-
priate for any segment of the Government.
Ms. ABZUG. I see. So you thought perhaps :your office should do that
Mr. WnrrEnEAD. No. 'What I was saving was that legislation shoulslbe introduced and should be adopted to Wohibit that practice, and OWwas what I was saying.
Ms. Anzua. Are you aware of the fact that in 1968 the Bureau of th!Budget, I believe, issued a statement or recommendation to the "'roildent of the 'United States on Federal communications organizat10rL5While their report, like others, I think, that have gone on here for sot!'"time, recommended a centralized office program for Federal commit'

eat ions activities, they felt tli
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cations activities, they felt that such an office should not be established
within the Executive Office of the President.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes: I do recall that statement.
MS. ABZUG. Do you think that the fact that OTP is in the Office of the

Chief Executive creates any cramp on your activity? That your com-
ments, such as the ones that I and others have referred to here in the
committee, might be considered to be emanating, from the Executive
Office? There may be an impression—perhaps an unfair one. but it
exists nevertheless—that they should not be coming from that office,
that there may be an undue influence. Let's put it that way. That's be-
cause communication is such a delicate and sensitive subject particu-
larly in this technological age, and we'll get into a few questions on
that in a 'minute.
Do you think that that's an inhibition? Do your efforts—
Mr. Wiirr-EuEAD. Yes: very definitely.
Ms. ABZUG. Would ou give me an indication as to the size of your

staff?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. For the previous fiscal year we were authorized 65

full-time employees. For fiscal year 1914, in accordance with the Pres-
ident's desire to decrease the size of the Executive office, we have asked
for approval for only 52 full-time employees.
Ms. AnzuG. That's a pretty bic, staff.
Mr. WiarrEHEAD. Well, as Federal agencies go it's got to be one of

the smallest.
Ms. Anzuo. Well, you're not an agency, you're an office in the Execu-

tive Office of the President.
Mr. WinTEnEAD. We come up for a separate appropriation. We are

an agency in the meaning of the term.
-Ms. ABZUG. Do you think that is desirable?
Mr. WurrmiEAD. We happen to be located within the Executive

Office of the President.
Ms. ABZUG. Do you think this is desirable?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes: I think it is. I think this is, as you suggested,

such an important and sensitive area.
Ms. ABZI7G. But you do think being in the office of the Executive,

the President, could create some problems?
Mr. 'WHITEHEAD. It creates some problems; yes.
Ms. Anzta. Let me ask you another question while we're discussing

this. I don't have the time to get at what your 55 or 65 people do but
perhaps that would be an impoitant area of inquiry.
I am concerned about the issue of privacy, and we have heard testi-

mony here before from the various other Ligencies under your super-
vision. We understood from the previous testimony that policy with
respect to what will be done to protect the rights of privacy of individ-
uals who may be the recipients of communications has not really been
worked out. That is, we have heard about the computer communications
systems and their uses which are quite broad. For example there is a
relationship between the OTP and the Department of Defense's emer-
gency -warning system, which would enable one to actually tune in
directly into a person's home, and so on. And it became clear. as the
testimony developed, that although a report by this Office of Tele-
communications Policy that a survey was made in 1973 of the security
issues relevant to shared communications systems—such as the main-
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tenan.ce of personal privacy and the preservation of the confidentiality
of personal information—the witnesses didn't know what it said. I
just wondered whether or not that survey has been prepared, and is
there an interim conclusion or recommendation thus far on those issues
by your Office of Telecommunications Policy?

Arr. WHITEHEAD. That study is partially completed and the prelim-
inary parts are completed. I don't think there has been a report out of
the Office on the preliminary findings. We are still working on it.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, do you have any idea when that report will be

ready?
Mr. WIliTEHEAD. The estimate is that to complete that as stated

there it would probably take another year.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, it says here, during 1973 an initial survey will 1),,

made. Is that in process?
Mr. JOYCE. Yes.
Ms. Anztro. The surrey deals with issues relevant to shared corn-

munications systems such as the maintenance of personal privacy and
the preservation of confidentiality and personal information. And you
believe that will be finished when?
Mr. JOYCE. I think in about a year, Ms. Abzug.
There is a lot going on in the Government and out of the Govern-

ment in this area.
Ms. ABZUG. That's true,. I couldn't disagree with that.
Mr. JOYCE. And we want very much to take advantage of this and

not simply a quick little study which is not plugged into the other
things that are going on in the Government. And by some outside—
Ms. Anzuct. Well,-do You have any other policy recommendations or

guidelines for a Federal communications system since TOU are coordi-
nating research in this area and since you have delegated only the tech-
nical assistance, namely, the research into systems, the data machine,
themselves, to the Commerce Department? You yourself, however.
have reserved the right to enable the executive branch to speak with
a clear voice and to act as a more effective partner in discussions of
communications policy with both the Congress and the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
Those are the words of President Nixon and therefore I just want to

know where I can get an idea as to what are the policy guidelines with
respect to the rights of privacy of Members of Congress and of mem-
bers of the public. With respect to the development of this vast, enor-
mous network of communications, which goes hgvond the business of
FCC license renewals and goes into the whole question of data bank;
and computerized systems, and tuning into people's lives through Ow
television and the radio and so on. I want to know from you where 1
can find the guidelines of your policy in your directions to the variowother Government agencies and other acrencies that help you to developthese vast networks for our benefit. Where can I find that?Mr. WirrrEHEAD. Unfortunately. I think you have to go to sever''different places. The principal responsibility, as I indicated in nl!
statement, for safeguarding information lies with the agencies thocollect and use that information. Our responsibilities come into Pis'only when that information is transferred through electro'
communications. . , -. 124-3.!BII2 o) 11:
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Now, that is not a very widespread practice today. The technology is
advancing very rapidly so that in the not very distant future that
can become a very real economic and technological possibility.
What we are trying to do, and it is an imperfect art at best, is to

anticipate that technology.
Then on the other hand, to make sure that, insofar as we can see what

needs t.; be done, technologies are also developed so that these safe-
guards will be possible. We have been working, for instance, with
the National Bureau of Standards on a technology study to try to
identify just what kinds of safeguards are possible, which ones are not
possible, and which ones are necessary.
Ms. ABZUG. Is there anything published on that?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Not yet.
Ms. ABZUG. When do you think that will be published?
Mr. JOYCE. Are you referring to the National Bureau of Standards'

effort?
MS. ABZUG. Yes.
Mr. JOYCE. I don't know.

• Ms. ABZUG. 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976?
Mr. JOYCE. The NBS effort is a research program to determine what

it's going to take to protect confidential information within modern
interconnected computer networks and computer systems. It is pretty
difficult to predict when a research program is going to have achieved
success and be completed. I think we feel it is a very important research
program to be undertaken.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I have to be honest with you, Ms. ABZUG-
MS. ABZUG. I wish you would be.
Mr. WurrEHEAD. Just as you suspected, I don't think the Federal

Government knows very much about this area today.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, I don't know why they should be in it if they

don't know anything about it.
Mr. Winn:in:An. Well, one of our responsibilities is to make the

appropriate recommendations.
Ms. ABZUG. I get the impression they know a lot about it.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think we know about the various specific com-

ponents of the problem, but we don't know how it all fits together.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, let me ask you another specific question.
There was at one time a lot of discussion about a National Data

Bank. Do you know anything about that?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I recall the discussion.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, do you know whether that proposal is dormant or• whet her it is still Pending?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. As far as I know it is dormant.

ABZUG. And do you know of your own knowledge? I mean,
you're supposed to be the big head of all of this telecommunicationspolicy. .
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's right but I'm not responsible for all the

computer activities of the government and the data banks that haven'tbeen interconnected electronically.
Afs. ABZUG. What? I'm sorry.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. only responsible for the electronic communica-tions part of all of this. I'm not responsible for computers as such. Thedata banks that have been discussed in the past have largely been, in
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fact to my knowledge, they have all involved the physical accumulation
of data into one big bank. I don't have any responsibility for that.
On the other hand, as the Chairman pointed out, the interconnec-

tion of a large number of computers each with their own separate data
bank, could lead to the same kind of thing electronically, and I think
we have to be very alert to the possibilities. That kind of interconnec-
tion is not being done today, but the technology is coming rapidly,
and that is why we have got to have the safeguards.
Ms. Asztro. Well, let me ask you this other question, then.

I take it that even with respect to what might be encroachment on a
citizen's privacy, the kind of oversight this committee might exercise
has not essentially been worked out by you.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I'm not sure I understand your question.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, let me give You an example. In Sweden, for ex-

ample, there is a law which is quite involved with the issues of data

collected on private citizens and so on. And they realize that, while

there is a lot of government activity in that field, it's possible to protect

the rights of the individual.
It's a laudable event and I wouli like to see it happen in this great

country of ours. I just wondered whether you have given any of those

plans any consideration, Do you know anything about that?

Mr. JOYCE. I think there is a sequential process that has to be es-

tablished in this planning. •
First of all, we have to determine exactly what the rights of the

citizens are and should be with respect to various kinds of data. There
has been a study going on under the auspices of the Department of

Health. Education, and Welfare which is essentially complete now and

which I believe did survey some of the other laws in the 
countrie-

that you are referring to. This type of survey study will determine

what basic protections are needed.
The next step is when someone says. well, we are going to connect

these things together with a communications network. At that point
we must insure that those kinds of steps don't in any way bypass the

safeguards and controls which have otherwise been determined to he
necessary for the individual systems.
And those steps have to be taken in that order.
Ms. .Aszua. Well, the interesting thing to me, and I'm really quite

puzzled by this, is that. we have been working on the technological
development of communication and computer data systems and hvlwiti
computer communications for quite a while. It strikes me as beim:
very strange that we have not concerned ourselves with the total
prOblems involved until now. Maybe we are not too interested.

Let's put it to you this way, how much of your budget is allocate
to the issue that we have been discussing for the last 10 minutes?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. A relatively small part of our budget is.

d

Ms..A.Bzuo. And how many cif your personnel have been put to Worl
on that? What is "small"?
Mr. WiirrEnF..An. Well, "small" is perhaps $50,000 to $100.000 (4

contract money.
1/S. ABZUG. Out of—
Mr. WurrEirnAn. VOut of about $1 million. It's maybe 10 percent 311

maybe 2 to 3 personnel out of 60.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, I would suggest for your consideration that 1!"

problem has caught up with us.

1
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• Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think it .is very rapidly doing so very rapidly.
Ms. Aszuq. And passed us. And I think we ought to get into that.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I really don't think, Ms. ..-tbzug, that from a com-

munications standpoint, it has run past us, but it's very rapidly catch-
ing up with us. The technology is changing very fast. That is one rea-
son we don't know as much as we would like. As soon as you find out
something about how to provide a particular safeguard you discover
that some other new technology has come along that enables you to
to sneak past that safeguard. bo it is very difficult to try to keep up
with all of the safeguards, and the people who provide a counter to
the safeguards. But certainly my personal judgment would be that we
do need in the future to develop more resources to deal with the prob-
lem in the future.
Ms. ABZUG. Let me ask you one more question; I think my time has

expired.
I find one thing extremely interesting, and that is, do you have juris-

diction over satellite communications?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Government satellite communications ;yes.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, we have had some testimony before this committee

from NASA witnesses to the effect. that NASA contemplated leasing
satellites to other countries and so on.
How do you see the role of OTP in using NASA. in the dissemina-

tion of information?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. What kind of information?
Ms. ABZUG. That's what I'm interested in. I read in an article some-

where dealing with the perils of cultural domination, and I am
concerned with the perils of cultural domination, being a mother—
(Laughter.]
Ms. ..A.Ezug [continuing]. So I'm just wondering what we are doing

with the plans for leasing satellites—what your role is as a policy-
making body, regarding what kinds of information may be dissemi-
nated, if you act in that capacity. What we are sayino-
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, we don't have any direct responsibility for

what is broadcast over those satellites, although I will confess a certain
Willingness on my part to kibbitz and to call attention to the problems
where I see them. Let me first of all say that NASA's responsibilityIS principally development of the electronic technology. The ATS-F
satellite, which will be going up next year and I think is probably the
one you were referring to, will be used by NASA to test out com-
munications technology—antennas, tubes, transistors in space, that
kind of thing. The problem and the opportunity for abuse arise whenat the end of the year NASA will have learned all it needs to learnfrom the technological standpoint, about that satellite, it will stillbe up there with several years of useful life just floating around. So
the question is can it be turned to other useful purposes?

The Government of India is very interested in developing an edu-
cational broadcasting system for its own country. The U.S. Govern-
ment has offered to donate the use of that satellite for 1 year to the
Government of India. They will program it. We won't have anythingto say about what goes over that program.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has decided

that it would be useful to test the use of satellites to transmit educa-
tional broadcasts into remote areas in this country. They intend to use
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that same satellite at a different time to test educational broadcastingin our Rocky Mountain States and in Alaska.
My role there was simply to sound the alert that a continued pro-

gram of Government funded educational broadcasting directly into
communities raised some concerns. This should be done through
public broadcasting, and through the private sector. And as a result
of those concerns, it was decided by the Secretary of HEW that the
program would be limited to 1 year; I should say, by the Secretary in
conjunction with the Governors of the States involved.
So our role is to work with NASA, to work with the State De-

partment on an application such as the India experiment, to work
with the Secretary of HEW. and to evaluate the general appropriate-
ness of various uses, but certainly we have no. operational responsi-
bility for the actual information that would be transmitted. That
would lie in this case with the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, I think we get into a lot of troublesome areas here.

The Government of India, for example, which has been, so I have
read, previously interested in this leasing program, could possibly USP
this satellite for home country propaganda. You know, we have a
problem when we get into some of this.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Indeed. This is only an experiment. We are donat-

ing the use of the satellite to India for 1 year.
If there were to be an active U.S. Government program of making

satellites available for free or for pay to other countries, the problem.
you suggest would be right up front and we would have to deal with
them.
Ms. ABZUG. Well, those are very enormous problems, and essentially

what we are doing is only touching the surface. I find that the bigge,i
problem in all this, frankly, Mr. Chairman. is our inability to under-
stand how we guarantee that we don't utilize our great technolo7.
which of course we should have, in a way which would be detrimental
to the interests of the people in this country, and might possibly in-
terfere in the interests of other countries. I feel this is a very im
portant question on which your Office of Telecommunications Policy
apparently does not yet have any guidelines on. It is rather critical that
we have such guidelines as soon as possible, Mr. Chairman, and I ail
quite appalled that we don't already have them.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I wish, Ms. Abzug, that I could give you a simrk

answer to that question.
So far we have had to apply the general concept of privacy on a

case-by-rase basis. We just don't know enough yet about this mpiall
changing technology to come up with a statement of general applies'
bility that I think would be worthwhile.
Ms—A.11MM No further questions.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Ms. Abzug, one point in your very interesting lir':

of testimony has inquired about the study by the National Bureau'
Standards. I would suggest that the subcommittee direct a letter t.

the Bureau asking about the status of that report and their exPol"
completion date.
Ms. ARZUG. Yes, let's do that, Mr. Chairman. Indeed,I think

should inquire of our witness if there are similar contracts
have been let for the purpose of undertaking that kind of rests"'
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• We might also inquire as to which of our governmental agencies could
furnish us with such information. •
Mr. MOORHEAD. Would you furnish that for the record, Mr. White-

head?
•, Mr. WHITEHEAD. I'd be glad to do that.
[See appendix, pp. 580, 585.]
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Regula?

•, Mr. REGULA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. •
Mr. Whitehead, do you monitor in any way the Government agen-

cies to determine if their so-called public information effort is really
in effect a propaganda effort rather than a dissemination of facts?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. No; we do not. We do not have any responsibilities

for public information activities of the Government agencies.
Mr. REGULA. You don't have any opinion as to whether this con-

stitutes really propaganda and not just basic information?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, I suppose like everyone I have my own

personal views, but since I'm not an expert on the subject I am not
sure they are relevant. I do get concerned when it impinges on my
official responsibilities. For instance, if someone were proposing to
set up a massive Government-owned broadcasting system using Gov-
ernment frequencies, that would very definitely come under my pur-view and I would very definitely get involved.
I have expressed concern, for instance, in my testimony about ourpolicy for the regulation of television and the public service announce-ments which the Government encourages and then another arm of the

Government provides the announcements. I have those kinds of con-cerns but they derive from my responsibility for policy with respect tothe communications systems- technology, economics, and the like—rather than responsibility for public information activities; a respon-sibility which I do not have.
Mr. REGULA. You really don't evaluate the way in which agenciesuse their public information services other than if they would involve

telecommunications?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I have no responsibility for that.Mr. REctriA. Do you have any involvement with the evaluation ofthe data bank that is being developed under LEAA jurisdiction?Mr. WinTEHEAD. We are working closely with LEAA on their useof communications for that purpose and, indeed, privacy is one of thecentral issues in figuringout how that system should be designed notonly from a technical standpoint but from an operational and usestandpoint.
Mr. REGULA. I am informed that one of the States has refused toprovide this information because it feels that the information will notbe held in the degree of privacy that they would like if it does get intothe Federal Government computer system.Mr. WurrEHEAD. I think it is Alassachusetts who finds that theirparticipation in the program would violate their own . State laws;yes.
Mr. REGULA. Then it is as part of your responsibility, in this typeof activity to insure that privacy is protected even though this agencyis not directly under your jurisdiction? • • "
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Very definitely.

7."77-7 7"-="7".751-1;127TP7'. .. 
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Mr. REGULA. And you are working with LEA..A. on the privacy
aspects?
Mr. WrirrEHEAD. Privacy and a lot of other aspects.
Mr. REGULA. HOW aboui. the FBI and their computerized informa-

tion in criminal activity? Do you have any involvement there to
insure, again, the matter of privacy?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We do have a slight involvement. It is not very

deep. We have enough to do that; we have not at this point in time
endeavored to get into an examination of communications systems
that exist solely within one agency. There is enough for us to do
dealing with problems that cut across agency lines. So we are not
deeply involved in that, but we are aware of it, and we are aware of
the fact that it relates to and impinges on the LEAA data system.
Mr. REGULA. Would this study that you commissioned to evaluate

the maintenance of privacv be directed toward all aspects of Federal
activity in terms of securing privacy of information, such as LEA.1
and FBI and IRS?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. It would be, yes.
Mr. REGULA. In other words. this would be a part of the descrip-

tion of that effort. Is that correct ?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I don't want to give you the wrong impression.

We don't intend at the outset to do a study of each and every Feil-
era! system. system. What we are going to do is do a survey of what saft..
guards exist of general applicability both in terms of law and
policy and in terms of what is possible technologically. And at sow
point we'll bring these two together and say, where are the gaps, wlm‘
can be done, what ought to be done, what is not now possible ht:t

what type of research is needed to make possible? And then the,
recommendations will be applied by the agency directly to their sy4
terns.
Mr. REGULA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Whitehead. I have a few more questions.
I would like to get to the feel of the relationship that you have wit'

other agencies in the Government. where your responsibilities lie.
example. what is your relationship with the Office of Telecommun.
cations in the Commerce Department?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, it is severalfold; they perform several re-

search functions principally related to the propacration of radio will"
through the atmosphere and the space and the HK-e. We draw on 11'"
research from time to time.
Second. they provide the basic clerical function—I didn't raw

that in a derogatory sense. because it involves use of computer's an3
fair number of people—for the assignment of radio frequencird
Government users. I have the responsibility for the ultimate fir'
sionmaking• in that regard, so we work closely with them in
carryina out of that function.
Third. the Secretary of Commerce is directed by Executive ora"

provide support to the Office of Telecommunications Policy, and tb'
is a component of the Office of Telecommunications in the CotanY~'
Department that provides technical and economic studies to to-

Finally, of course, many communications matters relate to the r
vate sector, and the Secretary of Commerce has his general ren''"

t
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bilities for business and commerce and from time to time takes posi-
tions on communications policy issues pending before the FCC or
the 'Congress. And we work with him in that regard and usually in
that, he chooses to have the staff work done in the Office of Telecom-
munications.
Mr. MOORHEAD. How about the Automated Data and Telecommu-

nications Service of GSA?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We work very closely with GSA. GSA is a member

of the Government Communications Policy and Communications
Council which I chair, which is a panel of policy level people with
communications responsibility in the Government.
And GSA, in the new planning concept that I stated that we are

about to adopt, will be the lead agency ior planning general admin-
istrative communications, and, oecourse, they exercise that kind of
responsibility through that division that you mentioned.

. Mr. MOORHEAD. Would you supply for the record the membership of
that joint commission that you just described?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes; I'd be pleased to do that.
[The material referred to follows:]

. The following agencies are presently represented hi the Council for Govern-
ment Communications Policy and Planning:
1. Office of Telecommunications Policy.
2. Department of State.
3. Department of Defense.
4. Department of Commerce.
5. Department of Transpnrtation.
6. Central Intelligence Agency.
7. National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
8. General Services Admin' fration.
Consideration is being gi en to some expansion in Council membership to

Include representatives of other key mission areas in the Federal Government.

Mr. MOORHEAD. How about the Office of Communications of NASA?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We do work with them, of course, where satellite

communications are involved.
Principally they provide information to us. Now that they have

terminated their program of development of broadcast satellites,
our principal involvement with them is getting expertise from them
on particular aspects of satellite communications and technology.
Mr. MOORHEAD. How about the National Bureau of Standards?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Again, as we have discussed, we have some joint

Projects with them. The Commerce Department is responsible under
the Brooks bill for certain aspects of computer usage within the
Federal Government. We are responsible for joint computer com-
munications activities, so we necessarily work very closely with the
Bureau of Standards. As computers become more and more inter-
connected through communications, I think it is going to be more
and more important that we work with them so that their policies
with respect to computers are at least compatible with our policies
with respect to communications.
Mr. MOORHEAD. What's your relationship with the Federal Com-

munications Commission?
Mr. WnrrEHEAD. My agency is the principal, the lead agency, for

making recommendations on behalf of the executive branch to the
FCC, and we do make recommendations to them from time to time.

Also, in the planning and the .allocation and the assignment of

elrirrInrliPt7"171.71.-mME: • 1141,Pro7ffirreTriv''"'
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frequencies for communications we work quite closely with the FCC.They are responsible for assigning frequencies to private citizens. W,are responsible for assigning frequencies to Government users. 1",,
spectrum is a very broaa technical resource and doesn't respect th,, .
kinds of artificial distinctions. So there is a need for a very close co•operation to make sure that the frequency bands that are necessat;for Government communications are reserved, that the Governm(
does not make excessive use of a frequency, that a large number of ft
quencies can be shared between Government and private use so w,
make the maximum use of that resource.
Mr. MOORHEAD. So it was within your official responsibilities to mak

recommendations to the FCC that the individual licensees be respe
sible for the content of network news?
Mr. WmTEHEAD. No; first of all, you have to understand that it

now the law. By law, the licensees are responsible. The 1934 Cott.
munications Act states that very clearly in saying that broadeastvr.
are not common carriers. It says that they are responsible for what the, ,
transmit, just as a publisher of a newspaper bears ultimate respon
sibility for what he publishes in his newspaper. -The recommendation that I made with regard to license renewti!. •
was not made to the FCC. I don't think that would have been appn-
priate. We thought it called for legislation and we prepared legtsli
tion which was submitted by my office on behalf of the administrat
to die Congress and is now being considered in the House Commen,
Committee.
But on matters that fall short of the need for legislation where it

clear that the FCC has the authority to act under the Communicatic .
Act, we do from time to time make recommendations to them Alm..
decisions that we think would be in the public interest.
Mr. MoomEAD. Well, let me understand. The legislation that )•

proposed would cover the license renewal of the individual stations —
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's correct.
Mr. MOORHEAD [continuing]. Particularly with respect to or inch)

ing their responsibility for the content of network news broadevd,
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, our legislation did not address that. It did:

undertake to change that aspect of the existing law.
The principal features of our legislation were to extend the lier •

term from 3 years to 5 years, to change license renewal hearing pro"
dures, to clarify the public interest standard that the FCC is esPe('`:to apply to make it clear that the public interest was the interest ofcommunity being served, and that the FCC under our bill would Da'allowed the right to set its own criteria as to what the American iwaought to see on the air. Our bill would require the FCC to meo“'"complaints about a broadcaster's performance in terms of themunity's perspective rather than the Government's perspective.
Those are the principal changes our bill would make.Mr. MOORHEAD. You understand, of course, that the particulars cern expressed by the networks that your statement in Indiatiorindicates that the local stations who were up for renewal wen'called upon, in effect, to censor the network news broadcasts? rillsaying that they were correct. They may have misinterpreted 11' ;you would agree that this was the concern they expressed aft-Cr 

4
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Mr. WHITEHEAD. The networks have always expressed concern aboutlimitations on their operations, and I am not sure I can speak aboutjust exactly how they would like things to work in the news area vis-a-vis the local stations. One would hope that they would view the net-work news as a vital and necessary component of local broadcaster'sservice to his community, but certainly not an all-encompassing serviceto the point that the broadcaster needn't offer some of his ownmaterials.
All three networks have voiced support for the administration'slicense renewal bill.
Mr. MOORHEAD. But you said that this bill did not change the lawwith respect to the responsibility of an individual licensee monitor-ing • monitor-ing

WHITEHEAD. No; • did not change that in any way. That hasalways been the case.
I think Mr. Chairman, there was some confusion, this speech andthe bill 
think,

followed it, where the first time in many, many yearsthat these broadcastinc, policy issues had been raised to the level ofnational awareness. And if I may say so
' 
I think that many people inthe print media, who were writing about these stories, were not awareof the extent to which the Government had involved itself, in theregulating of television programing.I guess I'd been so deeply involved in this, that I presumed thateveryone knew that this was already the way things were. When thepeople in the print media saw some of the things that were alreadylaw, they took it as a sign that suddenly the Government was in-volving itself in an unhealthy way.I agree that it is an unhealthy way. So that I think *that if nothingelse, perhaps the speech served its purpose by focusing the attention ofthe print media and other people on the extent to which televisionprograming is today regulated by the Government. •Mr. MOORHEAD. So, are you clarifying your Indianapolis speech, orclarifying the interpretation that was placed upon it?Mr. WUITEUEAD. I'm clarifying the interpretation that was placedupon it.

Mr. MoonnEAD. And what you are saying is that licensees are justas free now to accept without monitoring, without responsibility, net-work broadcasts, but that does not relieve them of the responsibility ofproviding local news and serving a local function.
Mt. WHITEHEAD. That's right. They're free to take. their programsfrom wherever they want, but they have to understand that they haveth(, final responsibility for what they choose to transmit.It is my personal judgment, but I hope it would be widely acceptedthat the principal function of the broadcaster is to add to the pro-graming he gets from the network. I don't see that the public interestis well served in very many instances by cutting out something.You know, the whole theory of an informed, democratic society isthat they have access to all kinds of information. And it would be hardfor me to conceive, except in a few isolated instances, that a broad-caster would judge that he was serving: the public interest by refusingto let his public see something; rather I would think he would wantto add to it to make sure the viewers have a broad enough base ofinformation.

•
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Mr. MOORHEAD. SO, it is your testimony that the 
individual broad-

caster can accept an thing from the networks, but 
that his respon-

sibility doesn't. stop there. lie may add to it. or he should 
add to it.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. To the extent it is his judgment and it should
 be his

judgment, that's correct. It shouldn't be the Government requirements.

Mr. MOORHEAD. One final question. then I will yield.

Do you have, or does there exist technology to monitor,
 without my

consent. what I listen to on the radio. or look at on broad
cast TV?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. There is, Mr. Chairman. However, I 
haven't looked

into it. -
Mr. MOORHEAD. There is? .
Mr. WHITEHEAD. There is. I have not looked into i

t very deeply.

but—and I'm not sure how practical it would be to do 
this on a wide-

spread basis. But I have read reports, for instance, 
of it being con-

sidered that companies would be set up to compete 
with Nielsen and

survey of what people were watching, by driving a 
truck through the

street's and aiming an antenna at the home, and 
picking up the very

faint signals from a television set.; that would 
indicate what channel

was being watched.
That kind of thing is likely to be very expens

ive, but I suppose it

could be done.
Mr. MooRHEAp. There's no question that it exists for

 cable television.

Mr. WlarimEAn. It would depend on the, 
particular application of

cable technology. For instance, if the programing 
were programin:

that the people were buying over the cable, then th
e fact of recordim:

what the viewer was watching for billing purposes 
could also be used

to keep track of what he was watching fo.. other 
purposes.

In just the general transmission of advertiser 
supported program..

I'm not sure that it would be any easier to tell on 
cable than it is in

broadcasting, but certainly it could be determined 
what a person it

watching over cable television.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Now, let me see if I understand what 

you're sayin:..

Would it be possible, if you wanted to check out an 
individual—wlial

his pattern of listening habits would be, whether he liste
ns to say. mil%

to all of the "leftwing" broadcasts or all of the 
"rightwing" brmul

casts—you could at least get a pattern on that individual?

I'm thinking of the privacy question again.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, I think it would be possible, probably 

be en.-icf

in a surreptitous basis to do it with broadcasting than it would be ""!L

cable television. With cable, all of the sianals are combined 
within t!ot

small cable.
When you get into broadcasting, you have the emission 

of signi!'

and when a signal comes into a TV set. and is converted into a 
pie( um

there are signals generated within the TV set to permit that to IX' d'
'!"'

and those signals radiate out.
It would be possible if you were determined to do it, not 

on a wi3;

spread basis though. I'm talking about a particular in
stance.
we 1,4

think it would fall essentially into the cateaory of what 
call

ging; just as you might monitor what someone is saying in
you could through appropriate devices, monitor what they we

ing on the 
television.re flat"'
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have to apologize for repeating some of the questions that he may haveasked because I had a conversation goin,, with my colleague here onanother matter of great moment to our subcommittee.But let me ask this. Does the state of the law relative to license re-newal put the one seeking the license renewal in the same position asa new applicant, or does he have some prior right, to that license. havinghad it in the past?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, that gets to be a very difficult area. The lawsays very clearly that there are no property rights in the spectrum,so there is no right to have a license renewed.On the other hand, I think it is generally accepted that a broadcasterwho is doing a good job in his community should have some assurancethat his license will not be jerked out from under him every 3 years, oreven every 5 years for that matter; and the incumbent probably shouldnot be considered as just another applicant in a competing applica-tion process, when someone else comes in at the end of the license andsays, I would like to have the license.'So what we have proposed is new statutory procedure for compet-ing license applications and for granting some stability and some safe-guards to the existing licensee. It would have to be shown that thebroadcaster who is now licensed is not serving the public interest inhis community, or that there is substantial question regarding his serv-ice; when it would go to a hearing, and the FCC would have to makea determination as to whether, iefact, this is the case.They could then take away his license. They could treat him just asan equal of the competing applicants.Mr. ERLENBORN. You say you proposed this, and I believe you pro-posed it in the same speech where you were quoted by Ms. Abzug ashort time ago as to the re 

'
-)onsibility of the license holder over pro-gramina. So that the state of the law at the time you made that speechwas at feast technically—from a practical standpoint it may have beenapplied differently—the licensee stood in the same position as any ap-plicant., that is, he had no particular right to renewal.Mr. WHITEHEAD. Essentially that's right. Yes.Mr. ERLENBORN. Now, if someone is making an application for alicense for the first time, he is asked what his programing standardsand practices will be. is he not?Mr. WHITErrEAP. That is correct.Mr. ERLENBORN. And would it be considered sufficient if he wouldsay, I'm going to make a contract with one of the networks and theirstandards will be ours? Or would he have to have his own standards ofprograming?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think he is expected to have his own standards.It reflects that section of the law that says each licensee is responsiblefor his transmissions.
Mr. ERLENBORN. The reason I asked is that is the way I understoodit to be; and when you suggested that anyone applying for a renewalbe responsible for his programing standards even though he may beaffiliated with a network, there seemed to be a great. furor across thecountry that you were somehow or other threatening licensees.Weren't you only, in suggesting that, merely stating what the pres-ent state of the law is, that a licensee is responsible for his program-ing standards and cannot delegate this or say that he has no control
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0,
over programing standards merely because he l is ̀

connected with a

network? 
•

Mr. Wma.-EnEAD. That's right. I thought the point bore some em-

phasis, because there has been a very steady trend in broadcasting for

broadcasters to take a larger and larger percentage of their program

schedule from the network. And as a practical matter, many broad-

casters don't really pay much attention to what is coming down the net-

work line. They just turn the switch, and let it go out over their

transmitter.
I think it bears some emphasis from time to time, that the man who

has the license to use the public airways is the man who has the re-

sponsibility to his community to make thedecisions about what goes

out, and what serves their interest best.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Well, that's why I was really somewhat 

surprised at

the interpretation that some put on your remarks. It. 
seems to me you

were merely saying that the present license holder ought 
to have the

same responsibility for programing as one who would be a 
competing

applicant. That is to say, this would be my policy as to 
programing.

and not be able to avoid responsibility for programing 
merely by say-

ing he had. a contract with somebody who was going to 
make those

decisions for him.
Mr. WirrrEirEAD. I think that's right. I must admit, I 

was 'Surprised

by the reaction, too. As I told the Chairman, I do 
think that many

people just weren't aware of the current status of 
broadeasting regu-

lations.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Your comments. I think, were 

certainly relevant

and were accurate as to the current status of the 
law: In the &um,

speech, you then suggested that you would even give the 
present 1ice.n.4.

holder an added, extra advantage that he didn't at 
that time enjoy.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes. I think thatis compatible 
with the coneept

that the Government's power in the licensing process 
should not. be

used to bring about the types of programiflg. that 
the Governmert

thinks are desirable, however desirable the 
Government may think

they are. • -
I think that a private media structure is the only thing 

that is really

compatible with the separation between Government 
and the medis

that is written into the first amendment.
Now, we have a very delicate problem. We can't 

necessarily r_fo all thi.

way to achieve that goal, because we do have the 
concept of the air.

waves being owned and-  controlled by the public. The only 
recoure 0;4.

public. has is through Government so there do have to be 
proces4e4 to

allow for this public recourse. But certainly we can 
establish thcre

processes so that the criteria for evaluating a broadcaster. 
are the corn'

munity's criteria, not the Federal Government's criteria.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I guess it is somewhat connected with 
the (P5t;'

that I have just asked you. I'm thinking about the 
question that 1.'4

Chairman asked about monitoring what television, stations 
people mil

be listening to, or watching.
The Chairman said you could then tell if a person 

was watchir-r

right wing programing. or left wing programing. •
Do you know—and 'I don't mean this in any critical 

way—b"!

Whitehead, do you know of any television channels 
that cow"

described in this way, as hay
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described in this way, as having right wing programing or left wingprograming?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. No, I don't.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I just want to correct a misapprehension. I didn'tmean the whole programing. I just meant, say, for example, ReverendMcIntyre.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Particular segments of the daily programing?Mr. MOORHEAD. Yes.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think it might be desirable if we had more di-versity in our communications media and broadcasting. It would bepossible for there to be right wing channels, left wing channels, re-ligious channels and what have you, just as we have that structure inour print media.
But for the time being, we have a very limited number of com-munications channels, and the FCC has always held that it was thebroadcaster's responsibility to provide a broad spectrum of publicservice rather than focusing on one particular kind of programing. Ifwe ever reach the day through better use of UHF channels, or throughcable television, or what have you so that we do have an abundanceof outlets, instead of scarcity, maybe then we could have that kind ofspecialized station.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I think that controversy is with us right now. I'veforgotten the name of the license holder, but I think it is some religiousoriented organization. And they—
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Reverend McIntyre.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Yes, Reverend McIntyre. There are those who sug-gest it is not wrong for a licensee operating a radio station to have aparticular ideological uent to the programing,. as long as it is bal-anced with other ideologies being made available through other radiostations; in other words, as we have in our printed media.As you have suggested, we can have religious oriented newspapers.You can have conservative newspapers. You can have liberal news-papers. As long as people have a choice, they do have the balance avail-able; and you don't need to have each newspaper provide that balance.Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes. I think that if we insist that each newspaper,or each television station or each radio station have a complete balance,that we are just asking for a very dull mediocrity. And we are askingfor that mediocrity to be specifiea through the license renewal process.We tell the broadcaster, you will get your license if you conform tothis mediocrity.
That's not the kind of think we should encourage.Mr. ERLENBORN. But from a practical standpoint, or a legal stand-point, that sort of balance to a certain extent is required today. Is itnot?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, it is, and it's one of the most difficult areasabout license renewals. I made a proposal some time ago that FCCmove to regulate, radio as a separate. service. Right now, most of theirregulations apply to broadcasting, both television and radio.Well, I think it is quite clear that television is a totally differentmedium from radio. There are many fewer television stations, withcertainly unquantifiable, but I think very real differences in the poweror the compulsion of the media. Somewhat more stringent regulations,

22-375 (P1.2) 0 - 73 -- 17
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somewhat more careful regulations, probably should apply to

television.
In radio, on the other hand, where every listener has a choice of

10-20-30 radio stations, diversity is probably better achieved throu
gh

the marketplace. Each station would be allowed its own concep
t of

what best serves the audience rather than forcing each of them to

program the same thing. And we do that.; the, FCC allows specialized

formats in music. You can have an all news station. You can have a

talk station. You can have an all classical station, what have you.

It doesn't seem to stretch my imagination too far to see that you

could have some of those stations specializing in certain kinds 
of

political points of view or other points of view, so long as it is n
ot

abused in terms of the purposeful keeping off of other points 
of

view, and so long as the overriding goal is established. That go
al

is to allow a. lot of competition and diversity in what is available

for the listener, so that he can choose for himself what he wants to

hear.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. McCloskey?
Mr. McaosKEy. I'm going to quote to you from a speech you ma

de

on February 2, 1972, on the public broadcasting service program,

"This Week": "There are some, I think serious questions of principle

as to whether Federal funds should be involved in funding public

affairs (programs), because you were taking the taxpayers money,

and using it to express controversial points of view." On February 2,

1972.
Now, with respect to the last answer you gave the gentleman

from Illinois, Mr. Erlenborn. von would see no problem in radio

stations expressing controversial points of view so long as opposing

views were permitted on the same station.
Is that correct?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is pretty much how the FCC determines

things today; yes.
Mr. McaosKEy. But with public broadcasting, I take it, you do

object to controversial views being expressed on public television.

Mr. WirrrEHEAD. No, not. at all. The FCC has held that the publ
ic

broadcast stations have the same responsibility for public service and

community service that commercial stations have. Indeed, they have

a responsibility under the fairness doctrine to provide the oppor-

tunity for discussion of controversial issues of public importance.

Now, they have that responsibility. What am raising a question

about in public broadcasting is the use of the taxpayer's dollar for

this purpose. Right now, public broadcasting is funded only to the tune

of about. 25 percent by the Federal Government. The rest of the

money comes from foundations, from listeners and viewers, or from

corporations or other private sources.
And I don't see that the Federal Government, certainly not the

executive branch, has anything to sav about that kind of program-

ing that is done with funding from private sources. The only question

I have raised has been. about the use of the Federal dollar for that

purpose.
Mr. licaosKEy. Well, I suppose, in some respects, tax-free founda-

tions' money is the public taxpayer's dollars also since there is a

`mrrtrrorMerfm,riperreripru-r..----7•77.-av-r,7%,-,,,, r -"Taign9.• 
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benefit, is there not, to the tax-free foundations? If they are notadvocating a political view, they get tax exemptions.Mr. WHITEHEAD. That argument could be advanced, yes.Mr. McCLosKEy. Well, how do you separate out—if you are makingthe argument that taxpayers' funds, and again, I want to be precisein your quote, because here you are taking; the taxpayers' money andusing it to express controversial points of view.
Whether it is 25 percent public funding of public broadcastingsystems, or 10 percent or 80 percent, is there any material differencein your statement as to what percentage of the taxpayers' money goesinto public broadcasting?
Mr. WHrrEnEAD. I'm not sure I understand your question. I'msorry.
Mr. McaosiKEY. You responded that only 25 percent of the publicbroadcasting money comes from the taxpayer. But does it make anydifference if it's 10 percent or 80 percent ? Still there are public fundsgoing into the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.Mr. WHITEHEAD. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting existsprincipally to funnel Federal funds into the public broadcastingsystem. In effect, it is a creature of the Federal Government, anduses principally Federal funds.
Mr. McaosKEy. Please repeat that. It is the preacher of the Fed-eral Government?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Creature.
Mr. Mcaosic.Er. I was terribly dismayed for a minute. [Laughter.]Well, once money goes into the Corporation for Public Broadcasting;in your opinion, Mr. Whitehead, should the Public Broadcasting Serv-ice avoid expressing controversial points of view on either side of anissue?
Mr. WiirrEimAn. If I could find a way to be sure that all controver-sial points of view were presented using that money, my opposition tothat concept might be considerably muted. The problem is that youcan't present all points of view, so you say, I'll present all significantPoints of view.
.Immediately, you have Federal money being used for editing out cer-tain.points of view. Then you have the question of what is the contro-versial issue. How are we going to choose which issues we are goingto cover with Federal money; again raising very perplexing questionsabout opposition to Government control and catering to what it is per-ceived the Government wants, so there could be more money next year.If I could find a way of providing adequate insulation. I would notobject. I think the Federal Govermnent does have a role to play infunding public television. But in my limited abilities, I have not beenable to figure out a way to funnel that money into the very controver-sial areas, basically the journalistic program areas, without raisingextremely vexing questions about answerability to the Congress, andthe great debates that could ensue about how the taxpayer's money isbeing used.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. But let me go to a precise issue. For example, prayerin the schools or abortion. Both of those examples are very much incontroversy. Let's take those two examples and test them against yourtestimony here today and this speech that you made on February 2,1972.

1
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Serious question of principle as to whether Federal funds should be i
involved in fundirig public affairs programs, because here you are tak-
ing taxpayer's money and using it to express controversial points of
view. Let's take prayer in the schools to start, which I think was a
fairly close vote m the House as to whether we amended the Consti-
tution on that subject.
In your opinion, should the public broadcasting system be precluded ;

from presenting balanced expressions for and against the question of ,
prayer in the sct-hools over a national public affairs network?
Mr. WHrrEHEAn. Well, let me preface that by saying—
Mr. McCLosKE-r. Preface it by saying yes or no, and then explain it !

if you will.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I've always made it a policy not to discuss specific ?

programing issues on public television, so I don't want to get into the
business here or anywhere of making recommendations about what they
should or should not program, so —
Mr. Mcaosiiry. Let me say this. I don't think either you have the

privilege or we have the privilege to avoid the discussion of specific
issues in front of a congressional committee.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. What I'd like to do is discuss that as an example,

rather than that as a particular issue.
Mr. Mcaosxgr. I would like, Mr. Whitehead, for you to discuR:

it as an example, but first to give a yes-or-no answer to my question if
you would.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. No.
Mr. McCLosKEy. No, you do not think r blic television should he

precluded from giving both sides of that issue, on prayer in the schools.
Do I interpret your no correctly?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. No; I do not think that Federal money should be

used for programingof that sort. •
Mr. McaosKEy. All right.
Then the answer is yes; you do not think that the public broadcast-

ing system should be used to express controversial issues on either side
of the prayer in the schools issue.
Mr. WiirrEHEAn. Yes; I do not think that Federal money should it

used for that purpose.
Mr. McCr,osKEy. Well, there's no way to run the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting without Federal money, is there?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. But the Corporation for Public Broadcasting 74

not the totality of public broadcasting. nor is it the headquarters for
public broadcasting. It is simply a corporation that was established lit.
the Congress to create programing and to distribute money to loo•
stations to add to the money they were getting from other sources.
Mr. McCuisKEY. Well, then the money that the Corporation Pi

Public Broadcasting uses for creating programs, which I would 
r
.(me'

is an indistinguishable part of the total money used to create pubbr
programing.
Is it your opinion that that money should not be used in any part 61.

the creation of programing on either sides of the prayer in the schoci
issue?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. And that would extend to abortion, I take it.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. To the extent that we are discussing legislatill

action or other types of things, yes.

it
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Mr. MCCLOSKEY. Well, any of the great national issues before the
Congress—say the nuclear carrier that we vote on today or tile Trident
submarine—in your judgment over the Public Broadcasting System,
public money should not be used to program balanced presentations on
both sides of any controversial issue involving public action?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is basically my position. Now, you get into

very difficult distinction, and that's one reason for our position, is that
these difficult distinctions must be made. They are passionately im-
portant to some people, and it is going to create, on some issues, con-
siderable politicalization of public broadcasting.
It is going to create a necessity for oversight hearings in. the Con-

gress about this programing because many people are upset about it.
And there are distinctions that I find almost impossible to draw from
a governmental or pol' •y standpoint.
For instance, on abortion; at the time when abortion is an important

controversial issue politically or from a public action standpoint,
there is a great dearth of knowledge and a great uncertainty as a
medical and moral issue; about abortion, at what stages should abor-
tion take place; what are the various procedures; and how have the
moral issues been handled in the past and in other societies.
If public television undertook to do an educational program on

abortion, its history, its applicability in other cultures, how the law
with respect to abortions has developed; it would be very hard to see
how that could be called anything but an educational show.
On the other hand, if it began to get into the current debate, and

the positions of various parties to that debate, then it would be very
hard to distinguish that from a journalistic show. There are great
distinctions to be made in almost any subject area. I think that it
presents a very vexing problem.
_Mr. McaosKEY. Well, I appreciate your point of view, and I

appreciate that it is vexing. But I am trying to understand the ration-
ale between the position on network programing, in which licensees
of stations are encouraged to run controversial points of view, so longas they are balanced on television, and your contrary position on public
television. I tend to agree with your position on radio, that they canbe encouraged even more there with a little less concern because thereare so many other radio stations, that the listener has his choice of
programing.
But now we come to public television, and if I understand your posi-

tion, you want to shut off all controversial programs whatsoever.
Mr. WurrEnEAD. No, Mr. McCloskey; that's not the case at all, andI have said public television holds that same responsibility that com-

mercial stat ions have.
MI:. MCCLOSKEY. Then how do you say that public television or

public moneys on public television, and the two seem to be indistin-
guishable, should not be permitted to have programs on both sides ofthe abortion issue or both sides of a prayer-in-the-schools issue?
Mr: WHITEHEAD. Well, I think the Federal dollar and other dollars

are distinguishable.
Mr. McCLosKEY. Then, you do make the distinction between public

and the private enterprise marketplace operation of television which
you have espoused; there is a difference, and it's based on the fact that
the public dollar is used ill public television.
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Mr. WHITEHEAD. I'm not sure. I'm communicating, Mr
. McCloskey.

Mr. MeaosKEY. That's both of our jobs, and I'm not
 sure I under-

stand, so maybe it's my fault, not yours. Go ahead.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Public television stations are lice
nsed to serve

their community. They have been doing so for some 2
0 years. It has

only been in the last 5 years that the Federal Gover
nment has, been,

through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
directly

the creation of programing for public television stations.

The public television stations, just like commercia
l stations, have

always had the responsibility fur programing c
ontroversial issues of

public importance,.and making sure that all impo
rtant sides of those

issues are discussed. I think that is a fine concept. I 
think that concept

ought to be continued.
However, I do not think that Federal funds 

should be channeled

directly to that use. The responsibility that a pu
blic TV station has

to program controversial issues should be met wit
h funding from other

sources; from foundations, from their viewers, 
from wherever they've

been getting funds in the past. And they shoul
d use those funds for

that type of programing rather_than- looking 
to Washington to give

them funds, or looking toWiiiiington to crea
te that kind of program-

ing for them. By 'Washington in this case, I m
ean the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. Then any nationally concei

ved program that was

put out for distribution to local broadcast
ing systems in your judg-

ment should not touch on either side or both s
ides of the controversial

issue. Is that correct?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Only if there is Federal money 

involved.

Mr. McCLosKEY. Well, the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting is

a national distributor of funds for national, all
 public funds, isn't it?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. That's right, but certain co
rporations have under-

written programs, and if they chose to und
erwrite a program on

some controversial issue, and distribute it across 
the country to the

local stations, I see nothing wrong with that. T
here's no direct Fed-

eral involvement in that, and it is up to the local 
stations to decide

whether they carry it or not as a component of 
their public service

responsibility.
Similarly, a foundation, the Ford Foundation is 

right now, as in the

past, funding these kinds of programing. I recognize 
your point ear-

lier, but for my present purposes, let me say that 
they are basically

private, and I don't see that there is any direct F
ederal involvement

there • and therefore, there is no reason for the _ ederal 
Government

to make a comment one way or the other about that 
program.

Mr. Mcaosii.Er. Well, until this year it is true, is it 
not, that the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting has used Fede
ral dollars to

create programs on controversial issues?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, it has, and it is continuing to 

do so.

Mr. McCtosKEY. And it is continuing to do so, and 
your Office of

Telecommunication Policy seeks, I assume then, to d
eny them that

right to continue.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. There's no way that we can deny them 

that right,

Mr. McCloskey. We simply can state our view as to 
what would be

sound principles for channeling Federal money into a 
system like

this that is so sensitive and so important.
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They are free to ignore us. They are set up by the Congress as in-
dependent of us, and they take their own votes, and they make their
own decisions.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. You mention in this booklet that I quoted to you

earlier, this Network Project booklet, that there are some inaccuracies,
and perhaps this statement is inaccurate. I'd like you to comment;
"in 1968, he, Mr. Whitehead, was hired by Richard Nixon to conduct
studies on the use of Presidential budget as an instrument of national
policy."
Is that a correct statement?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is basically correct.
Mr. McaosxEr. Well, then, you could use the budget as an instru-

ment of national policy by denying funds to the Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadcasting, couldn't you?
Mr. WHITEmAn. In a broad sense, yes.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. So you could exercise, by your position, influence

upon the Corporation for Public Broadcasting by the denial or
withholding of their funds by the Office of Management and Budget,
couldn't you?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We cannot withhold the funds that the Congress

appropriates in this case.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. You cannot. You concede that.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. The impoundment of funds for public broadcast-

ing, you cannot do.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We cannot. impound those funds.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. So your only instrument there in the use of the

budget is vetoing., if we a.r,,ropriate too much money, in your opinion,
or for too long a time.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
Mr. McaosKEY. And that's precisely what you did in 1972.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. So then the question is the use of the budget as

the means to exert pressure on the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing, and the threat of the veto as a means to effect their programing
policy decisions. Is that correct.?
Mr. WinurEllEAn. Yes. That's, as you appreciate in this case, a veryblunt instrument.
Mr. McaosKEr. A very blunt instrument.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. The kinds of things that the booklet you're refer-ring to was talking about was the President's administration of the

executive branch wherein be can, by controlling money for various
purposes, affect what the executive branch is doing, which is his respon-sibility to do, as the Chief Executive.
On the other hand, in the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, very

rightfully, the decisions with respect to programing are given to an
autonomous board, and there. is no opportunity, and I think thereshould be no opportunity, for the executive branch, or indeed the
Congress in my judgment, to make specific decisions or recommenda-tions about particular shows. which was the reason for my sensitivityearlier in talking about particular programing.
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. Well, I'm reminded of this quote from your as-

sistant, Brian Lamb, about those appointments to the Corporation,
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stating, "we would hope they. would reflect our 
feeling, these are the

nominees to the Corporation".
Mr. WHITEnEAD. The President usually appoint

s people who reflect

his philosophy when he is responsible for 
making appointments.

I think he would be derelict in his duties if he
 didn't appoint people

who he thought. had sound judgment.
Mr. McCLosKEr. So then I assume you screen

 appointees for the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting on whet
her or not they agree,

with the Office of Telecommunications Policy in
 keeping that corpora-

tion out of the programing of controversial m
aterials with taxpayer's

dollars.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. It's not my responsibility, not

 being within the

President's personal staff, to do the personnel 
screening.

Mr. McCLosKEY. Let me tie down, if I may, a 
few questions that I

asked earlier, because I want to be absolutely 
clear on this. During

the year 1972—I take it there was no com
munication between your

office and the Committee to Re-elect the Preside
nt.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Not to my knowledge, no.

Mr. McCLosKEY. And there was no com
munication between your

office and that of the Republican National 
Committee.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. There may have been a 
conversation between Mr.

Lamb and Mr. Nofziger, but to the best of my
 recollection Mr. Nofziger

wanted information on what our position 
was, and we provided it to

him, just as we would provide it to anyon
e who called and asked.

Mr. McaosKEy. And I take it, the single
 exception to your testi-

mony would be communications between Mr
. Lamb and Mr. Nofziger.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCLosKEr. May I ask, Mr. Chairman

, if the witness could

then furnish to this committee any memorand
a or communications be-

tween your office or any employee of your offic
e and any employee or

member of the Committee To Re-elect the Presi
dent or of the Republi-

can National Committee that occurred during th
e year 1972?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. I will endeavor to do so.
[The material referred to follows:]

In late 1971 the OTP and the FCC made a review of 
the radio frequencies

which were expected to be used by broadcasters 
and the various U.S. G

overn-

ment agencies at the 1972 Presidential nomin
ating conventions. The 

purpose of

this review was to ensure to the extent practicable that 
the various radio com-

munications equipments could be operated during
 the convention without 

CaUS-

ing or receiving objectionable interference.

A letter was sent subsequently from FCC Chairm
an Dean Burch to the 

chair-

man of both the Republican and Democratic P
arties informing them that

 the

FCC was prepared to designate its engineer-in-
charge to assist with 

matters in-

volving the use of radio by non-Government licensee
s in the area of the 

conven-

tion. In addition, he could serve as the local point
 of contact for liaison 

with

the U.S. Government agencies that would be us
ing radio in the area 

of the

convention.
On January 24, 1972. the security advisor of the 

Republican National Com-

mittee and the Committee for Re-election of the 
President, Mr. James M

cCord,

met with Mr. Lyman G. Haily of my staff. Mr. 
McCord requested freque

ncy

advice in connection with his communications r
equirements at the proposed 

San

Diego convention. He was informed of OTP/}'CC actions up 
to that date and

was given a copy of the FCC letter to the Republican 
National Committee.

As mentioned in an earlier answer to a question 
concerning OTP contacts 

with

persons employed at the RNC, Mr. Brian Lamb of my st
aff did have convers

ations

with Mr. Lyn Nofziger, formerly deputy chairman of 
the RNC for communic

a-

tions. These contacts were made in October of 1971 not in 1972 
as I had previously

suggested. Mr. Iamb
Mr. Nofziger for infi,
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suggested. Mr. Lamb tells me that the purpose of this contact was a request from
Mr. Nofziger for information concerning a speech I had delivered before the
International Radio and Television Society in New York on October O. 1971. Mr.
Nofziger subsequently published excerpts in a future edition of Monday maga-
zine, a committee publication.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Whitehead, going back to your Indianapolis
speech—because I think this (rives you a good platform to correct some
misapprehensions—you talked about correcting so-called professionals
who confused sensationalism and so forth. And then you say a station
manager who failed to correct them would be accountable at license
time.
The word "correct" is what I wanted to zero in on. Suppose that the

majority of the FCC considers John Q. Smith, a hypothetical, mythi-
cal name, a one-time national broadcaster, as being the dispenser of
"elitist gossip." He does it every time he comes on the air.
Is it "now," to quote correctly. the duty of the station to go off the

air, or replace him when he comes on? Is it the duty of the station after
you hear John Q. Smith. at least regularly, for the station manager
to say that "in the opinion of this station, John Q. Smith is some kind
of a nut?" Or is it their responsibility to "correct"—to have local pro-
graming of a slant opposite to John. Q Smith—to present a balanced
picture?
Mr. WmTEHEAD. I think it's the. latter. I've always felt that elitists

are entitled to have their point of view, and that other people were
entitled to hear that point of view and so forth.
The answer is, as vou suggest. not to cut off. Now, certainly, there

are certain kinds of programing that the broadcaster may judge are
just patently offensive and he may choose, not to run them.
But basically the concept. is that, he should add to the network, he

should add to John K. Smith, assuming that he has made the judg-
ment that John Q. Smith is dispensing elitist gossip all the time. The
important. thing is that. he. should make the judgment, as a respon-
sible community leader; he should say all right. I'm watching what's
coming over my network, and I've. determined that John Q. Smith is
dispensim,Y elitist gossip all the time, and it's darn well my responsibil-
ity to put something else on. in addition to that, that will give my
viewing public a little bit of a broader perspective on these kinds of
issues.
Mr. Moommtn. But when you link the words "correct" with "ac-

countable at license renewal time." what. he is going to be thinking
about is not what he thinks of John Q. Smith, but what, he thinks the
FCC thinks about John Q. Smith.
Mr. WITITEnEAD. Well, that is of course a great. point of contention.

The broadcaster is in ninny ways free. He has to make his own deci-
sions, as a publisher does. I think he should be considered a member of
the press. He makes journalistic judgments about what. he puts on.

Because we have the concept of the airwaves belonging to the pub-
lic and if the public doesn't agree with him, the public reasonably
ought to have, sonic way of expressing that disagreement.
Mr. Mom-LEAD. If it is more than a one channel town, they do it by

swit ching channels, which is probably the best--
Mr. WHITE-tit:An. Which is probably the best thing, but I think we

have to concede the point that where there are only one or two channels,
or even four or five channels, there is a possibility that a broadcaster
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could theoretically be so insensitive to the public interest in his com-

munity, that the community might have an argument that the guy

just should not be licensed.
I think the law has to provide mechanisms for that as long as he is

using public airwaves. The point is, however, that, to the extent that

the broadcaster is answerable to anyone in his uses of those public

airwaves, he should be responsible to the community that he endeavors

to serve. It should not be the judgment of the seven FCC Commission-

ers. They should not sit around saying. this kind of thing is good pro-

graming. So the people ought to have a lot of that. And that is not so

good programing, so they should not have any of that.
Where there are disputes about licenses, the FCC ought to be asking;

how seriously has broadcaster x endeavored to serve his public inter-

est? Has he gone out and interviewed people? Has he made an effort

to identify all of the various subcommunities to find out what their.

interests are and make an evaluation of what is available on station

Y and station Z and asked what, his role should be in adding to their

programing?
If he has made those kinds of good faith judgments, then I think

that is about as far as the FCC ought to go. They should not inter-

pose themselves and say, vou did all of that and the community is

pretty happy with you. there are some discontents, but we in our

wisdom think that your community ought to have a different kind 
of

programing than you and they think they ought to have, and those

are the criteria that we are going to use to renew your license.

Well, that to me is rather frightening, because that says loud and

clear to every television and radio station owner in this count
ry, you

program what we want TOIL to have or you are not likely to have 
your

license. And that is precisely the kind of thing I was tryin
g to call

attention to in that. speech.
Apparently I may have done it in the inverse way.

Mr. MooRirEAn. I think that was the result, but I think 
the policy

should be at least where. there is a two-station availa
bility, that the

best solution is the freedom of the individual—his ability 
to switch

channels.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is the ultimatefreedom, and 

certainly the

more channels the more freedom you have and the less need 
for gov-

ernment regulation.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Phillips?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman. the staff has soi-ie questions w

e would

like to submit in writing in view of the hour.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I am willing to sit for awhile and miss this 

quorum

if you wish to proceed. Questions in writing sometimes have' the 
effect

Of-

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will then 
proceed.

First, we would ask unanimous consent to insert two documents in 
the

hearing record that I think would be helpful. One is a study prepared

for the subcommittee by the Congressional Research Service, 
en-

titled "The Office of Telecommunications Policy, a Brief Profile of

its Origins, Creations and Status."
Mr. MOORHEAD. Without objection that will be made part of 

the

record.
[See appendix, pp. 677-6921
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Mr. PumArs. And the second is an OTP document, their Activitiesand Programs Report for 1972-73, which covers many of the areasthat we have discussed here and many others that we have not.Mr. MoomEAn. Without objection, that will be made a part of therecord.
[See appendix, pp. 693-727.]
Mr. Pmmirs. Also, for the record, I think we should perhaps havesome elaboration in the five initial study mission areas that were listed9n page 2 of Mr. Whitehead's statement—National Security. Law En-forcement, Transportation, Environment and General Administra-tive Communications. I think for the record we should have perhaps acouple of paragraphs to describe what the status of the planning is ineach of these mission areas, what is contemplated, who has collateralresponsibilities as far as the Federal agencies are involved, and so on.[The informat;^n follows:]

RESPONSE
The status of this arrangement is that general agreement has been reachedon the concept of coordinating the planning of Government communicationssystems by identifying functional areas in which communications requirementsare similar, and having agencies with missions in these areas work jointly onfuture plans under the chairmanship of a lead agency. Presently under studyare: The complete membership within each of the five mission areas; the termsof reference, procedures, scope. and initial tasks for each planning group; andthat assignment of responsibilities for three governmentwide functions: Stand-ards, emergency support planning, and the processing of requests of the assign-ment of restoration priorities to private line circuits. It is expected that allof these points will be settled within the next 2 months.The lead agency assignments which are plAnned at this time are as follows:National security—Department of Defense; transportation—Department ofTransportation; enviromnental—Department of Commerce; law enforcement—Department of Justice; and general administrative—General Services Adminis-tration.
The national security area includes defense, foreign affairs, and intelligenceactivities. The transportation area includes aviation and maritime communica-tions and navigation activities. The environmental area includes activitieswhich routinely collect data over large geographical areas concerning the weatherand other environmental conditions. The general administrative area includesagencies which procure or use to a significant degree such commonly availablecommercial services as telephone, teletype, and data comthunications service.
Mr. PHILLTPS. On the national security topic I would like to askjust one question here.
Does any of the planning in this national security area contemplatethe development of a computer that. would store and make retrievalpossible of classified documents? Is that part of that study?There, has been some discussion in the Defense Department of theneed for computerization techniques for the handling of the millionsand millions of classified documents. The subcommittee is also con-cerned about this vast problem and that is why I am asking thequestion.
Mr. WrivrEttEAn. Well, let me give you a general answer. The useof computers within the Department. or indeed, the use of computersby themselves for any purpose. really does not fall into our purview.We are only concerned, in this effort., with the planning of electroniccommunications activities in these various mission areas.Mr. Piumirs. Well, this would also involve communications tech-niques, the dissemination of classified information contained in those
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documents, for example; also questions of cry

ptographic applications,

the use of satellites for transmitting classified 
material, and so on. So

that they would, in one sense, I believe, overlap 
your jurisdiction.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes. We are. concerned and are, 
working with the

Defense Department on the area of security of 
communications, both

data and voice communications. The planning for
 secure communica-

tions would be a component of the planning that 
would be done within

the national security area that we have described.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Whitehead, in the Federal 
Register for June 28

of this year, there is an insertion that deals with 
the establishment of

an Office of Plans and Policy in the Federal 
Communications Com-

mission. Are you familiar with this regulation?

Mr. WnrrEHEAD. I have not seen the r
ecommendation. I am gen-

erally familiar with the establishment of the. 
office.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Is this a reorganization of the 
Plans and Policy Unit

that had been in FCC earlier and which Mr. 
Hindman headed up,

or is this a new one?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I believe this is the same 

thing, Mr. Phillips.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Perhaps it is a reformula
tion of their areas of

responsibility, but my question is, in readi
ng over the functions, the

very specific areas in which they are directed 
to operate in the plan-

ning and policy areas, they seem to be quite sim
ilar to areas of respon-

sibility of your office. Was this regulation 
developed in consultation

with your office? Was there some apTeement as 
to a sharing of overall

communications policies between OTP and FCC
 in the'-long-range

planning area?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. No. there was not. I think that re

flects Chairman

Burch's concern that the Commission itself is so in
volved in its day-

to-day regulatory responsibility, and each Bureau of th
e Commission

is so involved in day-to-day activities that they were not 
able to devote

adequate resources to the longer range planning issues
.

Somehow or other they had some problems in deal
ing with policy

issues that cut. across two of the different. bureaus. for 
instance, the

Cable Television Bureau and the Broadcast Bureau. T
hey felt they

needed some capability to get staff work done on thos
e kinds of

problems.
I was not involved in the establishment of that Office, but

 certainly

it makes things easier from a liaison standpoint if there is
 a. capacity

within the Commission to look at some of the same k
inds of issues

that we are looking at. The Commission and OTP are 
parts of two

separate branches of government. and I do not view it as 
duplication.

I view it rather as both of us having the capability for 
focusing on

these long-run issues.
Chairman Burch and others testified before the Cong

ress that the

establishment of OTP was a big help in setting 
more response

from the executive branch and what the executive branch 
views were.

So I think having that capability in the Commission 
would make it

easier for us to provide useful information to them and 
work with

them.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Is it not true that Mr. Hinchman came ou

t of OTP

and went to FCC?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. He was employed at OTP for about 2 

years. That

is correct.
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Mr. Pirmtars. So that he certainly would therefore be thoroughly
familiar with OTP policies and operations. It just seemed that from
the very detailed way in which their functions are spelled out, that
many of them seem to duplicate work that OTP is already doing and
has been doing.
Mr. WurrEi LEAD. Well, I do not think it is duplication.
Mr. PmuArs• Maybe it is the phraseology that gives that•-  ,

Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think it is because we have two different branches
that you need some of the same kinds of things going on in both
branches. Perspective may be quite different in addressing a particular
area of communications policy. I may work with the Secretary of
Health, Education, and 'Welfare and the Attorney General in a differ-
ent area, or I P": 2-,ht, work with the Secretary of Defense and the Secre-
tary of State. Those perspectives are typically not available to the
Federal Communications Commission.
On the other hand, they have processes for having public hearings

iand getting points of view n a formal way from public interest groups
and from industry representatives. They also have a very real opera-
tion of regulatory responsibility that gives them a perspective from
ours.
I think having the two organizations looking at some of the same

kinds of, problems from different, perspectives will ultimately benefit
the Congress. The Congress could then ask both organizations to come
and present their points of view, giving the Congress, I hope, a richer
and wider perspective on the issues that get to the legislative stage.
Mr. PmmAps. This does not. reflect, then, any change in the basic

areas of jurisdictional responsibility that your office has with regard to
overall telecommunications policy coordination within the executive
branch.
Mr. WmTETTEAD. No. The FCC has no responsibility and indeed, no

authority over the communications within the executive branch.
M1'. PHILLIPS. So anything they would be doing would be strictly

internal and for their own—for the Commission's long-range policies
and plans?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is right.
Mr. Pimp. In May of this year, HEW announced negotiations

for the development of a comprehensive plan for demonstrating the
use of telecommunications technology for public services delivery. At
least this is our understanding.
Is this study in any way the type that was involved in the study for

the Domestic Council that von mentioned earlier in the report "Com-
munications for Social Needs"?
I know in that study there was some discussion of delivery systems

in such HEW areas as health, education, day care, and other related
fields.
Are you familiar enough with this study that is going on in IIEW

to indicate to this subcommittee what. areas it. might encompass and
whether or not it is going in some of the same directions as that por-
tion of the Domestic Council study that was done in 1971?
Mr. WilITEITEAD. I can make a general comment,.
Mr. Pmwps. I would not expect you to go into great detail.
Mr. WirrrEmAn. It covers the same area but does it, I think, from a

far healthier perspective. The NASA study we talked about was very
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much oriented to helping the Federal Government create large com-
munications systems and use them to pump information out to the
public. This study is oriented, I think, 180 degrees the other way. It
asks, given the availability of existing communications systems, tele-
phones, televisions, cable TV, what have you, what government serv-
ices could be provided better or more effectively or more efficiently by
making use of communications?
I think that is a very healthy kind of question to ask.
Mr. PHILLIps. Of course, this is one of the major concerns of these

hearings—how information technology can be used to improve gov-
ernmental delivery systems to the public. We were particularly inter-
ested in this study.
Do you have any idea when the completion date is scheduled?
Mr. WHrrEHEAD. It is a 6-month study that began at the end of June.
Mr. PHILLirs. Do you know of other studies of this type that have

been undertaken involving telecommunications technology in other
departments?
For example, we had some testimony concerning the IMIS project—

Integrated Municipal Information Systems projects—at HUD and
nine other agencies that are involved, in which there are demonstra-
tion projects currently underway in a number of cities.
I believe there was another one that. was done by the Office of Edu-

cation entitled "Telecommunications in Education" done under con-
tract last year with Synergetics.
Is your office in a position to consult and coordinate with other

agencies when they go out to do a study in a certain area to make
sure that whatever has been done in another agency is not overlapping
or duplicating? Is there coordinated policy for taking one study and
then moving it along to a higher level, if possible?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is indeed one of our responsibilities and I

am sure you and the Congress know it is not easy to find out all the
things that. agencies are doing. I think it is probably safe to say we
know most of what is going on now in the various agencies. We do
make just those kinds of comments; informing one agency that some-
thing is already going on that they ought to know about in another
agency.
I think that is coming to be the norm now rather than the exception.

It very much used to be the exception. so I think we are making some
progress in spite of the fact that OTP is so small, and we are so
limited in our funds and our people. We only focus the major studies
and the major projects.
For instance, we have worked with LEAA and other agencies on

their information system. We have considered the possibility of a
project on uses of two-way radio by Government agencies to improve
their various mission functions. By necessity we have to focus our
own attention on relatively few of those kinds of projects. but we
try to maintain an awareness of the others, and get the right peoplein the various agencies talking to each other.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Do you take the initiative in suggesting certain study

areas, where you feel that there is a crap. to an agency that perhapsmight. have funds available to undertake such a study?
Is it a two-way relationship where you do more than just observe

what other agencies might be doing in a certain field, but also initiate.

suggest, and recommend
study be done?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
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suggest, and recommend that certain research and development or a
study be done?
Mr. WirricEiman. Yes, it. is. I do not want to claim too much credit

for what other agencies are doing, but the HEW studies that we
were just talking a%out, at least in part, arew out of recommendations
from our office. We felt the NASA study really was not the right
way to go about it, but that was an important area to look at, and
it was a more productive way of casting the problems so we would
get more useful information out of it.
Mr. Pinuars. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MoortnEAD. Mr. Cornish?
Mr. Conxisir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Whitehead, do your responsibilities cover the transmission of

magnetic tapes -c em one agency to another?
Mr. WmTEHEAD. The physical transmission?
No, they do not.
Mr. CORNISH. If there was an interconnection there for example, and

material was drawn out of one computer into another agency's com-
puter, would that come under your responsibility?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. You mean over a communications line?
Mr. CORNISH. Yes.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes, it would from a policy standpoint. We do not

— operate the systems.
Mr. CORNISH. I understand that. It would not cover the actual

physical transfer of a tape from one agency to another, but if an inter-
connection existed wouldn't the effect actually be the same then?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, the ultimate effect would very definitely be

the same.
On the other hand, the cumulative effect of the large number of

communications lines tying together large numbers of computers,
would, I think, be qualitatively different. It is just not practical to
have a large scale physical transfer of tapes among a large number of
computers, but if they are all tied too-ether by communications lines, it
is quite feasible to get access to almost anything you want, and qualita-
tively you would have quite a different operation.
Mr. CoRxisir. Did I understand correctly that in relation to your

planning mission area that you were going to provide something for
the record spelling those out. in a little more. detail?
Mr. WITITEITEAD. Yes.
Mr. CoRNisir. I was very much interested in Your canments on safe-

guards and the right to privacy. I notice that you stated that there is no
single, generally accepted definition of privacy, and then as soon as I
got over on another page I thow-dit you had an excellent one, perhaps
with the exception of one word where you said, "these concepts are tiedto the assumption that all information about a person is in a funda-
mental way his own, for him to determine when, how, and to what
extent it is communicated to others."
The only change I would make is the substitution of the word "right"for "assumption." I would think that all of those probably would be

wrapped up in a package under the first, fourth, fifth and ninth
amendments to the Constitution. You also said in your statement that
OTP has undertaken to investigate the adequacy of common law
statutes and Federal regulations to protect individuals regarding the
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privacy of their electronic communications and the security of the

systems. I would hope that you would crank in. the Constitution in

that, as I am sure you are—I do not think that was deliberate omission

or anything.
Mr. WmTEHEAD. No. We are very definitely doing that.
Mr. CORNISH. Well, I think that is where the right of privacy really

lies—in the Constitution of the United States and it lies in the amend-
ments that I have enumerated.
Mr. WitrrEHEAp. Indeed, Mr. Cornish. they have to in many ways go

farther back and deeper into the traditions of our cultures to get that

because the Constitution itself in some cases is a little vague, and

when you get to talking about rights, that is why I used the word

assumption" because I wanted to imply that it is broader than just

the laws or even the Constitution. It is a very fundamental part of our
way of life and our culture, but when you start talking about rights,

you inevitably start weighing one right off against another right.
As I mentioned I think further in that paragraph. the Government

does have legitimate reasons for getting information about people

that they do not want us to have.
Mr. Coaxistr. I think what you are saying—and I do not want to

quibble about the semantics of the thing—is that the people have the

rights—the Government has no rights, they have powers.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes.
Mr. CORNISIL So it is not a question of balancing the peoples' rights

against the Government's rights. That is not the question involved

here. You are not trying—
Mr. WurrEHEAp. That wasn't what I was trying to say.
Mr. CORNISH. Did you have any input, at. all into the. decision of

President Nixon to issue Executive orders permitting the Department

of Agriculture to have access to certain personal financial information

from income tax returns of persons having farm operations?
Mr. WHITEumn. No, we did not.
Mr. CORNISH. Now, on the shared systems. Mr. Whitehead. you

mentioned there were certain studies that have been initiated there.

You also mentioned the need for guidance in the planning aspects of

these shared systems.
Are there only technicians involved in this or are. there social sci-

entists and constitutional lawyers and persons with that sort of ex-
pertise working on this?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, from the standpoint of share' t communica-

tions systems, by and large we are talking about technical people.
When you get into the question of joint computer systems where

Privacy safeguards, questions of privacy are more complex, then you \
have to address not only the technical and economic possibilities but
also the leo-al questions, so there very definitely the lawyers do get at
it, very definitely, from a constitutional perspective.
Mr. CORNISH. That is going to be part and Parcel of the entire

package of studies which you have been describing today as I under-

stand it.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Very much so.
Mr. CORNISH. Now, when you stated that you opposed the idea that

legislation should be sought to force manufacturers to incorporate such
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a receiver in every TV set—I am talking about the DID system—
whose idea was that?
Was that the technicians' idea?

- Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes; I do not recall that it was any particular
agency. I think it was just a feeling on the part of some of the people
who were involved in designing the system ri and analyzing the effect.
Mr. PHILLIPS. That is discussed in the report, "Communications'

for Social Needs," that aspect of it is in there, which is a NASA
study.
Mr. CoaxisH. Mr. Chairman, I believe that most of the questions I

intended to ask have been covered. However, there probably are a
few additional questions that we would like to submit.
Mr. MOORHEAD. If we submitted questions in writing, you would be

willing to answer them, would you not?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Certainly.
[The questions and answers follow:]

Question. Does OTP maintain a general overview of all Federal agency plans
and proposals for utilization of advanced communications technology?
Answer. Yes, OTP has tried to maintain a general overview of this subject

along with all other aspects of agency telecommunications activities. However,
due to the scope of Federal telecommunications activities and the level of OTP
staffing we were forced to take a new approach. OTP is presently in the process
of implementing a concept of mission related telecommunications planning to
provide better coordination and a more organized and comprehensive informa-
tion base upon which to act.

Question. Are agencies required to report plans and proposals to OTP, and on
what basis?
Answer. No, not presently on a routine basis, however, once our new Govern-

ment telecommunications coordination concept is fully implemented, agency over-
all plans and programs will be submitted to OTP on an annual basis.
OTP has required reporting of the agencies utilization of specific advanced

communications technology on an ad hoc basis.
Question. Are agencies required to make such reports to any other central

office?
Answer. No.
Question. How would OTP rate the present use of advanced communications

technology by Federal agencies?
Answer. There is presently no way to rate agencies in their use of advanced

communications technology. However, we are attempting to develop evalua-
tion methods and telecommunications coordination mechanisms to accomplish
this.

Question. How many agencies do not have an adequate communications capa-
bility, if any?
Answer. We would estimate that most agencies do have an adequate com-

munications cdpability mainly because of our Nation's active telecommunica-
tions industry and general technology leadership. However, historically the weak-
est link in majority of the agencies communications capabilities has been their
Inadequate staffing in the telecommunicat ions management area. The utilization
of modern and advanced telecommunications technology will require more agen-
cies to develop professional telecommunication managers and planners if they
are to use our Nation's telecommunication resources wisely and economically.

Question. How does the use of communications technology affect the delivery
of services and Government information to the public?
Answer. Communications technology affects the delivery of services by increas-

ing their availability and decreasing their cost. The effect is basically the same
on services delivered by Government or by the private sector. ITowever. safe-
guards will be required in governmental applications of communications tech-
nology to service delivery in order to prevent the misuse of such systems by Gov-
ernment itself. •

Question. Did OTP participate in the planning and or production of the recent
HEW study entitled "Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens?"
Answer. No.
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Daniels?
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Whitehead, speaking again of the adequacy of common law

statutes and Federal regulations to protect individuals regarding the
privacy of electronic communications, why did your study begin only
1 month ago? Why did the study not begin earlier than that—for
example, 2 or 3 years ago?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, in one sense we have been trying to be aware

of these kinds of issues and it is just inevitable that an agency such
as ours gets caught up in the day-to-day crunch of business, and this I
think has been one of those areas where we all have a nagging feeling
that maybe we ought to be doing more, but there is no crisis, there is
no immediate issue that presents itself, at least not very often.
Now, where the specific issues did present themselves we dealt with

them, for example, in the NASA report and in the DInS policy. Just
as I gather has been the case with this subcommittee, we have become
increasingly aware that the problems were deeper, that the technology
was catching up with us, as Ms. Abzug said, and it just so happened
that it was just about a month ago that it finally all coalesced, and
we decided we needed a rather formal, full-scale look into this problem.
Mr. DANIELS. Just to correct the record, this subcommittee has been

interested in the same subject for several years. We are not just now
getting around to it.
Mr. WurrEirEAD. No, I understand, but I was talking more on ac-

cumulation of concern.
Mr. DANIELS. Regarding your evaluation of station licenses and a

requirement that you would impose that balanced viewpoints be pre-
sented on private television stations, you stated that in your view it
should be the responsibility of the station owner or manager in light
of the standards in his particular community to insure that viewpoints
presented on the station are balanced.
If a network commentator presents what might be termed "elitist

gossip," a local commentator at some other time would present "non-
elitist gossip," so to speak, or some other kind of viewpoint balancing
the network commentator's.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Or elitist fact or something.
Again, to correct the record, I made no such proposal. In fact, it is

the law that each broadcaster is responsible for what he transmits, and
we went into that a little bit earlier. I simply called attention to the fact
that the networks programed an ever larger perc—itage of the daily
broadcast schedule on the affiliated stations. The broadcaster's respon-
sibility to his viewers to make sure that they are getting public service
and other kinds of programing, needed more attention than it did
when there was much less network programing. I emphasized the fact
that it was his responsibility, it was his judgment that should be
brought to bear, and not that of the FCC or other Government agencieg.
Mr. DANIELS. Suppose a broadcaster. when it came time for his li-

cense to be renewed, merely stated to the FCC, "In all good faith, I
state that in my opinion, the programs being presented on my station
do represent balanced viewpoints. I think that the networks theinselv,es
present balanced .viewpoints, and therefore I have not presented any
sort of local commentary countering them."
Would that suffice?

"'"." 
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• Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, it depends on the context. I suppose that if
there were no complaints from the community about the broadcaster's
performance, his license were not challenged, and he says, I have
made a good faith effort and I am prepared to document the good
faith effort that I have made to program to my community's needs
and interests, that is basically enough. I do not see that the Government
in that kind of circumstance has to intervene and say, we think that we
'know better what the public interest is, and here is what you ought
to be programing.
But the problem arises, of course, the great complexities and sen-

sitivities, where there are challenges, and complaints. Then the Gov-
ernment has to have a process for dealing with those complaints
because the airwaves do belong to the public, and the local public
criteria, as to -hat is and is not good programing, should prevail.
The FCC's process should be set up on that presumption rather than
on the presumption that the broadcaster exists to program what the
FCC thinks is good programing.
Mr. DANIELS. And you are advocating that the FCC interpret

balanced programing in terms of community standards rather than
national standards.
Mr. WIIrrEHEAD. In a broad way, yes.
You always find at least the hypothetical community where every-

one is of one very narrow political persuasion except one person, but
I think that rarely presents itself.
Mr. DANIELS. Well. I am not so sure that it so rarely presents itself.

It says to me that a broadcaster in a small town in the South would
be required, if this were the standard, to present far more local pro-
graming than a broadcaster in New York City, which is where the
networks are centered and where the network commentators are
located.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, the point is not whether he ought to do

more or less local programing. Heaven knows, there are a tremendous
number of subcommunities within New York City each having their
own unique diversity and cultural tradition and richness and so
forth, and the New York City broadcaster has an obligation to pro-
gram to them just as much as he does to pump out the network fare
that goes across the country.
So I do not think that is necessarily a safe generalization.
Mr. DA:cm-4s. Moving on to another subject, when speaking of pub-

lic broadcasting, I believe that you gave your opitiion that Federal
money should not be used to present controversial views in public
broadcasting.
What is a controversial view ?
Mr. WurnmEAD. Well, that is kind of unknowable in an ultimate

sense, highly debatable and in some cases, highly political. I do not
know how to make that distinction except in the broadest way, and
that indeed underlies the premise of our position in the first place.
Mr. DANIELS. Who would determine what the view is?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Well, I think the agency—in this case it is the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting—that is responsible to the Con-
gress for its using its funds. They have to make that determination.
Mr. DANIELS. In other words, your statement is merely that the
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Corporation for Public Broadcasting should determine how Federal
money is used for public broadcasting.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Consistent with the public Broadcasting Act, of

Course.

Mr. DANIELS. Surely.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is their job.
Mr. DANIELS. But if the Corporation determined that someone you

deemed to be a left wing commentator should be funded so that his
views could be presented on nationwide public broadcasting, neither
you nor anyone else in the administration would attempt to interpose
your will against that decision.
Mr. WurrEnEAD. No; just as I presume no one in the Congress would

attempt to interpose his will.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you.
That concludes my questioning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you very much, Mr. Whitehead and Mr.

Joyce. We appreciate your contributions to these hearings. I think
this has been a very useful exchange, sometimes wandering a little
bit far afield from our narrow subject matter, but I think you have
clarified a number of points which have been troubling the members of
Congress. and we appreciate your being with its.
Mr. -WHITEHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not have any illusions that we have solved all of your problems

for you or have given you full answers to all of the questions you
asked, but just as you are casting a critical eye on this area, we are
also trying to do so.
I think a continuing examination of this t3 pe is critical in this very

important area, so I am very happy to have been here today and to
have testified.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Well, this is a vast and important new technology

that can be of great good for the American people. We do not want
to kill it, but we have got to recognize that it could be abused. How
do ewe accomplish the good and not permit the bad? That is our
problem.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is absolutely right.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you very much.
The subcommittee is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.]
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• My name is John M. Eger. I am Deputy Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy. With me today is

Mr. Charles C. Joyce, Jr., OTP's Assistant Director for

Government Communications. I welcome this opportunity to

testify before the Government Information Subcommittee, and

I particularly wish to commend you, Mr. Chairman, the other

members of this Subcommittee and your staff for the fine

work which you have done over the years relative to telephone

monitoring and other surveillance practices within the

Federal Government.

In 1961, this Subcommittee issued a report which criticized

the lack of regulations governing monitoring practices' and

recommended -broad principles which OTP generally supports

and which guides OTP's own use of transmitter cut-off switches.

For the present hearings, you asked that I discuss the nature

and use of telephone monitoring equipment by this Office. OTP

does not permit telephone monitoring without the consent of all

parties to the conversation. When such consent is given,

secretaries may come on the line, and transmitter cut-off

devices are useful for reducing background noise. As we reported

in response to the GAO survey, three transmitter cut-off switches

are installed on secretarial telephone consoles in the Director's

office. The total rent for Fiscal Year 1973 was $90.00; we

expect that to be about the same for Fiscal 1974.
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In addition to OTP's use of telephone listening devices,

you also i-equested that we summarize the results of the privacy

study we discussed with the Subcommittee last July. When

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of OTP, testified before this

Subcommittee at that time, he said that the Office had

undertaken a study of the adequacy of present law and regulation

to protect the privacy of individuals in their electronic

communications and the security of the systems carrying them.

The study was conducted by Professor R. Kent Greenawalt

of the Columbia University School of Law in New York City.

Professor Greenawalt is a distinguished legal scholar with

broad experience in the field of privacy protection. His

study, entitled "Privacy -- Its Meaning and Legal Protection,"

is in the final stages of preparation and should be available

for release in the near future. This Subcommittee will, of

course, receive a copy.

By way of a brief summary, the study deals with the concept

of privacy, the issues regarding its legal protection, and

various problems of special concern to OTP and to the Domestic

Council Committee on the Right of Privacy. Although the concept

of privacy is multi-faceted, the study concentrates on privacy

as an individual's control of information about himself. The

reason for this is that control over information about oneself

is a prerequisite for the development of individuality,

intellectual growth, creative activity, emotional release and

the maintenance of relationships with others.
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Professor Greenawalt noted that, while there are various

significant nonlegal restraints on invasions of privacy

including physical barriers, indifference, and ethical

restraints, legal protections are the most significant

restrictions.

A person can lose control of information about himself

when information is obtained against his wishes from him or

from some area in which he expects privacy, when information

is obtained from the original recipient of information against

the wishes of both subject and recipient, and when information

is willingly disclosed by the original recipient against

the wishes of the subject.

Among the various legal rules dealing with the acquisition

of information from the subject or from areas in which he

expects privacy are the law of search and seizure and the

privilege against self-incrimination. The first embodies a

kind of balancing approach, in theory applied in advance by a

disinterested official, the "probable cause" standard defining

when the public interest in a search overcomes the individual's

interest in privacy. By contrast, the privilege against self-

incrimination totally insulates some areas frorri inquiry. The

search and seizure approach has been applied to. electronic

surveillance; the main responsiblity for reviewing present

.law in this regard lies with a National Commission created

under the applicable 1968 Act.
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In identifying areas in which there May be a need for

further legal protection, Professor Greenawalt's study shows

that much information is disclosed by individuals to obtain

benefits, such as a job or credit, and there is a need to

inform individuals more fully how information is used and to

review the need for much information that is gathered.

With respect to the acquisition of information from

unwilling original recipients, what is needed is more effective

physical protection of record systems from outsiders and from

"insiders" who act with illegitimate purposes. Careful review

is also needed of the dissemination policies of original recipients

private and public. Information may be passed on without very

strong justification and contrary to the understanding of the

subject of the information. The tort right of privacy protects

against only a limited class of disclosures and systematic

legislation and administrative regulation is required to deal

with the threats to privacy posed by comprehensive manual and

computerized record systems.

While the study states that many of the most dire

predictions about computers have not been realized, there is

a need to regulate the pervasive record systems that now play

such an important part in peoples' lives. There should be

more effective review and control of the kinds of information

1
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that are gathered; better efforts to inform subjects of

the uses Of information; more careful scrutiny of exchanges

of information among different record systems; and rights of

notice, access, and challenge to contribute to accuracy,

and to undercut secret files except where clearly needed.

Finally, and of most immediate interest in the context

of these hearings, the study identifies the area of monitoring

or recording by a participant to a conversation as one of the

most murky aspects of the privacy problem. Indeed, Professor

Greenawalt has stated that the proper boundaries of such

recording and effective enforcement of existing restrictions

are among the most significant problems for the protection

of privacy.

As we continue to evaluate Professor Greenawalt's study,

we intend to give particular attention to the question of

participant monitoring within the Government. We shall, of

course, work closely with this Subcommittee, as we have in

the past, to respond to the possible need for further legal

safeguards to deal with such monitoring, including the

adequacy of the present Department of Justice 'guidelines in

this area.

This concludes my statement.
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you.
Thank you both very much for your very eloquent and helpful

statements. We know that it is a very difficult area.
The subcommittee will now recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
[Whereupon. at 12 :30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m., the same day.]
4

AFYERNOON- SESSION'

Mr. ModitHEAD. The Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and Gov-
ernment Information will please come to order.
Today's and Thursday's public hearings by the subcommittee are

part of a long-standin!, and continuing investigation by Congress into
the problems of invasion of privacy. At these particular sessions we
are focusing on the use of telephone monitoring and telephone sur-
veillance devices by the Government, especially as they affect the
people of the. 'United States.
The subcommittee will consider mainly the magnitude and propriety

of the monitoring of exchange of information among Government
agencies and between those vrencies and the public. We firmly believe
when a citizen contacts a Federal agency by telephone he should
know whether his call is being monitored and recorded and if so, why.
As our first witness this afternoon the subcommittee would like to

hear from John Eger. Deputy Director, Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy, accompanied by Charles C. Joyce, Jr., Assistant Direc-
tor for Government Communications.

STATEMENT OF JOHN EGER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS POLICY; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES C.
JOYCE, JR., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT COMMU-
NICATIONS

Mr. EGER. Good afternoon. Mr. Chairman.
. Mr. MooEHEAD. Won't voti sit down?
I will not administer the oath until there is a quorum present.
You may proceed as you wish, read your entire statement or sum-

marize it and we will put the entire statement in the record, as you
personally prefer.
Mr. EGER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Because of the statement's brevity, I would like to read it if the

chairman pleases'?
Mr. Moom LEAD. Fine, we will be delighted to hear it.
Mr. am. I am here today with Mr. Charles Joyce. OTP's Assistant

Director for Government Communicat ions. I welcome this opportunity
to testify before the Foreign Operations and Government Informa-
tion Subcommittee. and I particularly wish to commend you. Mr.
Chairman, the other members of this subcommittee and your staff for
the fine work which von have done over the years relative to telephone
monitoring and other surveillance practices within the Federal
Government.
In 1961. this subcommittee issued 31 report NVIIit'll criticized the lack

of regulations governing monitoring practices and recommended
37-S71-74-----13
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broad principles which OTP generally supports and which guideOTP's own use of transmitter cutoff switches. For the present hear-ing.s, you asked that we discuss the nature and use of telephone moi.tormg equipment by this Office. OTP does not permit telephone moni-toring without the consent of all parties to the conversation. Whelksuch consent. is given, secretaries may come on the line, and transmittercutoff devices are useful for reducing background noise. As we reportedin response to the GAO survey, three transmitter cutoff switches areinstalled on secretarial telephone consoles in the director's office. Th,total rent for fiscal year 1973 was $90; we expect that to be about thesame for fiscal 1974.
In addition to OTP's use of the telephone listening devices, youalso requested that we summarize the results of the privacy studyabout which Clay T. Whitehead, Director of OTP, testified beforethis subcommittee last July. He stated that the Office had undertakena study of the adequacy of present law and regulation to protect theprivacy of individuals in their electronic communications and thesecurity of the systems carrying them.
The study was conductea by Prof. R. Kent Greenawalt of the Co-lumbia University School of Law in New York City. Professor Green-awalt is a distinguished legal scholar with broad experience in thefield of privacy protection. His study, entitled "Privacy—Its Meaningand Its Legal Protection," is in the final stages of preparation, Mr.Chairman. and should be available for rel se in the near future. Thissubcommittee will, of course, receive a copy.
By way of a brief summary, the study deals with the concept ofprivacy, the issues regarding its legal protection, and various problemsof special concern to OTP and to the. Domestic Council Committee onthe Right. of Privacy. Although the concept of privacy is multifaceted,the study concentrates on privacy as an individual's control of infor-mation about himself. The reason forthis is that control over informa-tion about oneself is a prerequisite for the development of individu-ality, intellectual growth. creative activity, emotional release and themaintenance of relationships with others.
Professor Greenawalt. noted that while there are various significantnonlegal restraints on invasions of privacy including physical bar-riers, indifference, and ethical restraints, legal protections by far arethe most significant restrictions.A person can lose control of information about himself when i»-formation is obtained against his wishes from him or from some areain which he expects privacy, when information is obtained from theoriginal recipient of information against the wishes of both subjectand recipient, and generally when information is willingly disclosedby the original recipient against the wishes of the subject.Among the various legal rules dealiTr with the acquisition of in-formation from the subject or from area in which he expects privacyare the law of search and seizure. and the privilege against self-incrimi-nation. The first embodies a kind of balancing approach, in theoryapplied in advance by a disinterested official. the "probable cause"standard defining when the public interest in search overcomes theindividual's interest in privacy. 

By 
contrast, the privilege againstself-incrimination totally insulates some areas from inquiry. Thesearch and seizure approach has been applied to electronic communi-
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cation surveillance; the main responsibility for reviewing present lawin this regard lies with a national commission created under the ap-plicable 1968 act.
In identifying areas in which there may be a need for further legal

protection, Professor Greenawalt's study shows that much informa-tion is disclosed by individuals to obtain benefits, such as a job or
credit, and there is a need to inform individuals more fully how infor-
mation is used and to review the need for how much information is
gathered.
With respect to the acquisition of information from unwilling

original recipients, what is needed is more effective physical protection
of record systems from o”tsiders and from insiders who act with ille-
gitimate purposes. Carew' review is also needed of the dissemination
policies of original recipients, private and public. Information may
be passed on without very strong justification and contrary to the
understanding of the subject of the information. The tort right of
privacy unfortunately protects only a limited class of disclosure, andsystematic legislation and administrative regulation is required to
deal with the threats to privacy posed by comprehensive manual and
computerized record systems.While the study states that many of the most dire predictions about
computers have not been realized. there is a need to regulate the per-
vasive record systems that now play such an important part in people's
lives. There should be more effective review and control of the kinds
of information that. are (rathered; better efforts to inform subjects
of the uses of information: more careful scrutiny of exchanges of in-
formation among different record systems. In addition, there should
be clearly defined rights of notice, access and challenge to insure
accuracy, and to undeicut secret files except where clearly needed.
Finally, and of most immediate interest in the context of these hear-

ings, the study identifies the area of monitoring or recording by a par-
ticipant to a conversation as one of the most murky aspects of the pri-
vacy problem. Indeed. Professor Greenawalt has stated that the proper
boundaries of such recording and effective enforcement of existing re-
strictions are among the most significant. problems for the protection
of privacy.
As we continue to evaluate Professor Greenawalt's study, we intend

to give particular attention to the question of participant monitoring
within the Government. We shall, of course, work closely with this
subcommittee, as we have in the past. to respond to the possible need
for further legal safeguards to deal with such monitoring, including
the adequacy .of thern present Department of Justice guidelines in this
area.
This concludes my statement.Mr. Joyce and I are prepared to answer any questions you may wish

to address to us.
Mr. Moonumn. Thank you very much. Mr. Eger. I think your state-

ment is excellent.I like your definition of privacy—with the importance of privacy
as you have expressed it at the bottom of page 2.—"prerequisite for the
development of individuality. intellectual growth. creative activity,
emot hand release, and maintenance of relat ionships wit ii others." That
is an excellent. statement. But I am perturbed when I.see that statement
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on page 2 and then turn to page 5, where I 
understand you to say that

monitoring or recording by a participant to a 
conversation is one of the

most murky aspects of the privacy problem. It
 seems to me that is a

clear invasion of the privacy, not a murky one, 
if I define murky to he

unclear.
Mr. EGER. Until such time as it is finished 

and coordinated between

ourselves and the Privacy Committee and 
other interested agencies.

I can't be definitive. However. when Professor 
Greenawalt talks about

its being a murky area. I think he has in find 
that there are Supreme

Court decisions which say there isn't a 
constitutional invasion here.

We recognize it flirts with some of the funda
mental concepts inherent

in constitutional principles, and indeed the 
fabric of our society. There

are good arguments on both sides. As compa
red to some of the other

more abusive or offensive violations of the 
rights of privacy, even.as

broadly used as that term often is. this p
articular term of monitoring

does raise some prol; .ns which are murkier. 
perhaps. than other forms.

Mr. Moor:HEAD. Maybe I am hazy on the 
word "monitoring." I in-

clude in that to mean wiretapping or pickin
g up the extension phone.

Mr. Ram Yes sir. 
•

Mr. Moonlit:AD. And von still consider that t
o be murky?

Mr. EGER. Yes sir. I think it is. 
•

Mr. MoonimAn. Murky in the case of the '
 w as it now exists, or

murky as to whether it should be considered 
an invasion of privacy?

Mr. EGER. Certainly murky as to the law 
which now exists, Mr.

Cha irman.
Air. MOORHEAD. I would think that monitori

ng, by whatever means,

is an invasion of an individual's privacy—he lo
ses control over infor-

mation about him if he is revealin7 somethin
g on the telephone or

other device and that is being monitored by so
meone else—it seems to

me a clear case following under your excellent 
definition.

Mr. EGER. As broadly as one wishes to define 
privacy, the develop-

ment. question is first, whether it is such an offensive 
invasion that you

wish to define it as an invasion of privacy; and 
second, what does

one do about it? In your home or mine, when two peop
le pick up the

phone at the same time, with one on an extension who
 listens for a

minute. that is monitoring, and one might say that is a
n argument in

favor of taking some sanctions arrainst my wife or my 
daughter, for

example. I see the principle there. The question is what do
 we do with

it. To that extent I have to agree with the chairman.

Mr. MoormEAD. It. may be that what we do about it is 
murky, but

it seems to me just as clear as can be that this is an invasion of 
privacy.

It may be a permitted invasion of privacy under court of•der or 
some-

thing like that, but it is clearly to me an invasion of privacy as 
you

define it. We start with a fairly clear proposition of what it is, 
and

then the murky part. begins with what do we do about it. Your defini-
tion was so good and then I was a little disturbed about that.

Do you consider that OTP has any responsibility. say, to advise 
the

President on how telecommunications can be used to invade priv
acy

and how it. should be restrained?
Mr. EGER. Absolutely, sir. I think it is our responsibility. and t

here

are a number of other agencies with responsibility in this area as well.

Our office considers this very high in our order of priorities and 
with

respect to the particular subject of this hearing, that is, particip
ant
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monitoring, we intend as one of our acts to investigate further what,if any, recommendations for safeguards we should consider.Mr. Moonlit:An. I understand you have three of these transmittercutoff switches in pur agency.
Mr. EGER. Yes sir, we do.
Mr. MoormEAD. Used properly—when you inform people—it doesmake it easier to make recordin!,s, or at least you don't have the noisein the background of the monitoring telephone?
Mr. EGER. Yes sir.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Does not that device also make it easier to monitorwithout the subject knowinc, he is being monitored ?
Mr. EGER. Unquestionably it would. sir. Certainly it is easier thangoing to an extension telephone and cupping one's hand over the trans-mitter if one were desirous of monitoring that way.
Mr. MOORHEAD. That would be. the purpose of the transmittercutoff if it were to be used, as I say, without the subject knowingabout it?
Mr. EGER. I think that is certainly one of the uses of the transmittercutoff, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MoonimAn. If you found some department or agency havingdisproportionately large number of these cutoff switches, wouldyou think that that was a sinal that would cause urp or whoeverelse might have the responsibility to say -wait a minute," is that asignal that they may be usino. it for improper monitoring?t-Mr. EGER. I 

they
know. We have no idea what other offices are usingtransmitter keys. push. talk. listening circuits for. Fortunately, throughthis committee we are ruinhyr information about how other Govern-ment agencies are usin., them. That is one factor we will have tocrank— .

Mr. MoommAn. The one factor being a disproportionate number?Mr. EGER. Whether it is a large number or not, I can't answer thatquestion today.
'Mr. MOORHEAD. We are (-mine, to have that particular departmentup here to testify. I think it will be very brief testimony. You mightwant to stick around.
Mr. EGER. I certainly will stay around this afternoon, and we willhave coverage in these hearings as we have in the past, because weare very interested in the work the subcommittee is doing. It is veryhelpful to us.
Mr. MoonllEAD. I ask you beeause von are in the Office. of Telecom-munications Policy, you may have some technical information thatcan help us.
What is the KDZ instrument ? Do von know that ?Mr. EGER. Mr. Chairman, I am a lawyer by training, not an engi-mei.. I will have to ask Mr. Joyce if he knows what that refers to.Mr. JorcE.'Mr. Chairman, I am an engineer by training, but I don'tknow what that refers to.
Mr. MoommAn. Well, I have a definition. "service observing equip-ment associated with a call director appears as a separate button onthe telephone." Does that help us along?Mr. Jowl,. No, sir. I heard the distinction between service observingand supervisory observing, but I am afraid I can't address thatquestion.
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Mr. MoomwAn. 'Arr. Cornish?
Mr. CORNISII. Yes. thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Eger. I notice on page 1 you state the Office of Telecommu

ni-

cations Policy does not permit telephone monitorip
g without the con-

sent of all parties to the conversation.
Mr. EGER. That is correct.
Mr. CORNISH. That goes beyond mere notification. Wha

t if someone

said well, I don't want my telephone monitored.
 You just notified

me that it is being monitored. What would you do in 
that case, halt

the monitoring?
Mr. EGER. 'NO. Mr. Cornish. it would never even ge

t started. What

I meant to convey is that if for some reason 
we wish the secretary

to take notes, we would ask the other party on 
the line, do you mind

if my secretary gets on to take notes? If the an
swer is no, obviously

we do not have consent and therefore we do not m
onitor it.

Mr. CORNISIT. You are using consent with the full 
implication and

meaning of the word?
Mr. EGER. Yes. notification and authorization.

Mr. Coa)astr. Would you suggest this be the pra
ctice throughout the

entire V.S. Government where telephone moni
toring is?

Mr. EGER. That. is a question I can't answer at thi
s time for other

agencies. Again, we have only three cutoff keys. I 
didn't know how they

were used. I didn't know my secretary had one until
 Friday. But I can't

address that question because I don't know abou
t other agencies and

hopefully we will hear about how they use them 
and how valuable they

are so we can apply balancing tests at some appropriat
e time.

Mr. Conmstr. Were you here this morning when I 
was discussing the

taxpayers calling into II1S offices for tax informatio
n?

Mr. EnEn. Yes. I was.
Mr. CORNISII. And that there were certain number

s of those calls

monitored. Would you suggest that might be an insta
nce where a per-

son would be notified and also asked for his consent?

Arr. EGER. Professor Greenawalt addressed that. and aga
in I haven't

gotten into it. in any great depth. but he suggested that 
perhaps there

should be notification and the opportunity to be heard. 
You know, the

twin peaks of fundamental due process ought sornAhow to 
be worked

into this kind of monitoring, whether it is participant mon
itoring or

consent of all the parties.
Mr. CORNISH. I think there are certain elements in your 

statement

that are really excellent.
Thank you.
Mr. EGEn. Thank you. Mr. Cornish.
Mr. MoonnEAn. Mr. Daniels?
Arr. DANIELS. No questions. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Phillips?
Mr. Plimurs. Just a couple. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Eger. as part of your overall responsibility in this area that 

you

referred to earlier, was OTP consulted by the White Ifouse eoncerning

the decision to tape record private conversations in the Oval Office?
Mr. EcEn. Mr. Phillips. I can't speak to that. question. I have only

been with the office 4 months now. so I simply can't answer it. It may

be that Mr. Joyce has personal knowledge of that..
Mr. JoycE. I have no personal knowledge of OTP's being consult

ed.

It. certainly didn't come to me.
•
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Mr. EGER. I should say, and I read some of the testimony of Mr.
Whitehead and some of the fine questions posed to him during his first
appearance here about what the functions and responsibilities of the
_Office of Telecommunications Policy are, that I think it is highly likely
we would not have been asked, because we do not usually render ad hoc
advisory opinions, nor operate or control any of the systems at all, and
even though we are in the Executive Office of the President, the Presi-
dent's communications are 7°N-erned and ordered by the White House
communications agencies. I believe that is correct.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Could you check and see if someone in the agency

who might have been there at the time this decision was made I
think it would have been either late in 1970 or early 1971. But this
was asked in the context of the study that you had mentioned that
had been commissioned. and also your comments about the whole
question of privacy and the role which OTP is playing, an important
role, in assuring a greater emphasis and awareness of this whole
Privacy problem as it affects Government agencies.

It. would seem to me that certainly there would be an invasion
of privacy of those individuals whose conversations in the oval
office were taped without their knowledge or consent and this is cer-
tainly not the policy that you have been enunciating as it affects
your agency and any other agency.
[A response to the above paragraph follows:]

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

Washington, D.C.. June 17, 1974.
HOD. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD.
Chairman. Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee. rani-

- mittee on Governmcnt Operations. House of Representatives, Washing-

ton, D.C.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: During our testimony on Tune 11. Mr. Phillips of your

staff asked if OTP was involved in the decision to tape record conversations at
the White House. and suggested that we submit a response for the record.

I have been able to verify that OTP was not. consulted on that matter. and
was unaware of the recording until it became public knowledge.

Sincerely,
• • JoHN M. EGER.

Mr. MoonitEAD. Do any other staff members have questions?
Mr. STErrxEn. No. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Well, thank you very much.
[Questions submitted in writing to the OTP and answers thereto

follow:]
Questtirm 1. What criteria have been furnished to the General Services Admin-

istration against which that agency might measure representations of other • .
agencies that their "operational needs" require transmitter cutoffs, service ob-
serving equipment, and so forth?

Answer. OTP has not furnished to the•General Services Administration any
criteria regarding • the use of transmitter cutoff switches or service observing:
equipment. OTP commissioned a study by Professor Kent Greenawalt of Colum-
bia Law School on the legal protection of privacy. Professor Greenawalt de-
scribe,: Participant monitoring as perhaps the most. confused area. both legally
and nhilowathicallv. In the whole field of privaey. 0Th' is going to do fnrther
investigation in this field, and will in addition recommend to the Domestic
Conned Committee on Privaey that it examine the area.

011eRnon 2. Does the Offi^e of Telecomnpthications Policy assume that the Gen-
eral Serviees Administration has responsibility for and has developed criteria,
Of its own initiative?
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. ,Enclosed is the transcript of the Foreign Operations
.and- •Gove rnMent•:-.In formationY Sub co.mmitt ep 1:s: hearing, ,on
telephone monitoring and other surveillance practices, held '
June 11, 1974. Also enclosed is a list of nine questions •
to be answered for inclusion in the hearing record.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

1. What criteria have been furnished to the. General
Services Administration against which that agency
might measure representations of other agencies that
their "operational needs" require transmitter cut-
offs, service observing equipment, etc?

2. Does the Office of Telecommunications Policy assume
that the General Services Administration has. responsi-
bflity for and has developed t era..,. -0 f it s-Owii •

• initiative?

3 • What is the nature of any limitation on :the .authority
delegated by OTP to the General Services Administiatiofl
•to - precribe in the Federal Property Management Regula-
tions operating practices relating to the monitoring of
telephone conversations?

4. Does the Office of Telecommunications Policy
.that-:ag Oici est s. G cirieita 'Service•S' :A•dminrs-'"'
tration for installation of such equipment would be
questioned (i.e., critically challenged) beyond re-
quiring that such requests be made in writing?

5 ▪ Which agency (OTP or GSA) should be concerned with the
matter of excessive numbers of such equipment and/or
service being obtained, where agencies deal directly
with operating telephone companies because in that
location General Services Administration has not es-
tablished a centralized switchboard operation?

Nhaf'dre'th-e vieWS. of -th6 .0fffee TeleCOmmunications
Policy on the concept of "teleservice centers" and the
widespread introduction of service monitoring equip-
ment in these centers, in terms of their potential and
actual invasion of privacy of those calling in?

7 ▪ Does the Office of Telecommunications Policy support the
decision by the Secretary of HEW to discontinue service
monitoring at its teleservice centers and recommend
similar action be taken by those other agencies operating
numbers of similar teleservice centers?

8. What reservations would OTP have to recommending Govern-
ment-wide adoption of its own policy that monitoring of
telephone conversations not be permitted without the
consent (i.e., notification and authorization) of all
parties to the conversation rather than the mere notifi-
cation, which is now the policy of many Federal agencies?
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Questions for the OTP 2

9. Summarize for the Subcommittee those actions taken by
OTP, in consonance with responsibilities and authorities
set out in Executive Order 11556, dated September 4,
1970, as these relate to:

a. consultation with agencies to ensure that
their conduct of telecommunications activities
is consistent with the policies and standards
of the Director, OTP. (Section 1(b))

the, .t.q.lecommunitat-j_on*s
'the Executive Branch and formulate policies and
standards therefor, including ... privacy...
(Section 1(e)) . . .

t Con-duct .a.rid coordinafe economic, technical,
and systems analyses of telecommunications
policies, activities, and opportunities in
support of assigned responsibilities (Section 1(j))
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I. What criteria have been furnished to the General Services

Administration against which that agency might measure

representations of other agencies that their "operational

needs" require transmitter cutoffs,, service observing equipment,

etc.?

OTP has not furnished to the General Services Administrati
on

any criteria regarding the use of transmitter cutoff
 switches or

service observing equipment. OTP commissioned a study by

Professor Kent Greenawalt of Columbia Law Sch
ool on the legal

protection of privacy. Professor Greenawalt describes participant

monitoring as perhaps the most confused area
, both legally and

philosophically, in the whole field of 
privacy. OTP is going

to do further investigation in this field, and 
will in addition rec-

ommend to the Domestic Council Committee on Pr
ivacy that it examine

the area.
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2. Does the Office of Telecommunic
ations P licy assume that

the General Services Administration
 has responsibility for and

has developed criteria, of its own ini
tiative?

The primary responsibility of the General S
ervices .

Administration is to procure the goods and 
services needed by

Government agencies on terms most advantageous
 to the Government.

It is not the responsibility of the General Services
 Administration

to determine requirements. While the General Services Administr
atio

should not conduct any procurement which violates
 Government policy,

it is not the responsibility of GSA to develop 
such policy, at

least in the telecommunications area. Notwithstanding this, GSA

procurement regulations issued in 1968 state tha
t the use of

transmitter cutoff switches and other monitoring 
devices is not

permitted. However, agency heads are permitted to 
exempt their

agencies from this prohibition, and to delegate the a
uthority

for such exemption within their own agencies. This in effect

leaves to the agencies the authority to determine wh
ether such

devices are required.

As stated in response to question one, OTP will 
consider

whether there is a need for overall policy guidance in
 this

field; and if so, which agency or agencies should 
provide the

appropriate guidance.
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3. What is the nature of an
y limitation on the 

authority

delegated by OTP to the 
General Services Admin

istration to

prescribe in the Federal 
Property Management Regu

lations

operating practices relat
ing to themonitoring 

of telephone

conversations?

OTP has not delegated to
 GSA any authority re

lating to

the specification of op
erating practices for

 telephone monitoring
.
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4. Does the Office of Telecommunications Policy assume

that agencies' requests to the General Services Administration
for installation of such equipmentAtould be questioned (i.e.,

critically challenged) beyond requiring that such requests

be made in writing?

At present, if the agency heads or their delegates

submit the required determinations, there is no basis for

GSA to question agency requests for the installation of

monitoring equipment. We understand that GSA requires that

these determinations be made in writing.
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5. What agency (OTP or GSA) should be c
oncerned with the

matter of excessive numbers of such equ
ipment and/or service

being obtained, where agencies deal directly 
with operating

telephone companies because in that location
 General

Services Administration has not established 
a centralized

switchboard operation?

At present, we assume GSA's only concern w
ould be whether,

as required by its procurement regulations
 issued in 1971, the

head of the procuring agency or his authoriz
ed designee had

determined in writing that the monitori
ng device was essential

to the effective execution of agency respo
nsibilities or was

required by operational needs, and the a
gency had retained this

determination in its files.

.•



6. What are the views of the Office of Telecomm
unications Policy

on the concept of "teleservice centbrs"
 and the widespread

introduction of service monitoring equipment in these ce
nters,

in terms of their potential and actual invasion of p
rivacy of

those calling in?

Clearly, assuming that notification and authorizatio
n

is the ideal in any participant monitoring situation, t
he problem

of providing adequate notification is more vexing in th
e case of

service monitoring than in most other -fd-rms -of participant

monitoring. OTP is examining the question of service monito
ring

in telephone service centers as part of its broader conc
ern with

participant monitoring.

•
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7. Does the Office of Telecommunciations Policy

support the decision by the Secretary of HEW to discon-

tinue service monitoring at its teleservice centers and

recommend similar action be taken by those other agencies

operating numbers of similar teleservice centers?

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has not

reviewed the use of service observing by HEW, nor the

reasons for its discontinuance, and therefore has no

comment on this action at this time.
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8. What reservations would O
TP have recommending government-

wide adoption of its own 
policy that ponitoring of telepho

ne

conversations not be permitte
d withou the consent (i.e.,

notification and authorization
) of all parties to the conversation

rather than the mere notifica
tion, which is now the policy of ma

ny

Federal agencies?

As we indicated in our testi
mony, transmitter cutoff

devices are used only at the to
p executive levels in OT

P,

and then only with the consent 
of all parties to the conversat

ion.

Where transmitter cutoffs are 
used in other Federal agenci

es at

the Executive level, we would 
assume that similar reasons f

or their

use prevail, and that the app
lication of the same policy m

ight well

be appropriate. However, before recommen
ding government-wide

adoption of this policy at all 
levels, we would want to be 

more

familiar with other types of sit
uations in which these devi

ces

are used and the justification ther
efor. It may turn out that

some distinctions will have to be 
made between applications

in which the consent of all parties 
should be obtained, and tho

se

where it is not in the public interest
 to do so.
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9. Summarize for the Subco
mmittee those actions ta

ken by OTP,

in consonance with responsi
bilitiesiand authorities 

set out in

Executive Order 11556, dated 
September 4, 1970, as the

se relate

to:

a. consultation with age
ncies to ensure that th

eir

conduct of telecommun
ications activities is

consistent with the p
olicies and standards o

f

the Director, OTP. (Section 1(b))

b. Coordinate the te
lecommunications activiti

es of

the Executive Branch and
 formulate policies a

nd

standards therefor, i
ncluding.. .privacy...

(Section 1(e))

C. conduct and coordinat
e economic, techn

ical, and

systems analyes of 
telecommunications polici

es,

activities, and oppo
rtunities in support o

f assigned

responsibilities (Sect
ion 1(j))

The attached Programs and 
Activities Reports de

scribe the

broad range of OTP's activiti
es. The activities which 

are most

pertinent to the responsibilitie
s listed in question

 No. 9 are

summarized below.

In late 1972, OTP developed and 
promulgated a set of

management procedures (OTP Circu
lar No. 11), requiri

ng all

Federal Government agencies to subm
it their frequency

 plans

to OTP well in advance, with the objec
tive of ensuring 

a critical

review of frequency spectrum availab
ility for Governm

ent

communication-electronic systems 
prior to the co

mmitment or

expenditure of public funds. OTP's experience wi
th the applicatio

n

of these procedures has confirmed e
mphatically that the 

procedures

are appropriate and can meet the esired objectives.
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In matters related to management of the Government's use

of the radio frequency spectrum, my ds assisted by the

Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC). The IRAC

is composed of representatives of 16 Government agencies having

major communication-electronic operations, plus a liaison

representative from the Federal Communications Commission.

OTP also established in 1972, the Council of Government

Communications Policy and Planning. This council, chaired by

OTP's Director, currently includes policy level representatives

from the Departments of State, Treasury, Defense, Justice,

Commerce, and Transportation and from the General Services

Administration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administr
ation,

and the Central Intelligence Agency. The Council provides a

consultative forum for OTP and Federal departments and agencies

with the most significant telecommunications system development

and operational responsibilities.

In October, 1973, OTP established a formal planning and

coordination process (OTP Circular No. 12) called the Government

Communications Planning Program (GCPP) which was designed to

achieve many of OTP's objectives through the day-to-day activities

of the operating departments and agencies. The objectives of

the Government Communications Planning Program are:



first, to identify all the communications activities and
resources of the Federal Goverriment; second, to determine
the needs for effective information exchange among the
various departments and agencies; third., to promote
economy in the Government's use of communications, through
sharing of facilities, elimination of duplication, and
effective use of commercial services; and finally, to
encourage the use of communications to improve productivity
and enhance coordination of Federal Government activities.

In June of this year, OTP established guidelines (OTP

Circular No. 13) designed to clarify the normal Federal role

as a user, rather than a provider, of telecommunication service.

The policy emphasizes the need to place maximum reliance on the

private sector in providing telecommunications services to the

Federal Government.

With respect to OTP's privacy-related efforts, it has been

proposed recently to the Domestic Council's Committee on the

Right of Privacy that OTP's GCPP be used to assure that personal

privacy rights are given systematic consideration in the planning,

coordination and procurement of Federal data communications

systems. This recommendation was developed by an interagency

task force, chaired by OTP's Assistant Director for Government

Communications. The need for such systematic review was

demonstrated recently by the events relating to GSA's plans

for FEDNET, which progressed undetected until just before release

of the formal request for proposals to industry. OTP analyzed the

communications component of FEDNET and, after full consideration

of various aspects including the economic and privacy implications,
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recommended a complete reorient
ation of that communications program.

OTP continues to be concer
ned with-,FEDNET and is monitoring close

ly

Federal procurement of telecommunica
tions equipment associated

with ADP operations to prevent othe
r "FEDNETS" from advancing

so far undetected.

Another privacy-related activity, 
discussed in our answer

to question No. 1, is an OTP-commissione
d study by Professor

Kent Greenawalt of Columbia Law School. 
OTP is presently studying

his recommendations and we expect some o
f them to result in

action by OTP, and some to result in further 
recommendations

by OTP to the Domestic Council's Committee on 
the Right of

Privacy.
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SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY -- GSA's FEDNET PROPOSAL

1. August 30, 1967: OMB Circular A-76 - Policies for

acquiring commercial or industrial products and

services for government use. States there is no change

in policy of relying on private sector.

2. July 31, 1973: OTP testifies before House Government

Operation Subcommittee (Representative Moorehead) on

Federal Information Systems (see also briefing material

on Federal Information and Monitoring Procedures).

3. October 12, 1973: OTP Circular 12.

4 January 31, 1974: OTP letter to GSA's M. S. Meeker

411 questions draft RFP.

5. March 4, 1974: OTP letter to Meeker says we are "dismayed"

over implications of GSA proposal.

6. April 25, 1974: Representative Moss writes GSA, questions

"extraordinary circumstances" surrounding GSA's RFP.

7. April 30, 1974: OTP letter to GSA's Sampson strongly

opposes GSA's plan for government designed and operated

data communications network.

8. May 9, 1974: OMB's Ash letter to GSA's Sampson recommends

that GSA withdraw RFP, notes OTP opposition.
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9. May 9, 1974: Vice President Ford speaks in Chicago,

soundly roasts FEDNET, says Privacy Committee concerned.

10. May 10, 1974: GSA's Sampson replies to Representative Moss,

assures him that individual privacy will be central concern

in Procurement Plan.

11. May 15, 1974: Representative Moss again responds to

Sampson, says latter only partially answered his questions,

calls explanations "meaningless."

12. May 16, 1974: Sampson responds to OTP, agrees to amend

RFP to (1) eliminate data communications network, and (2)

three of four optional sites are deleted.

13. May 30, 1974: OTP testifies before Senator Montoya's

Appropriations Subcommittee on GSA FEDNET.

14. June 18, 1974: OTP testifies before Senate Judiciary

Subcommittee on privacy aspects of GSA's FEDNET.

15. June 21, 1974: OTP Circular 13.





EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

August 30, 1967 CIRCULAR NO. A-76
Revised

Transmittal Memorandum No. 1

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Policies for acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services for Government use

Transmitted herewith is a revision of Bureau of the Budget Circular A-76
dated March 3, 1966. It is issued to clarify some provisions of the
earlier Circular and to lessen the burden of work by the agencies in
implementing its provisions. A brief summary of the changes is attached.

There is no change in the Government's general policy of relying upon
the private enterprise system to supply its needs, except where it is in
the national interest for the Government to provide directly the products
and services it uses.

We intend to keep the provisions of the Circular under continuing review.
We anticipate that further changes will be desirable in light of experience
gained from implementing the Circular's provisions, including the required
reviews of existing Government commercial or industrial activities to be
completed by June 30, 1968. We intend to give special attention to the
adequacy of the guidelines contained in the Circular for such matters as
comparative cost analyses; the circumstances under which cost differentials
in favor of private enterprise are appropriate; and the use of contracts
involving support services that require minimal capital investment.

We welcome your suggestions.

Attachments

(No. A-76)

PHILLIP S. HUGHES
Acting Director
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

August 30, 1967 CIRCULAR NO. A-76
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Policies for acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services for Government use

1. Purpose. This Circular replaces Bureau of the Budget Circular A-76
issued March 3, 1966. It is issued to clarify some provisions of the
earlier Circular and to lessen the burden of work by the agencies in
implementing its provisions. The basic policies to be applied by
executive agencies in determining whether commercial and industrial
products and services used by the Government are to be provided by
private suppliers or by the Government itself are the same as those con-
tained in Circular A-76 dated March 3, 1966.

2. Policy. The guidelines in this Circular are in furtherance of the
GovernmentIs general policy of relying on the private enterprise system
to supply its needs.

In some instances, however, it is in the national interest for the Govern-
ment to provide directly the products and services it uses. These cir-
cumstances are set forth in paragraph 5 of this Circular.

No executive agency will initiate a ',new start" or continue the operation
of an existing ',Government commercial or industrial activity" except as
specifically required by law or as provided in this Circular.

3. Definitions. For purposes of this Circular:

a. A "new start" is a newly established Government commercial or
industrial activity involving additional capital investment of $25,000 or
more or additional annual costs of production of $50,000 or more. A re-
activation, expansion, modernization or replacement of an activity involving
additional capital investment of $50,000 or more or additional annual
costs of production of $100,000 or more are, for purposes of this Circular,
also regarded as "new starts." Consolidation of two or more activities
without increasing the overall total amount of products or services pro-
vided is not a "new start."

b. A Government commercial or industrial activity is one which is
operated and managed by an executive agency and which provides for the
Governmentls own use a product or service that is obtainable from a

(No. A-76)
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private source. The term does not include a Government-owned contractor-
operated activity.

c. A private commercial source is a private business concern which

provides a commercial or industrial product or service required by agencies

and which is located in the United States, its territories and possessions,

the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

4. Scope. This Circular is applicable to commercial and industrial

products and services used by executive agencies, except that it:

a. Will not be used as authority to enter into contracts if such

authority does not otherwise exist nor will it be used to justify departure

from any law or regulation, including regulations of the Civil Service

Commission or other appropriate authority, nor will it be used for the

purpose of avoiding established salary or personnel limitations.

b. Does not alter the existing requirement that executive agencies

will perform for themselves those basic functions of management which

they must perform in order to retain essential control over the conduct

of their programs. These functions include selection and direction of

Government employees, assignment of organizational responsibilities,

planning of programs, establishment of performance goals and priorities,

and evaluation of performance.

c. Does not apply to managerial advisory services such as those normally

provided by an office of general counsel, a management and organization staff,

or a systems analysis unit. Advisory assistance in areas such as these may

be provided either by Government staff organizations or from private sources

as deemed appropriate by executive agencies.

d. Does not apply to products or services which are provided to the

public. (But an executive agency which provides a product or service to the

public should apply the provisions of this Circular with respect to any

commercial or industrial products or services which it uses.)

e. Does not apply to products or services obtained from other Federal

agencies which are authorized or required by law to furnish them.

f. Should not be applied when its application would be inconsistent

with the terms of any treaty or international agreement.

5. Circumstances under which the Government rily provide a commercial or 

industrial product  or service for its own use. A Government commercial or

industrial activity may be authorized only under one or more of the following

conditions:

(No. A-76)
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O
a. Procurement of a product or service from a commercial source would 

disru.t or materiall dela an a enc s ro _ram. The fact that a commer-

cial or industrial activity is classified or is related to an agency's basic

program is not an adequate reason for starting or continuing a Government

activity, but a Government agency may provide a product or service for its

own use if a review conducted and documented as provided in paragraph 7

establishes that reliance upon a commercial source will disrupt or

materially delay the successful accomplishment of its program.

•

•

b. It is necessary for the Government to conduct a commercial or in-

dustrial activity for purposes of combat support or for individual and unit

retraining of military personnel or to maintain or strengthen mobilization 

readiness.

c. A satisfactory commercial source is not available and cannot be

developed in time to provide a product or service when it is needed.

Agencies' efforts to find satisfactory commercial sources should be supple-

mented as appropriate by obtaining assistance from the General Services

and Small Business Administrations or the Business and Defense Services

Administration. Urgency of a requirement is not an adequate reason for

starting or continuing a Government commercial or industrial activity un-

less there is evidence that commercial sources are not able and the Govern-

ment is able to provide a product or service when needed.

d. The product or service is available  from another Federal fa.ency.
Excess property available from other Federal agencies should be used in

preference to new procurement as provided by the Federal Property and

Administrative Services Act of 1949, and related regulations.

Property which has not been reported excess also may be provided
by other Federal agencies and unused plant and production capacity of other
agencies may be utilized. In such instances, the agency supplying a
product or service to another agency is responsible for compliance with
this Circular. The fact that a product or service is being provided to
another agency does not by itself justify a Government commercial or indus-
trial activity.

e. Procurement of the product  or service from a commercial source 
will result in hi her cost to the Government. A Government commercial
activity may be authorized if a comparative cost analysis prepared as
provided in this Circular indicates that the Government can provide or is
providing a product or service at a cost lower than if the product or
service were obtained from commercial sources.

However, disadvantages of starting or continuing Government
activities must be carefully weighed. Government ownership and operation
of facilities usually involve removal or withholding of property from

(No. A-76)
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tax rolls, reduction of revenues from income and other taxes, and diver-
sion of management attention from the Governmentls primary program
objectives. Losses also may occur due to such factors as obsolescence of
plant and equipment and unanticipated reductions in the Governmentfs re-
quirements for a product or service. Government commercial activities
should not be started or continued for reasons involving comparative
costs unless savings are sufficient to justify the assumption of these
and similar risks and uncertainties.

6. Cost comparisons. A decision to rely upon a Government activity for
reasons involving relative costs must be supported by a comparative cost
analysis which will disclose as accurately as possible the difference
between the cost which the Government is incurring or will incur under
each alternative.

Commercial sources should be relied upon without incurring the delay
and expense of conducting cost comparison studies for products or services
estimated to cost the Government less than $50,000 per year. However, if
there is reason to believe that inadequate competition or other factors
are causing commercial prices to be unreasonable, a cost comparison study
will be directed by the agency head or by his designee even if it is
estimated that the Government will spend less than $50,000 per year for
the product or service. A Government activity should not be authorized
on the basis of such a comparison study, however, unless reasonable efforts
to obtain satisfactory prices from existing commercial sources or to
develop other commercial sources are unsuccessful.

Cost comparison studies also should be made before deciding to rely
upon a commercial source when terms of contracts will cause the Government
to finance directly or indirectly more than $50,000 for cost of facilities
and equipment to be constructed to Government specifications. Cost compari-
son studies should also be made in other cases if there is reason to believe

that savings can be realized by the Government providing for its own needs.
Such studies will not be made, however, if in-house provision of the product
or service, or commercial procurement thereof, is clearly justified in
accordance with other provisions of this Circular.

The determination as to whether to purchase or to lease equipment or
to construct buildings or acquire their use under lease-construction arrange-
ments involves a determination of the difference in costs under the alterna-
tives, and the principles set forth in this Circular should be applied to
the extent relevant in making such determinations.

a. Costs of obtaining products or services from commercial sources
should include amounts paid directly to suppliers, transportation charges,
and expenses of preparing bid invitations, evaluating bids, and negotiating,
awarding, and managing contracts. Costs of materials furnished by the
Government to contractors, appropriate charges for Government-owned equip-
ment and facilities used by contractors and costs due to incentive or

(No. A-76)
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premium provisions in contracts also should be included. If discontinuance

of a Government commercial or industrial activity will cause a facility

being retained by the Government for mobilization or other reasons to be

placed in a standby status, the costs of preparing and maintaining the

facility as standby also should be included. Similarly, if such a discon-

tinuance is expected to result in premature retirement of Government

employees which will cause a significant increase in retirement costs to

the Government, such increased cost should be added to the cost of pro-

curement from commercial sources. Costs of obtaining products or services

from commercial sources should be documented and organized for comparison

with costs of obtaining the product or service from a Government activity.

b. For purposes of economy and simplicity in making cost comparison

studies, generally agreed costs that would tend to be the same under either

alternative need not be measured and included (for example, bid and award

costs and operating costs under lease-purchase alternatives).

c. Costs of obtainin: 'roducts or services from Government activities

should include all costs which would be incurred if a product or service

were provided by the Government and which would not be incurred if the

product or service were obtained from a commercial source. The objectives

should be to compute, as realistically as possible, the incremental or

additional cost that would be incurred by the Government under the alterna-

tives under consideration. In making such determinations it is important

that recognition be given to the full amount of additional or incremental

direct and indirect cost to be incurred in providing the products or

services required. Under this general principle, the following costs

should be included, considering the circumstances of each case:

(1) Personal services and benefits. Include costs of all elements

of compensation and allowances for both military and civilian personnel,

including the full cost to the Government of retirement systems, calculated

on a normal cost basis, Social Security taxes where applicable, employees'
insurance, health, and medical plans, (including services available from

Government military or civilian medical facilities), living allowances,

uniforms, leave, termination and separation allowances, travel and moving

expenses, and claims paid through the Bureau of Employeest Compensation.

(2) Materials suf.lies and utilities services. Include costs

of supplies and materials used in providing a product or service and costs

of transportation, storage, handling, custody, and protection of property,

and costs of electric power, gas, water, and communications services.

(3) Maintenance and repair. Include costs of maintaining and

repairing structures and equipment which are used in providing a product

or service.

(No. A-76)
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(4) 2.222,3_9n_h!f_9_LERIptnIx. Include costs of uninsured
losses due to fire or other hazard, costs of insurance premiums and costs
of settling loss and damage claims.

(5) Federal taxes. Include income and other Federal tax revenues
(except Social Security taxes) received from corporations or other business
entities (but not from individual stockholders) if a product or service is
obtained through commercial channels. Estimates of corporate incomes for
these purposes should be based upon the earnings experience of the industry,
if available, but if such data are not available, The Quarterly Financial 
Report of  Manufacturin.:Lgaaarations, published by the Federal Trade Com-
mission and the Securities and Exchange Commission may be consulted. Assist-
ance of the appropriate Government regulatory agencies may be obtained in
estimating taxes for regulated industries.

(6) Depreciation. Compute depreciation as a cost for any new or
additional facilities or equipment which will be required if a Government
activity is started or continued. Depreciation will not be allocated for
facilities and equipment acquired by the Government before the cost compari-
son study is started. However, if reliance upon a commercial source will
cause Government-owned equipment or facilities to become available for
other Federal use or for disposal as surplus, the cost comparison analysis
should include as a cost of the Government activity, an appropriate amount
based upon the estimated current market value of such equipment or facili-
ties. The Internal Revenue Service publication, Depreciation Guidelines 
and Rules may be used in computing depreciation. However, rates contained
in this publication are maximums to be used only for reference purposes
and only when more specific depreciation data are not available. Accelera-
ted depreciation rates permitted in some instances by the Internal Revenue
Service will not be used. In computing the depreciation cost of new or
additional facilities or equipment to be acquired if a Government activity
is started or continued and in determining comparative costs under lease-
purchase alternatives, appropriate recognition should be given to estimated
residual or salvage values of the facilities or equipment.

(7) Interest. Compute interest for any new or additional capital
to be invested based upon the average rate of yield for long-term Treasury
bonds as shown in the current monthly Treasury Bulletin. The method of com-
putation should provide for reduction in the capital investment to which
interest is applied over the useful life of the asset on a straight-line
basis.

(8) Indirect costs. Include any additional indirect costs in-
curred resulting from a Government activity for such activities as manage-
ment and supervision, budgeting, accounting, personnel, legal and other
applicable services.

(No. A-76)
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7. Administering the policy.

a. Inventory. Each agency will compile and maintain an inventory of
its commercial or industrial activities having an annual output of products
or services costing $50,000 or more or a capital investment of $25,000 or
more. In addition to such general descriptive information as may be ap-
propriate, the inventory should include for each activity the amount of
the Government's capital investment, the amount paid annually for the
products or services involved, and the basis upon which the activity is
being continued under the provisions of this Circular. The general de-
scriptive information needed for identifying each activity should have
been included in the inventory by June 30, 1966. Other information needed
to complete the inventory should be added as reviews required in paragraphs
7.b. and c. are completed.

b. "New starts."

(1) A "new start" should not be initiated until possibilities of
obtaining the product or service from commercial sources have been explored
and not until it is approved by the agency head or by an assistant secretary
or official of equivalent rank on the basis of factual justification for
establishing the activity under the provisions of this Circular.

(2) If statutory authority and funds for construction are required
before a "new start" can be initiated, the actions to be taken under this
Circular should be completed before the agency's budget request is submitted
to the Bureau of the Budget. Instructions concerning data to be submitted
in support of such budget requests will be included in annual revisions of
Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-11.

(3) A "new start" should not be proposed for reasons involving
comparative costs unless savings are sufficient to outweigh uncertainties
and risks of unanticipated losses involved in Government activities.

The amount of savings required as justification for a "new
start" will vary depending on individual circumstances. Substantial
savings should be required as justification if a large new or additional
capital investment is involved or if there are possibilities of early ob-
solescence or uncertainties regarding maintenance and production costs,
prices and future Government requirements. Justification may be based on
smaller anticipated savings if little or no capital investment is involved,
if chances for obsolescence are minimal, and if reliable information is
available concerning production costs, commercial prices and Government
requirements. While no precise standard is prescribed in view of these
varying circumstances a "new start" ordinarily should not be approved
unless costs of a Government activity will be at least 10 percent less than
costs of obtaining the product or service from commercial sources. It is
emphasized that 10 percent is not intended to be a fixed figure.

A decision to reject a proposed "new start" for comparative
cost reasons should be reconsidered if actual bids or proposals indicate

(No. A-76)
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that commercial prices will be higher than were estimated in the cost

comparison study.

(4) When a "new start" begins to operate it should be included

in an agency's inventory of commercial and industrial activities.

c. Existing Government activities.

(1) A systematic review of existing commercial or industrial

activities (including previously approved "new starts" which have been in

operation for at least 18 months) should be maintained in each agency under

the direction of the agency head or the person designated by him as provided

in paragraph 8. The agency head or his designee may exempt designated

activities if he decides that such reviews are not warranted in specific

instances. Activities not so exempted should be reviewed at least once

before June 30, 1968. More frequent reviews of selected activities should

be scheduled as deemed advisable. Activities remaining in the inventory

after June 30, 1968, should be scheduled for at least one additional follow
-

up review during each three-year period but this requirement may be waived

by the agency head or his designee if he concludes that such further revie
w

is not warranted.

(2) Reviews should be organized in such a manner as to 
ascertain

whether continued operation of Government commercial ac
tivities is in

accordance with the provisions of this Circular. Reviews should include

information concerning availability from commercial sources
 of products or

services involved and feasibility of using commercial sources i
n lieu of

existing Government activities.

(3) An activity should be continued for reasons of 
comparative

costs only if a comparative cost analysis indicates that saving
s resulting

from continuation of the activity are at least sufficient to outwe
igh the

disadvantages of Government commercial and industrial activities. 
No

specific standard or guideline is prescribed for deciding whether 
savings

are sufficient to justify continuation of an existing Government 
commercial

activity and each activity should be evaluated on the basis of the 
appli-

cable circumstances.

(4) A report of each review should be prepared. A decision to

continue an activity should be approved by an assistant secretary or

official of equivalent rank and the basis for the decision should appear 
in

the inventory record for the activity. Activities not so approved should

be discontinued. Reasonable adjustments in the timing of such actions 
may

be made, however, in order to alleviate economic dislocations and 
personal

hardships to affected career personnel.

8. Implementation. Each agency is responsible for making the provisions

of this Circular effective by issuing appropriate implementing instruction
s

and by providing adequate management support and procedures for review and

followup to assure that the instructions are placed in effect. A copy of

(No. A-76)
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the implementing instructions issued by each agency will be furnished to
the Bureau of the Budget.

If overall responsibility for these actions is delegated by the agency
head, it should be assigned to a senior official reporting directly to the
agency head.

If legislation is needed in order to carry out the purposes of this
Circular, agencies should prepare necessary legislative proposals for re-
view in accordance with Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-19.

9. Effective date. This Circular is effective on October 2, 1967.

(No. A.-76)

PHILLIP S. HUGHES
Acting Director
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN BUREAU OF THE BUDGET CIRCULAR NO. A-76
AS REVISED AUGUST 1967

Paragraph 3 - Definitions 

3.a. The definition for a "new start" has been split as between (a) a
newly established Government commercial or industrial activity and (b)
a reactivation, expansion, modernization, or replacement of an activity.
These separate definitions have been provided so that different dollar
limitations on capital investment and annual cost of production may be
applied. There is no change in the dollar limitations applicable to newly
established Government commercial or industrial activities. But the dollar
limitations have been doubled for the category of "new starts" that are a
reactivation, expansion, modernization, or replacement of an activity.
The change is necessary in order to avoid applying the "new start" pro-
cedures to routine adjustments for handling existing workload. For example,
the replacement of a single machine tool at a shipyard may easily add
capital cost of more than $25,000, or the addition of only 10 employees at
relatively low grades would add more than $50,000 per year to production
cost. This type of change occurs several times a year at a large facility
and, under the terms of the earlier Circular A-76, each such change would
have to be treated as a "new start" with a detailed cost study and a
special approval.

3.b. The definition of a Government commercial or industrial activity
has been clarified. The earlier Circular, by definition, excluded a
Government-owned-contractor-operated activity but the wording was not
entirely clear. The change made clarifies the fact that a Government-
owned-contractor-operated activity is not to be regarded as a Government
commercial or industrial activity for purposes of the Circular.

Parwaph 4 - Scope 

4.c. The words uprofessional staff" that were contained in the earlier
Circular have been eliminated. Paragraph 4.c. is intended to exempt various
kinds of staff advisory services which are so intimately related to the
processes of top management and control of Government programs that the
general provisions of A-76 favoring reliance upon commercial sources should
not be applicable. The term "professional staff" was so broad that it could
be interpreted to apply to a large variety of services which are commercially
available and which are not necessarily related intimately to top management
and control of Government programs. The change will clarify the meaning of
this subparagraph.

Paragraph 6 - Cost comparisons 

A change is made in the third unnumbered paragraph to make clear that if
there is reason to believe savings can be realized by the Government pro-
viding for its own needs, cost comparison studies should be made before

(No. A-76)
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deciding to rely upon a commercial source. However, the changed wording

also makes it clear that cost studies will not be required if in-house

provision of the product or service, or commercial procurement thereof,
is clearly justified in accordance with other provisions of the Circular.

A new unnumbered paragraph has been added to provide guidelines for apply-

ing provisions of the Circular to purchase vs lease of equipment, and to

construction of buildings vs acquisition under lease-construction arrange-

ments. The paragraph requires a determination of the difference in costs

under the alternatives, and application of the principles set forth in

the Circular in making judgments in these areas.

6.a. A sentence has been added providing that if discontinuance of a

Government commercial or industrial activity will result in premature re-

tirement of Government employees, and will cause a significant increase

in retirement costs to the Government, such increased costs should be

added to the cost of procurement from commercial sources.

6.b. This is a new subparagraph. It provides that costs which would tend

to be the same for both Government and industry need not be measured and

included in comparative cost analyses (for example, bid and award costs

and operating costs under lease-purchase alternatives). The change is made

in the interest of economy and simplicity in making cost comparisons.

6.c. (Paragraph 6.b. in the earlier Circular). A sentence has been added

to clarify the fact that the incremental method of costing is to be em-

ployed and to emphasize the importance of a realistic recognition of all

such additional or incremental costs.

6.c.(1). (Paragraph 6.b.(1) in the earlier Circular). Some additional

wording has been added to clarify, in connection with personal services

and benefits, that the full cost to the Government of retirement systems

should be included.

6.c.(6). (Paragraph 6.b.(6) in the earlier Circular). A sentence has been

added to make clear that appropriate recognition should be given to esti-

mated residual or salvage value of facilities or equipment in computing

depreciation.

6.c.(7). (Paragraph 6.b.(7) in the earlier Circular). This paragraph has

been rewritten to provide that the computation of interest for any new or

additional capital to be invested will be based upon the average rate of

yield for long-term Treasury bonds as shown in the current monthly

Treasury Bulletin. Also, the method of computation suggested would provide

for reduction in the capital investment to which interest is applied as the

(No. A-76)
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111/1 asset is depreciated. The purpose of the change is to clarify the rate
and source of interest to be charged and to provide guidance as to the
principal to which it is to be applied. The suggested rate is a readily
available measure of the current cost of money to the Government and the
provision for reducing the balance to which interest is applied is con-
sidered reasonable because the interest cost should not go on indefinitely.

6.c.(8). (Paragraph 6.b.(8) in the earlier Circular). A change in word-
ing has been made to clarify that Government costs should include any
additional indirect costs incurred for such activities as management and
supervision, budgeting, accounting, personnel, legal and other applicable
services.

3

•

•

Paragraph 7 - Administering the policy 

7.b.(3). In the past there has been some misunderstanding about the cost
differential in favor of private enterprise due to uncertainties relating
to Government production costs, equipment obsolescence, and other factors,
including the amount of capital investment involved. A sentence has been
added to clarify the fact that the ten percent cost differential in favor
of private enterprise, mentioned in this subparagraph, is not intended to
be a fixed figure. The differential may be more or less than ten percent,
depending upon the circumstances in each individual case.

ParagraphImplementation

A sentence has been added requiring agencies to furnish the Bureau of the
Budget with a copy of their implementing instructions.

(No. A-76)

GPO 930-051
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EXECUTiVE OFiC OF TEE% P.R;3113;ENT

TELEcomNiUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20404

October 12, 1973 OTP CIRCULAR NO. 12

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Government Communications Planning Program.

1. Purpose. This Circular sets forth policies and establishes

procedures for a coordinated Government planning program for

telecommunications systems and services required by Government

agencieS in the conduct of their activities.

2. Objective. ' The objectives of the coordinated Government

planning program established by this Circular are:

o To promote more effective use of communications

technology, resources, and servics by

Government agencies;

o To-permit better evaluation of existing and

planned *communications systems;

o To help achieve the optimum degree of coordination,

compatibility, and resource sharing in Federal

communications programs; and,

o To promote economy in the Government's use of

communications.

3. Approach. The communications services used by the Govern-

ment can be divided into two general classes.

One is the class of services which are widely used and common

to many agencies, where the efficiency or cost-effectiveness

of the service is a paramount consideration. These services

are most economically provided on a common user basis. The

General Services Administration is responsible for planning

such services.
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The other class of services supports operational functions
in support of particular agency missions, in which cost
considerations must yield to performance or security factors.
These services have some characteristics in common, but often
cannot be adequately satisfied by general purpose systems
designed to provide the most economical bulk services. These
services are most efficiently provided by systems or services
planned by those responsible for the mission.

4. Mission Area Planning. Many communications systems have
unique operational reasons for their existence, but there are

areas in which agencies with similar missions have separate

but similar systems. In each of these areas, a greater

degree of coordinated communications planning i desirable.

Four broad mission areas have been identified, which require

such treatment:

o National Security

o Transportation

o Environment

o Law Enforcement.

To achieve the necessary improvements in Government-wide

planning in these mission areas, the following agencies are

designated to take leading and participating roles in coordinated

communications planning:

National Security - Lead Agency: Department of Defense
as Executive Agent, National Communications System -

Participants: Departments of State, Defense, and

Transportation, Central Intelligence Agency, General

Services Administration.

^ 2
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Transportation - Lead Agency: Department of

Transportation - Participants: Departments of

Defense and Commerce, National Aeronautics and

Space Administration.

Environment - Lead Agency: Department of Commerce -

Participants: Environmental Protection Agency,

Departments of Defense, Interior and Transportation.

Law Enforcement - Lead Agency: Department of Justice -

Participants: Departments of Treasury and Interior.

Other Executive branch agencies not identified above may be

invited by Lead Agencies to participate as appropriate for

specific purposes.

5. Implementation. Each Mission Area Group will develop an

annual summary plan for its area of responsibility including

appropriate treatment of requirements, system plans, alter-

natives, cost, performance, standards, interconnections, and

other relevant aspects. The General Services Administration

will prepare a comparable plan for general-purpose Government

systems. OTP will provide pertinent planning guidance at

the beginning of each planning cycle. These summary plans

should cover five years from the date of submission and should

be transmitted to the Office of Telecommunications Policy,

Executive Office of the President, Washington, D. C. 20504,

no later than August 15th of each year.. OTP will review

these plans.to determine compliance with overall Federal
Government telecommunications policy, including evaluation

of whether an appropriate degree of compatibility and resource

sharing is represented in the plans. The determinations made

by OTP on such plans will be reported to the agencies involved

and to the Office of Management and Budget for their consid-

eration with respect to planning, programming, and budgeting,
and to GSA as appropriate for consideration with respect to
their planning and procurement actions.

6. Effective Date. This Circular is effective immediately.

Clay T. Whitehead
DirecLor

3
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EXECU FIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 31, 1974

'1SSISTANT DIRECTOR

Mr. M. S. Meeker
Commissioner
Automated Data and
Telecommunications Servicies

General Services Administration
Washington, D.C. 20405

Dear Shy:

For some time we have been seeking to establish a more
uniform understanding and implementation in the telecommuni-
cations field of the government's policy of reliance on the
private sector to supply goods and services needed by the
government. In a few days we expect to distribute a proposed
policy on this matter for final comment within the Executive
Branch.

As I mentioned on the telephone last week, it is unclear to
us at present whether the "New Equipment Project" procurement
will permit telecommunications service suppliers (e.g.
carriers) to compete to provide the telecommunications servicesrequired.

An unofficial draft of: the RFP which my staff recently was
able to see leaves us with the impression that a specific
communications network design has been specified by the
government, and that the government intends to buy or lease
switches to implement that design, with circuitry supplied
by carriers. There apoe'ars to be no performance requirementspecified for the Data Communications Network as a whole,which would make it difficult for any private firm to offerto provide overall service unless he is Willing to adoptthe precise government design.

In the past, we have been given to understand that the currentRFP for this procurement is not available in Washington. Wehave not therefore been able to make any definitive assessmenton these matters. However, in order to clarify this situationas soon as possible, I have asked my staff to work with GSA,through Mike lAuntner, to make the best assessment possiblebased on the information available, The . principal questionswe are concerned about are enclosed for your ,Alf:ormation.
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The data communications industry is still relatively small,
but is growing rapidly and can be one of national importance.
It is our hope that the government can make use of this
industry for many of its needs, rather than unnecessarily
building up in-house capabilities to provide data communi-
cations service. The New Equipment Project seems to be a
potential landmark in the Federal Government's response to
new communications needs and technology, and we naturually
hope it will set the most desirable precedents.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

62- 47
Char es C. Joyce, Jr.
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1. Who will actually operate and maintain the DCN? Since
various portions of the DCN are being procured separately,
can any supplier of service (common carrier) respond
effectively to your planned RFP? Are there not several
planned and/or existing commercial data communications
service offerings which can provide at least the level
of service foreseen by the DCN?

2. If alternative means of data communications service will
exist during the period of your requirement needs, how
do they compare in cost to the total DCN cost (including
procurement, design, management, maintenance, etc.)?
Does your proposal require the respondent to use existing
communications switching software or would he be forced
to develop his own?

. 3. Will the DCN replace the ARS or simply overlay it? Will
any other existing or planned Federal data networks be
integrated into the DCN or be eliminated by it?

4. Will the DCN be capable of interconnecting with the other
Federal and commercial data communications systems which
will also exist in the same period?

5. What are the overall DCN performance requirements?
,Since GSA currently plans to obtain parts of the network
through different procurement activities, how will
contractor compliance with these parameters be assured?
Since the DCN user will apparently be limited to 2.4 kbps,
how will higher speed Federal requirements (e.g. computer-
computer) be satisfied?

A
• I• -
.71
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

March 4, 1974

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Mr. M. S. Meeker
Commissioner
Automated Data & Telecommunications
Services

General Services Administration
Washington, D.C. 20405

Dear Shy:

'Members of ray staff met with Mike Muntner, Bob Seraphin,and Mike. Goldstein of GSA to follow-up on my letterof. January 31, 1974, concerning the New Equipment Project,Enclosed, is our understanding. of the answers.to each ofour questions as provided by your people;

It seams clear from these answers that the only thingwhich the communication:- industry will provide for thisprogram is transmission circuits between switches. The useof a switched data communications service provided by acarrier never received any serious consideration, and iscompltely precluded by the way the procurement is structured.

Earlier this week we solicited final agency comments onGuidelines for Obtaining Telecommunications Services. We .feel that the proposed Circular sets forth sound governmentpolicy, and although it is not yet a final document it iscertainly consistent with previous policies and practicesto a great extent. We are, therefore, dismayed to see aprocurement of the importance and magnitude of your NewEquipment Project following such a heavily hardwareoriented course.

While I appreciate the urgency of the need for improvedservices for GSA and the Agriculture Department, I hopethat .you will give serious consideration to the possibilityof opening up this procurement so that suppliers ofcommunications services can compete for that portion of theprogram.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Tt;
/

• 7' . /

Char-Ms C. Joyce,

(1
•



•Question la: Who will actually operate and maintain the DCN?

Answer: Initial plan is a minimum of 1-2 years facilities
managemenEventually phase over to a. total
in-house system.

Question lb: Since various portions of the DCN are being
procured separately, can any supplier of service
(common carrier) respond effectively to your
planned RFP?

Answer: Not with a data communications service offering;
although they could provide services on a
subcontract basis.

Question lc: • Are there .not several planned and/or existing
commercial data communications service offerings
Which can provide at least the level of service
foreseen by the DCN?

Answer: We don't know because we haven't evaluated them.

Question 9a: If alternative means of data communications
service will exist during the period of your
requirement needs, how do they co- pare in cost
to the total DCN cost (including procurement,
design, management, maintenance, etc.)?

Answer: A detailed cost analysis was not performed.

Question 2b: Does your proposal require the respopdent to use

existing communications switching software or

would he be forced to develop his own?

Answer: The software will have to be developed, but

this is not anticipated to be a major effort.

Question 3a: Will the DCN replace the ARS or simply overlay it?

Answer: Initially overlay, maybe replace later. There is
the question of the termination liability.

Question 3b: Will any other existing or planned Federal data
networks be integrated into the DON or be
eliminated by it?

Answer: Not sure about SSADARS or the ARS. The DCN will
be used to implement the USDA county network.

ENCLOSURE
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Question 4:

Answer:

2

Will the DON be capable of inteconnecting withthe other Federal and commercial data communi-cations systems which will also exist in thesame period?

Yes -- ARS, AUTODIN, SSADARS, and FTS (on adial in and out basis). Others can be inter-connected with a simple "black box" interface.
Question 5a: ,What are the overall DON performance requirements?
Answer: Performance specs for specific system components'are in the RFP. It is assumed that the totalsystem performance will be the sum of thecomponent performances.

Question 5b: Since GSA currently plans to obtain parts of thenetwork through different procurement activities,how will contractor compliance with theseparameters be assured?

Answer: No problem foreseen -- the pieces not undercontract will have no effect.

Question 5c: Since the DON user will apparently be limitedto 2.4 nip:3, how will higher speed Federalremilrements (e.g.', coputer-computer) besatisfied? -

Answer: They will not be satisfied.
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ry purpose in writins is to specificall:! innuire into
the extraordinary circumstances surrounding the Gen-
eral Cervices Ldministration's Project fiCS97-72/
RFPCDPA74-14, which ostens'Ibly would create a tele-
coTmunications system for the Ajriculturo Department.
Upon, Inquiry, I discover this undertaklm; appears to
Involve far more than its formal deccription.

The plan calls for a 'pac• ket-switched netwo-roe, not a
new development in the comz:luter influstry. ";:-.1.t seems
to be envisioned is the largest non-militry rovernment
data colglx.unications procurement in Ameri.can history,
clsi!-.::ned to move inforrat ion in short bur:31;s, which
would seem to be inadecuate for a niE:ht-and-daycicrt
such the U.S. Governent. Doctor H. J. Grosell,
noted computer expert, states that the pncket-switchel.
concept is 'a rather .;:astoful 1:ayr for f;overnrr.e.n1.: to ;=...
so P-Lbout its business nowadays. A fully implemented L -
systerl would cost about 1.,90 :Anion at face value;=-Lut...1 •- con.)uter specialists inform mc this fiFurc 13 likely
to double to *180 milllon by the time s*.i.ch a syst.6.?..3-:

4

in full oneration.
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Arthur F. Sampson -2- April 25, 1974

It is alled that GSA is presently followin a project

timetable calling for a bidder to be accented by the

end of this year, yet no autheriation or appropriation

has been forthcomin:T, from Con.:rxess. Conceivably, the

program ca be under way before another round of cones-

sional appropriations hearings are held in 1975. My

information is that initial fundin.is a1lei3edly coming

from your agency's $50 million ADP, or Automatic Data

Processing, fund.

Further, GSA's Plan calls for a rental computer network,

which many in Congress belieVe to be a far more costly

approach than a syst-cn. purchased by the government. In

this manner, GSA will be renting hardware but will not

utilize experienced outside talent to operate it.

By its very conceptual size, the plan guarantees that only

the very, largest contractors. will be able to fulfill the

requirements, in turn guaranteeing a hue system. It

would appear that not only would smaller contractors

automatically be excluded from participation, but govern-

ment would have no option but to create the.larest

possible system.

This brings me to the most ominous and questionable as-

pect of this endeavor--tying other Federal agency com-

puters into the prono-,ed network. I am informed that

GSA is allegedly holding private discussions with other

federal agencies, includinz; the Veterans Administration,

with a view to their participation. Are such discussions /1

in fact underway, and if so, with what. Federal agencies? J.

It has been claimed 'that with such a system, a i4ove-mment

agency could initiate a pushbutton search into all aspects

of the private lives of Americans who hava interacted

with participiltinT, Pedeval agencies in some,fprm or other.

Exports tell me that cooperation between various 1.ederal

agencies would allow assembly of dossiers on any iniviraual

or institution interactinc; with the Fed-oral government,

and that as other Federal agencies join in cooperation

with and access to such a network linkin;.c government com-

puters, invasions of privacy and potential for abIL;z.1 grows
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Arthur F. Sampson April 25, 1974

Is this information accurate? what congressional author- (">

ity exists for such a systeio. and activities?

If true, then what could emerga as an ultimate abuse of
government power through backdoor spending could be made

possible. As one whose conFre!3sional service has been

marked bt intensive activity in the area of government

information, I view these possibilities with grave mis-

givings and alarm. Potential abuse of the ADP fund and

total absence of hearings and appropriations authority.

compound the situation, making the entire issue one

fraught with the most serious consenuences. -

Therefore, Mr. .Administrator, I formally request that you

promptly forward to me all available relevant informa-

tion dealing with this proposal, includin3 fact books

describing the project, presently being overseen by

M. Shy Meeker; Commissioner for Automated Data and Tele-

communications. Materials bearing on the project worked

on by 14ssrs. Muntner and Finley of GSA should .also be

Included. All information made available to potential

bidders should also be included.

I also wish to be informed as to wbat lecal basis there

-is for nutting out this project for bids without formal'

authorization or appronriations Permission from Congress.
l!as there been any formal communication between your
agency and the aporop-oiate conEressional committees, in-
forming them that the ADP fund was being utilized in this
manner? I am especially interested in whether or not GSA
has informed the House Government Operations Committee on
this subject.

A prompt, comprehenive renly, complete with documentation
and enclosures, is needed, especially in view of the fact

that no .;! of the reauested material is of a nature to be
withhc.- on any enumerated F:Pounds set forth in the Free-

- dom ' Information Act (5USC552).
I. e, ,„.... /1

. .,III ....,..•,, or ..r
4

r • ... • ;, i . . 
• ' . S7

doi,n E. ::03f;
Member of Congr

/2. T.;vir





OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

4'

Honorable Arthur P. Sampson
Administrator
General General Services Administration
Washington, D.C. 20405

„T.

DIRZCTOR

Dear Mr. Sampson:

I am quite concerned over the approach GSA is taking to
obtain data processing and communications networ services.
Instead of obtaining the necessary services directly from
the private sector, GSA has chosen instead to procure and
operate a large amount of data processing and communications
hardware itself.

Procurement of service rather than hardware. allows the govern-
ment to take maximum advantage of continuing improvements in
technology while at the same time remaining sensitive to
changes in user demands. New commercial offerir.,;s are
constantly arising which offer an ever widening range of
features to satisfy a great variety of user nee&s. Since it
is the policy of the Federal Government to encouzage the
private sector in continuing to offer new and innovative

communications services on a fully competitive bz:sis, the
. government should take advantage of this capability where
possible to meet its own internal needs.

The cost of commercial data communications .services has
been declining at an annual rate of over 1.096 during the past
few years. Even at today's rates, equivalent co=ercial
services would cost about half as much as the p=posed GSA
data communications networ:k.

It is myview that present GSA plans for an in-house
government designed and operated data communications network
should be terminated and at least the communicalons portion
of the present solicitation should be reorientea tm;-ard
procurement of commercial services. Further serious con-
sideration should also be given to the advantage.=3 of obtaining
the data processing service on a similar basis.

Moreover, a government-owned network of computers of such
large capacity and with such widespread remote ;access, raises
important questions about privacy:. For examol, how will
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access be controlled through use of the communicaabns
and what incentives will there be to fill the computers with
unnecessary data on individuals and firms?

Please let me know what action you plan to take on this
matter. Because the request for bids has already been

released prompt action is: necessary.

-

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
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0/7',---10E OF THE PEINT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

VIAS1--1.!NGTON. D.C. 20503

MAY 9 1974

Honorable Arthur F. Sampson
Administrator
General Services Administration
Washington, D. C. 20405

Dear Art:

This is in regard to your April 2, 1974, letter concerning GSA's

proposed acquisition. of ADP and telecommunications equipment.
We have carefully reviewed the extensive volume of material

supplied by GSA and have discussed the matter with representatives

of the Department of Agriculture and the Office of Telecommunications

Policy.

We have concluded that your pending Request for Proposal (RFP

CDPA. 74-l4) to acquire nine computer sites and a data communica-

tions network should be withdrawn. The proposed data communica-

tions network is not responsive to the Department of Agriculture

requirements. Moreover, the pending Procurement is inconsistent

with guidance of the Office of Telecommunications Policy which has

called for termination of the proposal.

There is no economic advantage to the proposed acquisition of the

GSA site. More importantly, there are a number of viable

alternatives which would satisfy GSA's internal processing require-

ments. These include: Reutilization of Agriculture's IBM 370-168

computer which will be replaced by the new equipment now being

procured, use of excess USDA capacity which will be available at.

the new sites, purchase of a smaller computer for GSA for use

along with commercial ADP services.

With regard to the three optional GSA sites, there is no identifiable

workload associated with these machines nor is there an assurance

that this particular configuration will satisfy future needs. In
addition, considering the "single cont-actor" approach of the
RFP, the relative inftexibility of the data communications
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requirements, and the potentially limited competition, the solicitation
for these three options is not without inherent cost to the Government.
Finally, the proposed acquisition of ADP and telecommunications
capability for unspecified uses poses a serious potential threat to the
right of privacy at a time when this issue is under intense review by
the Executive Branch and the Congress.

In view of the above considerations, GSA should take the following
actions:

1. Immediatel-y withdraw the Request for Proposal (RFP).

Z. Reissue a new RFP limited to four firm and two optional
sites (one for USDA and one for GSA). The GSA option should
only be exercised after a thorough review of available alterna-
tives and the necessary budget approval has been obtained.

3. The communication requirements should be acquired
separately in accordance with OTP guidance and should be
restated in a manner acceptable to the users.

Any procurement of ADP and telecommunications equipment or
services with funds available to GSA may be obligated only in accord-
ance with guidance contained in this letter.

(

Sincerely,

Roy L. Ash
Director
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.
afraid that. your May 10th, 1974 letter lcavs sc,vc,ral

quastions unanswered, only partially answers and
,offrs responses to soma queries that are prone to mls-
intsrpretation. .

To bcgin with, according to my bc:st informatioa thc=3:'7'no 3xisting system or contemplated system known to thc
computer industry guaranteing that tima-sharingon cow-.
puters will not be turned' into data sharing. If I am in
error I will bo plaased to review your proof of my error.

i

N

124 is engaged presentlY in a crash $50 million uncrtakiilci
to find cyan a few nrimitiVP barriers to such invasicns oZ
Privacy among computer users. If they cannot ofr such
a. defense to their massive list of commsrcial u=s, ho
does FEDNET propose to .do so. Therc:for,7*.t, your diSclaim
anc". assurancas of ser,king to avoid any invasion cprivacy
under such a'system are, although sinccre, aaaning1:7;ss in
an effcctive sense.

•



Administrator -Page 2- May 15? 1974

I have been joined in voicing vigorous protssts ac:ainst
this amacavor by a bipar 4san cfrou.0 of p:-.o-oic in public

life. You have received such co=unications from Vicc!

Prsidant Ford/ S-znators Ervin, Coldwatcr and Hruska r

Coligressaan Ldodrh,ilad oF psvivonia, thc, Manag:1-.

mnt and Budclet and th.6White House Office of .T.:11cormfluni_ca-

tions Policy, 0...113 has forma7ly asked you to drastically

curb the limits of your ongoing procurw=t effort, Nc,vcr-

thalessi in spite of efforts, you inform re that GSA

is going ahead with its plans to bring into being tele-

c3mmunications computr network / on a modular basis,

between GSA and the D-pa.,--tmnt of Agriculture.

Doth the Suhcouiimjtte on Foreign Operations and Govc:rnmcnt

Information of the Hous Government Operations Committce

and the Ssnate Const o'Lr P Subcommittee have

held hearinas on this subject in -1-hc, past yeilr, GSA a9-

eared before both of ti-em. In each case, GSA was asked 

whether or not new co:-..iput,-.r systa= were being ccil.tm-
platcd, in each casc,, GSA told thse two committ.T,es that

no such effort was underway. Yet your own -oersoYtnal

_Lni.ormec, Congressional staff pa-aol,- on these two subcomrilt.-

tees in recent m..-.:f,-:tincrs that FEDNET was begun in summ:?.57

of 1972. Both thfi:se subcom.raittPs rated their qu,irios

in writing to GSA and received the same flcat1VCrespo1sc3,

Obvious conclusions can be dl-awn from thes finings.

It is obvious to me and a growing number of Congrazsional

observers that both the intent and will of Congrss
creating the Automatic Data Processing Fund are being
willfully violated by GSA in forging ahead with .22,DNET,
Such action is a perversion of th ., LDP fund and 
intent.  Intensive hearinas are recuiT-ed because of the
unprecedented size of this procur3mn-'- and the system
its envisions. Its pot=tial im.pact on our sociztv and
privacy of every Am:21rican is so vast and pz,rvasiv that
explicit Congressional apzroval must be given.
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- Ten years ago, when another such national data center was
proposed, the Congress expressed its fears for the privacy
of Americans.

On May 9th, 1974, Vice President Ford stated his concerns
to the National Computer Conference:

"1 am concerned that Federal protection
of individual privacy is not yet devslopT.d
to the degree necessary to prevent FEDNET
from being used to probe into the lives of in-
dividuals... We must also consider the fallout
hazards of FEDNET to traditional freedoms."

In light of this overwhelming evidence, I find your
vehemently expressed reluctance in HOUSG Appropriations
Committee testimony on May 14th, 1974 when asked to sub-
mit FEDNET plans in writing to Congress., difficult to
understand, and can only draw obvious conclusions.

am therF-i2bre ',proceeding to request that formal oversiaht
hearincT held in both houses of Congress into this
state o affairs, and that appropriations for thia under-
tak g withheld from your agency,

. •.

Member of Ccngres

JEM:Em
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON. DC 20405

MAY 1. 61974

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead k

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

This is in reply to your letter of April 30, 1974, concerning the

joint GSA/USDA computer and data communications procurement.

While we believe in the economies that are inherent in the RFP as

currently specified as well as the greater reliability that would result

from the prime contractor concept, we are making the following

amendments to the RFP:

(1) The data communications network will be deleted

from the solicitation and procured separately

(2) Three of the four optional sites will be deleted

from the RFP and the GSA site will be made optional.

We believe that these changes will alleviate the concerns expressed

by the Office of Management and Budget and are in compliance with

the referenced OTP direction. However as the data communica-

tions support will now be acquired separately and is planned to be

fully competed to all segments of the market, further evaluation

will be necessary to determine how it should be procured in light

of valid present concerns relative to the privacy of data systems.

If you have any further questions, please let us know.
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OTP ACIIIENTZIENTS

Mr. WatiLEIEAD. The main points I would like to highlight, Mr.
Chairman, are that OTP after 3 years of existence has begun to con-
solidate its directions and its activities and its management.
The work which this subcommittee and your counterpart in the

House of Representatives did on consolidating the budgets for OTP
and its support program in the Department of Commerce was, I think,
very constructive. I would like to say that I do not believe this re-
solves all of the management questions that the Congress has had about
this endeavor. It certainly doesn't resolve all of the questions I have in
my mind. I welcome working with this subcommittee over the next
year to see whether additional improvements can be made to clarify
just how this prop---iln is working in toto.
In the last year, OTP has achieved a number of substantive accom-

plishments in the area of communications. There were times when I
was testifying here last year when I thought people thought we were
engaged in nothing but television network regulation.

1T. kept saying we were involved in a lot of other things, and I am
very happy to say that during the. past year many of those things have
come to fruition. For example, in the domestic satellite area, one -in
which OTP played a major role, the first satellite for U.S. domestic
service has now been launched. The FCC has adopted, in large meas-
ure, our recommendations relating to the increase in available fre-
quencies for two-way mobile communications for small businesses and
private users. Our efforts to make available new frequencies for emer-
gency medical cominunications that could lead to savings of thousands
of lives have been successful, and we have made substantial improve-
ments in the area of disaster communications. All of these accomplish-
ments have been very constructive., and I am very proud that the peo-) ple in OTP and the other Government agencies involved have been
able to bring them to fruition.
I would also like to point with some pride to the President's Domes-

tic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy. As you know, one of
OTP's important responsibilities has been the privacy aspects of com
puter and communications operations which are growing so rapidly-in
the Government and in the private sector.
OTP proposed this initiative to the President for his State of the

Union message and the Domestic Council Committee is now busily at
work with OTP providing substantial monetary and staff support.
At this point I would be pleased to answer any questions that you or

the other members of the subcommittee have, Mr. Chairman.

CENTRALIZED GOVERNMENT DATA COLLECTION

Senator MONTOYA. Have you initiated studies about t
cations within the Government and assembling of data under a cen-
tralized data collecting system in the. Government? What can you tell
TUC as to the propriety of assembling this data under those conditions
and what can you tell me with respect to the feelings of the adminis-
tration with respect to same?
Mr. Wm:mu-RAD. Our authority for collecting this data derives from

our directive in the Executive order assigning responsibilities to OTP,
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to which I alluded in my opening statement. That is to say, we have
responsibility within the executive branch for those policy matters re-
lated to the joint use of computers and communications.
So much of the opportunity for abuse of privacy in the growth of

computerized data banks arises from the possibility of easy access, not
only at the point of the computer, but anywhere around the country
through communications lines, to whatever is in these computers. The
opportunity also arises for very easy exchange of information between
computer data banks located in various parts of the country.
In fulfillment of our responsibilities for recommending policies to

deal with this problem our first step naturally was to find out what is
now going on with respect to linking together all of these data banks
by means of communications.
We found that we didn't know. We found that nobody does. None of

this information had ever been pulled together in one place.
We further found in working with the Domestic Council Committee

on the Right of Privacy that there was no procedure within the Gov-
ernment to review the privacy aspects of these kinds of systems. So
working partly under our own authority and partly under the charter
of the Domestic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy, of which.I am a member, we have undertaken this review that I mentioned.
It is important that the Government know how much data it is col-

lecting on its citizens, where that data resides. who has access, what, are
the criteria for protecting privacy and the like. Without that kind of
information, we simply are ill prepared fo adopt the kind of policies
we are going to need to protect privacy.
Senatcr Mayrom. What assurance can you :give this committee that

during your existence Toll can conduct meaningful surveillance over
any attempts to collect this data and bank it and thus invade the right
of privacy?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. OTP has no direct access to any of these communi-

cations systems. We are not an operator of communications systems. It
is our job to look at what the various agencies are doing with their
communications and to recommend policies therefor.

.GSA FEDNET PROPOSAL

Senator likroxToYA. Are you acquainted with the attempt by GSA to
create a Fednet system?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I am eminently familiar with that.
Senator MONTOYA. Have you made a study of it?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes. "We made a very thorough study of it.
Senator Mox'royA. At whose request did you make it?
Mr. WirrrEHEAD. We made it under our own auspices. We have a.

program, Mr. Chairman, for reviewing the planning for communica-
tions systems for all Government agencies. I went into that in brief in
my statement which I introduced for the record.
Senator MONTOYA. What do vou estimate the cost of this system to

be as it is presently contemplated?
Mr. WITITETTEAD. As I understand it. the system is no longer pres-ently contemplated. We objected to the system on the grounds of cost,

system design, and privacy considerations. GSA has withdrawn its
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plans for proceeding. However, the cost, as best we could pin it down
at the time it was planned in all its glory, was approximately $100
million.
Senator MONTOYA. What money WttS going to be used for this

purpose?
Mr. WitrimEAD. It would have been financed principally out of

GSA funds, although in providing services to other agencies they
were planning to bill those agencies for those services.
Senator MONTOYA. Is that why the cost of GSA rent has .gone up?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I don't know.
Senator MONTOYA. It is certainly higher than what these agencies

were .paying in the private sector now that GSA has taken it over.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is quite right. In fact, one of our reasons for

objecting was that the price of obtaining similar services from the
private sector seemed to be much lower. Also, obtaining these services
from the private sector would r. ler the Government the opportunity to
take advantage of more innovative, new technologies.

GSA WITHDRAWAL OF FEDNET
Senator MONTOYA. What assurances can you give this committee

that GSA is not going to do this out of its administrative appropria-tion and out of its revolving fund?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. GSA has written to me and to the Director of theOffice of Management and Budget giving assurances that they havewithdrawn their plans and will work with us preparing any futureplans for providing any services of this type.Senator MONTOYA. What gave genesis to this plan initially?Mr. WHITEHEAD. I am not sure that I have fully ascertained that,Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONTOYA. Didn't you investigate it?Mr. WHITEHEAD. We did. GSA said that some agencies, particularly.Agriculture, had a need for automatic data processing support thatwould involve some communication. I think GSA went from there todesign a system that would be available and applicable to a broaderrange of Government agencies.
Senator Morrrom. I will insert in the record at this point a copy ofyour letter to Mr. Sampson wherein you stated your opposition to thisPlan for a Fednet.
[The letter follows:]

9r.rysgrgprTrn.,~4
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE CF THE PRESIDENT

WAS,AGTMDC.

APR 30, 1974

Honorable Arthur F. Sampson
Administrator
General Servicen Administration
Washington, D.C. 20405

Dear Pr. Sampson:

X amL quite concerned over the anproach GSA is taking to
obtain data processing and communications network services.
Instead of obtaining the necessary cervices directly from
the private sector, G'77 has chosen instead to procure and
operate _a larce anount of (-Mtn prsoessing and comrnunicatibnl-
hardware itself.

Procurement of service rather than hardware allows the govern-
ment to take maximum advantage of continuing improyo7lents in
technolorry while at the S173 ti' ne rernining sengitive to
chances in user demands. New commercial offerings are
constantly arising which offer an ever widening range of
features to satisfy a creat variety of user needs. Since it
is the policy of the Ferk..ral Government to encourage the
private sector in continuing to offer new an'] innovative
conmunications services on a fully competitive basin, the
government should take advntage of this capability where
possible to meet its cTrn internal. needs.

The cost of ccr:Tn.ercial data commun5cntions services has
been declining at an annual rate of cvr 10% during the past
few years. Even at today's rates, cc.uivalent cormercial
cervices would cost about half as such as the proposed GSA
data communications network.

It is my view that present GSA plans for an in-houso
government desianed and'one,-nted data communications network
should be terminated and at least the commnniCations nortion
of the present solicitation should be reoriented toward
procurement of commercial services. Furthcr serious con-
sideration should also be given to th advan Igen of obtaining
the data processing service on a similar bas....

Moreover, a government-mm.,-,d network of computers of such
large capacity and with such widespread remote aecr-ss, raises
important questions about privacy: For exalaple, how will
access be con'rolled thronch use of the connuniention7
and w:lat inc:-ntives will there be to Fill the computers with
nnnocosnary f'aJ:n! on 1nen7ls nad fir-7-s?

rlan.:.e let mo !:no.r what action von plan to take on thisnefi:nn:,, the 7.-.-onst for M.ls has already been
released pro.:.pt action is neeessa-y.

Sincerely,

Clay. T. T,:hitehead
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ASSURANCES FROM GSA

Senator MONTOYA. I want to commend you for being so expressive
about this and being so concerned about possible invasion of privacy
of individuals.
When did you receive assurances from GSA that they would not go

through with this?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I do not recall the exact date of that correspond-

ence, Mr. Chairman. It has been within the past few weeks. •
I would like to emphasize, Mr. Chairman. that we work very closely

with GSA through our procedures for coordinating Government com-
munications systems planning. We shall continue to work with them
and keep apprised of their progress on all of their communications.
Their communications' plans will be submitted to us this summer, and
we will be able to monitor the situation on a continuing basis. I can.
assure you of that.

GSA LETTER TO REPRESENTATIVE MOSS

Senator MONTOYA. I have a letter here which I will submit for the
record, dated May 24, 1974, by the Honorable John E. Moss, House
of Representatives, and I will read from that letter. This is by GSA
to him. I quote:
A review has been made of this project in light of concerns raised in several

quarters, and the following changes are being made in the requests for proposal:
"(1), The data communications network will be deleted from the solicitation

and procured separately.
(2), Three of the four optional sites called for in the original solicitation will

be deleted from the RFP and GSA's firm site be made optional."

Doesn't that indicate that GSA has not abandoned this proposal?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Mr. Chairman, they have clearly abandoned the

grandiose proposal that they originally made. GSA does have a re-
sponsibility for providing data communications' support to Govern-
ment agencies that need it. They have the responsibility for providing
automatic data processing support to these agencies.
The way I read what they have done, they have withdrawn their

plans for FEDNET; they are now proposing, in a more responsible
way, to acquire the needed communications and the needed automatic
data processing support on an incremental, step-by-step basis.
Senator MONTOYA. Isn't that leading toward the same objective?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. It is leading toward the same objective of provid-

ing communications and data processing service, but it will, not pro-
vide them one gigantic, interconnected system that lends itself to the
kind of privacy abuse that we are talking about.
[The letter follows:]
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I IzrDIiotzuo of Roprosentativas 
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ba3iThio is in .76f:or(' to your lear of .14.lay IS, 1974. concerr;7z tho joint PI-2"GSA/USDA conop:aer and dota coraznunicatiene pzcject. doth
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appGSA' a role i3 related to the fulfillment of 5tate-1 agen.cy requirements dataand not with the establishment of tho.sc... req.:lire:merit:7... Our responsibilityis to taire advantage of oavings realized from volutz-z... procurement Sincand nhared ase of GOVeMm resourcee. Therm is not and neverhas boe-ri any plv...n or intent !...7 GSA to create a a.ational data center. 
Arthu
AdminA rovievrtts lo-een made of this projz.-ct in light of conceras raisedin oe-veral quarters arid the followir.g chanes are being muds inthe Itequest Lor Proposal:

1. The data communIcations network will be deleted
from the solicitation and procured separately. .

2. Three of the four optional sites called for In the
original nolicItation will be deleted fr=3. the RIP,
and GS,.'o firm site will be made optional.

',Y0 anticipate that the prepa.ratio.n of the opecificaticsas for datacc:amnusiications' oupport will take a rnininaum of 12 months. Thiswill allow GSA time to onouro that occurity/privacy onfogo•u-rd5ssociatod with the r.tetworl: reflect reaulta of the etudicac-urrently vmderway by the Domestic Council Committee oa theRiSht of Privacy and to incorporate related logialatiTo action.

A review of the hearings beloro Subconamittso of ForeipnOp-erationa and Government Information af he House GovernmentOperatictaa Committee on June 26, 1973, does not revaal anyinstance whero was aolzecl whether or nit new computersystems were being ccmtensplated. 1 azn also not are in Ole lastyrair Any GS iziioxiy on train subjoct 'oelor,e ....enateConstitutional Rights Subcommittoe. In addition we believe we
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have been fully responsive to any inquiric.1 received from tlie.se

congressiom.al cotarnittet a.

N.vould like also to clarify the misun,lerstzudins you have of the.

testirnor.y before the iicuee Ippropriatinra. 5s.ihconunU-tee heal-lugs

of May 14, 1974. At that tir...-ve I indicatee we procure computers

us a part of our daily mission and questioned whether the Corrirnittee

'wished to review our procurement activities on such a repetitive

be.sis. After - clarification, I did ntat e that 'XI: would provida the

plans for project as requested. We are now in the pror.:ess of

doing so.

I have advised Chairman Moorhead that GSA will be glad to wor:c.

with the Iiouse Government Operations Co=ittee end provide our

full technical, management, ri procurcraent expertise in the

development of any nocessar-y legislation to further safeguard the

privacy of personal and organizational inforrantion. In addition

he has been informed-that we ars hopaful that Congress will act

on related legislation prior to the end of this eion.. Should

no legislation be enacted, we would plan on meeting with ;.he

appropriate coxr.-mitteez of Congress prior to soliciting for the

data communication network.

Sincerely.

Arthur F. Sampson
Administrator
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PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS IN COMPUTERIZED DATA CO ,LECTION

Senator MONTOYA. What is the difference as long as the data is
,here present and through computerization it can be disseminated upon
inquiry by some other Government agency? What is the difference?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is precisely the point. By doing it incremen-

tally, by acquiring it in steps, GSA, OTP, and, indeed, the Congress
have the opportunity to examine the interface between those various
parts and make sure that adequate safeguards are built in, to make
sure that there is no potential for abuse.

want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that simply because GSA
withdrew its plans for FEDNET does not mean that the problem is
solved. OTP and OMB and the Congress are going to have to continue
to watch this, together with GSA.

NEED FOR DATA COMMUNICATION

Senator MONTOYA. Why should we watch it and why don't we just
not let it get started?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Because, Mr. Chairman, in this complex Govern-

ment of ours
' 
our agencies do have a need for data communication. The

Agriculture Department, for instance, has very important responsi-
bilities for maintaining informaticul on crops and on international
trade and so forth.
They need to process that information very quickly and disseminate

it very quickly around the country to the people who need it. They
can do it much more effectively and: inexpensively with automatic data
processing.
Senator MoNToYA. Why don't we confine it to economic statistics

if that is what YOU are primarily interested in and have a bar with
respect to indivi.duals and to the collection of data about individuals?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. I think that can be done to a very large extent.
Senator MONTOYA. What do you recommend?
Mr. WHITEuEAo. I recommend something exactly like that. How-

ever, there is a point at which you begin to get into the area of responsi-
bility of the mission agency who has the responsibility for carrying
out these things, for example, the Department of Agriculture.

All we can do in the communications field is to make sure that the
data communications capability that the agencies are using and asking
for is economical, that it is needed, and that there is built into the
communications system adequate provision for such privacy safe-
guards as the agency wants to endorse.
If the Department of Agriculture or any other agency decides, and

the Congress concurs, that they are going to collect information on
individuals and store it in their computers, we as communicators and
data processors cannot really control that.
But we can make sure that there is no inadvertent invasion of pri-

vacy and that the communications systems are designed to faeitate
the protection of privacy.
Senator MONTOYA. Who is going to take the lead on this to make

sure that, that doesn't happen?
Mr. WurrEHEAD. OTP clearly has the responsibility.
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ADEQUACY Or TOP STAFF

Senator MONTOYA. How many 
people do you have?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. At the p
resent time we are authori

zed 52 people.

Senator MONTOYA. Can you do i
t with 52 people?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. We do it on
ly with our support from 

the Commerce

Department, which adds a subs
tantial number of people 

and through

the cooperation of the other 
Government agencies.

Senator MONTOYA. How are yo
u going to keep some 

Government

agency from pushing that butto
n and getting this i

nformation out of

the central computer.?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. We can do th

at in only one way. We
 can make

sure the unauthorized buttons ar
e not there. and we can 

make sure

that when a communications system 
like this is installed the 

people ii.

control of it have designed it in such 
a way as to insure that 

unauthor-

ized people do not have access to the 
buttons that are.there.

CONTROLLING DATA COLLECTION

Senator MONTOYA. Are you, in eff
ect, saying that it is al

l right to

collect this data, but it is not all right to
 disseminate it?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. No; I am not saving
 that at all. I believe, 

as the

President has stated, that the Govern
ment is collecting far too 

much

data on individuals and that we need to 
assess just what all of t

his data

is and whether it is really necessary to 
accumulate it.

Once the data is collected Mr. Chairman,
 it becomes very diff

icult to

control it. If you want to protect privacy, 
you have to control the 

col-

lection of data.
Senator MoxToYA. That is correct. We ar

e very concerned that 
the

FBI has so much data on individuals and 
we are going to do som

e-

thing about it in the Congress because. I t
hink it is unfair for any

agency of the Government, including the FBI
, to go around talkin

g

to neighbors, and enemies of people. and p
utting it in permanent form

and filing it away in the archives of the FBI.

This could happen with respect to any colle
ction by GSA or any

other Government agencies and feeding it int
o the GSA central data

system.
Mr. WirrrmEAn. That is right. I recently 

talked with Attorney

General Saxbe about. problem of the FBI and
 computerization and

communications access to these very sensitiv
e data files. We are work-

ing very closely with them to control the priv
acy aspects of this mat-

ter. However, when it comes to the question of wh
at they can lawfully

-ollect, as you are discussing, that is something tha
t is in the province

of the Congress, and I commend You in your effo
rts. I think it is ab-

solutely crucial.
Senator MONTOYA. Is it. possible that if GSA is 

barred from this that

another agency might do the same thine.?

Mr. WitiTrarEAD. As I mentioned, the imposs
ibility of doing busi-

ness these days without computers and communica
tions means that, if

we. barred GSA from providing these services each
 agency would sim-

ply be forced to go out to the private sector and 
procure computers

and communications themselves to do their bus
iness.

- ir
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GSA to provide these services for the various agencies. So I do not 

oar review of commI think there are certain economies and advantages, including ease

see the need to abandon the concept completely, but I certainly do sei, 

:reatment of foreigiof oversight on the privacy aspect. that might result from permittin

ars FERENC I

a need for very critical oversight such as you suggested. 

RENT PAYMENTS TO GSA 

:4e11111-01' MONTOYA

Senator MONTOA. Your estimate includes $142,941 for payment to 

t ion of Federal coin

the General Services Administration for rent. Would you presentSe
nator MoNroy ,fo•

he used to evaluate

Y

the record information showing the major areas where these rents will 

M r. Wil ITEI LEAD.

occur and to the extent possible indicate commercial charges for com-
parable :; ndapace? 

on communications

Mr. WHITEHEAD. I would be pleased to do that, Mr. Chairman. 

gr. WI' ITEII EAD.

[The information follows:] 

aire ?
Senator MONTOY

OTP RENTAL OF SPACE, FISCAL YEAR 1 att endees.975 BUDGET 

.f1'. WHITE! MAD. 
uch, Mr. Chairma

ocation:1800 G Street NW., Washington D.C. 

s

Aount of 8pace: Approximately 22,000 sq. ft.
Reimbursement to GSA: Senator MoN-Tov

$142,921. S 

Senator Mox•roy.
L
m

NOTE.As best we can determine, these charges are comparable to cora- 

MI'. WHITEHEAD.

m tract was writtenercial charges for similar space.
---

Senator MONTOYA. Also, please provide .similar data for the com- 

- Mr. WurrEHEAD.

'tierce support portion of your budget.
Mr. iturrmEAD. I would be pleased t. 

sum not to exceed

[The information follows:] 
W to do tha

• 
. . Senator MONTOY

I will be pleased t

RENTAL OF SPACE INCLUDED IN DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE SUPPORT PROGRAM, FISCAL YEAR 1975 BUDGET 

like.

evening plenary se

. 

of the FCC. 

Location 
Amount of Estimated reim- 

Heim
Mr.

Washington, D.0  15, 415 

WHITEHEAD

Suburban May land  
$94, 352 

Senator Mo-x'my
_ 

square feet bursemenT to GSA

—

, 140 61, 633 ed in a s
m r. WHITEHEA1

Total  24, 555 156, 050 

solved9
want to do. I did
etting up that pa

Note: As best we can determine, these charges are comparable to commercial charges for similar space. 

s

PlIESIDENT'S 16-POINT PROGRAM

is the topic that .-

: somebody doesn't

quite right. It ma'
Senator MoxTo

Senator MoNTorA. To what extent has the 'lice complied with the 

the employment of multilingual persons, specifically Spanish-speaking 

Mr. WI I ITETIEM
President's 10-point, program and what are you doing to encourag Senator MoNToe

Mr. WirrrEmAn. We have had underway for some time an effort regard, Mr. 

doesn't
Americans ?

to increase our minority representation in the office, including the 

'Arr. WitrrEHEA.

Spanish-speaking and to some extent the Chinese-speaking. cern for many ye. This is 

rd, Mr. Chai

a particularly important area in communications, as you can'

nrganization of 

Happreciate. 

 

g. Such highly specialized professional 

ttedy commission(

her more difficult time of it than many 
t he. like. It was v

personnel, we have, I think, a rat

ward people ft-on
Being a small agency. requirin 

agencies in meeting the sometimes conflicting requirements of increas-
ing that kind of representation in our agency and at the same time
maintaining the kinds of specific talent that we need.
Most of our efforts in that regard I have to say have been directed Senator Mosp

at focusing the attention of other agencies on this problem and through ments on the pro

• .1,71.
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On page 12 I stated that discussions concerning the New Equipment Project
were held with the Department of Treasury. Bureau of Customs, personnel. Also,
I stated that they were advised of the potential use in the future if it met their
requirements. I have subsequently discovered that this topic also appeared in
correspondence from GSA to the Department of Treasury dated July 18, 1973.
Enclosed for your information is a copy of that correspondence.
If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
•

Hon. WARREN F. BRECHT,
A.ssistant Secretary for Administration, Department of the Treasury, Washing-

ton, D.C.
DEAR MR. BRECHT : Based on the justification appearing in your letters of

April 5, April 20, May 21. and June 11, 1973 and staff conferences, we are grant-
ing you a delegation of procurement authority ( DPA ) in respect to the purchase
of four minicomputers with option for an additional six minicomputers and for
necessary Adapter Clusters and Adapters for use in connection with the Treas-
ury Enforcement Communications System (TECS).
The four minicomputers authorized for procurement at this time shall be lo-

cated in San Diego, California. The relocation of said minicomputers or the ex-
ercise (in whole or in part) of the option for additional minicomputers shall be
accomplished only after prior approval by General Services Administration.
A plan for implementation of an extensive telecommunications data network

is being developed in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture and is
expected to be in operation in 1975. It is believed that this network will ac-
commodate your expanded data communications requirements and should be
given consideration in your planning.

This DPA is subject to the limitations set forth in Enclosure 1. Failure to op-
erate within the established limitations renders this DPA voidable.
Any future reference to this DPA stould cite Case Number CDP-3-245.
If we can be of assistance at any stage of this procurement, please feel free

to call upon us.
Sincerely,

GEORGE W. DODSON, Jr.,
Assistant Commissioner for Automated Data Management Services.

Senator PERCY. The Chair will call now Mr. Clay Whitehead, Di-
rector of the Office of Telecommunications Policy.
Mr. Whitehead, we can go right ahead.
Could we have order in the hearing room, please?
As I understand it. you do not have a prepared statement?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. That is correct.
Senator PERCY. You will 0-iN:e a short summary statement. About

how long would that be?
Mr. WrarrEimu). Just a very few minutes. u ,4jI (-/Senator PERCY. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAY WHITEHEAD, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Mr. WHITEHEAD. We are not prepared today to testify on all the bills
under consideration. We came principally to address certain aspetcs of
GSA's FEDNET procurement and our role in it.
OTP. , of course, has been involved in the privacy issue since its

founding in 1970. And as you and other people have commented, tech-
nology seems to be rapidly outpacing our understanding and grasp of
what it is doing to the privacy interests of individuals.

ARTHUR F. SAMPSON, AdMiniStrOtOr.

JULY 18, 1973.
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It has been coming upon us very rapidly. For example, as-recentlyas 1968, a major Presidential review of communications issues could besubmitted to the President without delving at all into the privacyquestion.
In the last year, OTP has taken a number of actions in the privacyarea. We began a major study to define the scope of privacy interestsand the ways in which the Federal Government could come to ()Tipswith the problem. We have prepared a report to the President oncable television with a section on privacy and are now drafting legis-lation to send to the President, as referred to in the Vice President'sletter to Senator Ervin.
Last year, we instituted a Government-wide communications plan-ning process under OTP Circular No. 12. For the first time there willbe a focal point within the Federal Government for advance planning-of all the Government agencies' proposals for communications net-works tying together information data, banks in one place.We macre a recommendation to the President last year that beinclude in the state of the Union message—which he subsequently idid—a new initiative on privacy, which led to the establishment of 

ithe Domestic Council Privacy Committee under the chairmanship ofthe Vice President. 
1GSA's FEDNET proposal first came to OTP's attention in Decem-ber of last year as part of our oversight of agency communications tplans. You have the correspondence between OTP and GSA, and I 1tthink it adequately reflects our concerns and our actions. It is im- iportant to note that GSA has reduced the scope of its plans and has
I
t

adopted a more stretched-out procurement schedule which gives moreopportunity for review. 
IIn my judgment, however, there is still reason to be concerned. The ideferral of the DCN aspect of the GSA proposal satisfies our major 1concerns on conununications procurement, but it does not address the-
1

privacy question. The scaled-down computer procurement to be used 11
with the existing communications line does not substantially change 

1the character of the system. 'We are still talking about an intercon- 1nected information system owned and operated by theFederal Govern- iment, involving a rather substantial increase in scale over anything- iwe have seen before. OTP, OMB. and, of course, the Congress should Icontinue to be concerned about the privacy aspects of what GSA is
I

doing.
However, I am confident that the planning process that GSA hasagreed to does give opportunity for OTP, OMB, and the Congress to, Ioversee GSA's actions and to review its implications from a privacy

i
and procurement standpoint before system implementation begins. I Ido not need to tell this committee that I think such oversight willremain very important.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Mr. Whitehead.I just have one question for you. 1

# !
Earlier in these hearings, Vice President Ford's written testimony

i
made reference to efforts by the administration to develop legislationto prevent snooping and other abuses of personal privacy by cabletelevision. I understand that the Office of Telecommunications Policy Iwill soon propose a Cable Communications Act of 1974 with certainprivacy provisions.

• ' • ""P"' 7.191r""'"'".
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Can you tell us what they could do or would do?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. This bill which is now in the final stages of draft-

ing would preclude certain kinds of information from being collected
-without the consent of the cable subscriber. It would also assure that
the citizen has ample opportunity, through technical standards set
by the FCC and through other measures. to control what information
-comes into his home. The cable subscriber could control access to
infprmation regarding the manner in which he is using the cable
-system, what kind of programing he is watching, and using the content
-of his communications. The cable operator would be precluded, as a
matter of Federal law, from disseminating any of that information
to anybody else without the cable subscriber's actual consent.
Senator PERCY. Right now we have such market research organiza-

tions such as A. C. Nielsen who work out arrangements with television
viewers to put monitors on their sets. They compensate them for this.
"They try to pick a representative cross section. They provide very val-
mabie data to advertisers, the general public, and so forth.

Is it possible, however, with cable television, without adequate leg-
•islation to prevent it, for someone to just go in and monitor what pro-
-grams a family views and watches, how long they look at them, when
they change, without that individual iowing it, and sell that infor-
mation?
Would this be, in your judgment, an invasion of privacy that should

.be protected against?
Mr. WHITEHEAD. It certainly is possible. I think it is important to

-note. thono-h, that that same thing is now possible with over-the-air
-broadcasting. There have been commercial proposals to set up a service
similar to Nielsen, but using a truck that merely drives up and down
the streets monitoring the radiation from television sets and keeping
-track of which homes are tuned to which channels at which time.
In my view, that would be an invasion of privacy, whether it is done

with the current technology or whether it is done with cable. We
-should have laws that clearly prohibit those.kind of surveys, unless, of
-course, as with Nielsen. the home owner gives his consent.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much for being with us this
-morning.
I have no further questions.
3 fr. WHITEHEAD. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Our next witness, Donna Schiller, the President of

the League of Women Voters. And she will be accompanied, as I under-
-stand, by Ms. Doris Bernstein.

It is a particular pleasure to welcome my own constituents. I am
happy to say that I am the first male member of the Chapter of League
-of Women Voters in Willamette. Ill.. last Sunday on its 50th anni-
versary. to become a member. I think the first male member.
Ms. SCHULER. Senator Percy, I had planned in my remarks to wel-

come you on behalf of the League of Women Voters of Illinois as one
of our new members. It is a pleasure to have you.

Senator PERCY. I would like to say it is just simply a reaffirmation of
my close affiliation with and devotion to the League for better than
20 years. I worked with them back in the '50's in the implementation
of the passage of trade legislation, always urcrina that they somehow
enlighten their protectionist husbands at the dinner table to the nec-
-essarv national policy which I thoup:ht their wives far better under-
stood than they did. And it is national policy.
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REMARKS BY VICE PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD
AT THE

NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

May 9, 1974

FOR RELEASE IN THURSDAY P.M. 'S 

I thank you for this. opportunity to address the 1974 National Computer
Conference and Exposition.

The invitation extended by the American Federation of Information
Processing Societies was timely. I am learning about computer technology arid data
processing from the viewpoint of my new responsibilities as Chairman of the
Domestic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy.

I am aware that the notion of leaving the protection of individual privacy
to Government officiP7s.has been compared to asking the fox to protect the
chicken coop. But five months ago -- when the most intense investigation ever
focused on a nominee for the Vice Presidency- was directed at me -- I awakened
to the privacy issue in a very real and personal sense.. I was one of.. the chickens.

On a previous visit to Chicago, I had occasion to refer to some foxes Who
passed themselves off as elephants in the 1972 election. I am speaking of some
characters in the CREEP organization and CREEP'S invasion .of the privacy .of

. political opponents. This made me more aware of what could happen to our sacred
right to privacy. I deplore such violations of traciltional standards of honesty
and decency in our political life.

I told President Nixon of my concerns, and he appointed.= chairman of the
Committee on the Right of Privacy. I welcome-the challenge.

I know that there have been previous commitments, previous studies, and
previous recommendations to deal by legislation with privacy problems.- It is too
early to forecast the outcome. I realize that too many findings have been
ignored and too little actually done. The time has come for action. I will do all
in my power to get results.

my first act as chairman involved complaints about an Executive Order of.
that permitted the Department of. Agriculture to review the income tax

returns of farmers to obtain data for statistical purposes. The President asked
me to look into the matter. I immediately discussed the Executive Order with
Secretary Butz and recommendeid. that. it. be i•rithdrawn- The President. accepted my
recctartaadatir)n. 

(more)
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Let me tell you About the development of the Committee that I head. I
k

wanted to chair this Committee with a staff of our own selection. I asked my

former law partner, Philip Buchen -- a distinguished advocate of personal. freedom-

- to come to Washington as the Committee's Executive Director.

Interagency task forces were formed to make recommendations. Contributions

have come also from the Congress, State governments, industry, citizens' groups,

private individuals, academic experts, and some Federal agencies notrepresented

on the Committee. We wish to invite our hosts, the American Federation of

Information Processing Societies, and all_constituent groups to become involved.
L..........,- .....______ ___,,

( 

Today I would like to cite an example of a development that concerns our -\\

I
/ 

committee. The Government's General Services Administration has distributed i,
f specifications for bids on centers throughout the country for a massive new 1

/ 
computer networqc. It would have the potential to store comprehensive data on i
individuals and institutions. i1

1
The contemplated system, known as FEDNET, would link Federal agencies in a

network that would allow GSA to obtain personal information from the files of many

.Federal departments. It is portrayed as the largest single governmental purchase

of civilian data communication equipment in history.

I am concerned that Federal protection of individual privacy is not yet

developed to the degree necessary to prevent FEDNET from being used to probe into

the lives of individuals.

Before building a nuclear reactor, we design the safeguards for its use.

We also require environmental impact statements specifying the anticipated effect

of the reactor's operation on the environment. Prior to approving a vast computer

network affecting personal lives, we need a comparable privacy impact statement.

We must also consider the fall-out hazards of FEDNET to traditional freedoms.'
 —..................—...._

I can today make known that the Privacy Committee staff is proceeding with

a project to develop recommendations for assuring that personal privacy rights are

given systematic and careful consideration in the planning, coordination, and

procurement of Federal data processing and data communications systems.

Cr objective is to formulate an action plan by June 30. An interagency task

force has been given the assignment.

Assignments have also been made for other task forces to work on problems

invOlving

• Social security numbers;

. Protection of personal privacy interests of consumers;

(more)
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. Preserving confidentiality of personal records used for statistical and
research purposes;

. Ways of notifying people of their rights with respect to various types of
information they are asked to provide to Federal agencies;

. Mailing list practices of the Federal government; and

. Legislative proposals aimed at protecting the personal privacy interests
of individuals on wham Federal records are maintained.

In addition, staff work and outside research are under way or planned on

problems such as:

. Development of basic legal concepts for articulating privacy rights;

. Confidentiality of personal tax returns submitted to the I.R.S.;

. Personal privacy rights of Federal employees;

• Types of personal information that should not be collected;

• Administrative procedures that would enable individuals to know about,
and to correct errors in personal data files maintained by Federal
agencies; and

. Means for limiting the range and volume of personal data collected by the
Federal Government.

In dealing with troublesome privacy problems, let us not, however, scapegoat

the computer itself as a Frankenstein's monster. But let us be aware of the

implications posed to freedom and privacy emerging from the ways we use computers

to collect and disseminate personal information.

A concerned involvement by all who use computers is the only way to produce

standards and policies that will do the job. It is up to us to assure that

information is not fed into the computer unless it is relevant.

Even if it is relevant, there is still a need for discretion. A

determination must be made if the social harm done from some data outweighs its

usefulness. The decision-making process is activated by demands of people on the

Government and business for instant credit and instant services. How can we offer

service to people without doing disservice to their privacy?

Computer technology has made privacy an issue of urgent national

significance. It is not the technology that concerns me but its abuse. I am also

confident that technology capable of designing such intricate systems can also

design measures to assure security.

There is no mention of the "right of personal privacy," as such, in the

United States Constitution. But, as far back as 1928, Justice Brandeis expressed

the idea that the right of individual privacy is broadly protected by the

Constitution. For example, illegal searches and seizures are explicitly

forbidden in the Constitution. Moreover, the general right to privacy certainly

can be regarded as one of the unenumerated rights that the Tenth Amendment .

Teizerles-to,the pecorap.,
(more)
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There will evolve a more comprehensive body of law on privacy from issues to

come before the courts. But much can be done through executive and administrative

actions -- both in government and in business -- to meet the growing public desire

for protection of each individual's right of privacy.

Sensitivity was shown by planners of this conference to the right of privacy

as affected by personal data collection and processing. I am pleased that five

of your scheduled work sessions concentrated on privacy problems". I wish my time

had permitted me to attend these sessions, including the meeting or/Humanization of 

Information Systems.

The need to humanlze information systems best expresses how we should

approach the privacy issue.

People feel threatened by big information systems just as they are troubled

by the growth of big government, big business, big unions, and by big institutions

generally. Anxiety is experienced because big systems and big organizations seem

inhuman in that they appear not to respect a person as an individual but treat

hin as just another unit in a broad category of persons.

As one processor of mail for a large organization said: The saddest thing

of all is reading letters that begin, 'Dear Computer, I know there are no humans

there."

For 25 years I served in the Congress and watched the social planners. One

huge program after another was enacted. Rigid categorical standards were applied

to people with a sweeping brush. We began the programming of people before

computers were invented.

It is my conviction that the time has come to show greater respect for

individual differences and to cease programming people as though they were objects.

We are approaching the celebration of this country's bicentennial. A major

commitment we should all make for America's third century is to work together to

humanize the operations of our computers, our institutions, and our government.

As Theodore Roosevelt put it very simply 70 years ago: "The government is us; we

are the government, you and I."

# # #





OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

June 21, 1974 OTP CIRCULAR NO. 13

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Federal Use of Commercial Telecommunication Service

1. Purpose. This Circular establishes guidelines designed to

clarify the normal Federal role as a user, rather th
an a provider,

of telecommunication service.- The policy emphasizes the need

to place maximum reliance on the private sector in p
roviding

telecommunication services to the Federal Governmen
t.

2. Background. It is a long-standing policy of the Federal

Government to rely on the private enterprise
 system to satisfy

its needs. In the area of telecommunications, this policy has

generally been followed. However, in the absence of further

guidance, agencies have been free to choose 
between two different

approaches: the procurement or lease of telecommunicat
ion

facilities (which are then used to produce
 a service), or the

direct purchase of telecommunication service. 
,Both approaches

depend on the private sector, but the nature of
 dependence is

distinctly different.

Agencies which procure facilities, rather th
an services,

are forced to maintain staffs with an of the 
expertise

necessary to develop the detailed system 
design. The service

approach, while not eliminating the need for 
in-house telecom-

munication staffs, will shift more of the burd
en for system

design and detailed equipment specification to 
the private

sector. The level of in-house design-oriented 
expertise

necessary to insure that proposed service of
ferings are sound

depends on type and frequency of procurement 
actions in which

the agency is engaged.

The following statement of policy is design
ed to distinguish

between these two approaches and to emphasize that 
purchasing

service directly is preferred.

3. Policy. The Federal Government places heavy reliance

on the private sector in providing telecommunication service

for its own use. This moans that all functions normally

associatod with providing the service shall be performed by

the private sector. These functions include design, engiw!cring

system management and operation, maintenance and logistical

support.
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CIRCULAR NO. 13
e 21, 1974

In order to emphasize the government's proper role as a
user, any proposal designed to provide needed telecommunication
service, which requires the Federal Government to perform any
of the "provider" functions such as those listed above, shall
be adopted only if commercial service is:

1) not available to the user during the time needed;

2) not adequate from either a technical or operational

standpoint; or

3) significantly more costly.

A non-commercial service approach is acceptable if such

an approach will result in significant savings over an otherwise

acceptable commercial service offering. To be considered

significant the savings must exceed 10% of the cost of the

commercial service. The cost estimate of the non-commercial

approach must include, as a minimum, all of the factors called

out by OMB Circular A-76. If the proposed approach involves

heavy investment, rapid obsolescence or uncertain requirements,

the minimum savings threshold should be increased to reflect

these factors.

4. Administration and Scone. This policy applies to the

telecommunication activities of the Executive Branch which 

take place in the United States, its territories and possessions,

the District of Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Agency heads are responsible for the implementation of

this policy within their own organization. However, in the

case of requirements which, under current authorities, must

be submitted to the General Services Administration, it is the

responsibility of GSA to determine the appropriate use of

commercial service in accordance with this Circular. A report

describing the implementation of this Circular shall be provided

to OTP by each agency within six months of the policy issuance

date.

5. Authority. This Circular is issued pursuant to the
responsibilities set forth in Executive Order 11556.

2

Clay T. Whitehead
Director
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GSA niaozi to neuive Fodoet
ThrnriitO by Irate Lagisiciors

By Nancy French
Of the CW Staff

WASIIINGTON, D.C. -- In what ap-
peared to be a breach of a commitment
made by General Services Administrator
Arthur Sampson, the General Services
Administration (GSA) requested bids on
Fednet again last week without notifying
members of Congress or the Executive
Branch.

Although the move caught everyone by
surprise, angry congressmen reacted
quickly, framing legislation that five days
later effectively killed the proposed fed-
eral teleprocessing network.
Sources in the Office of Telecommuni-

cations Policy (OTP) and Congress who
thought they had an understanding with
GSA on Fednet said they heard the news

"with utter disbelief."
"Sampson had a verbal agreement with

Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

director Roy Ash and OTP director Clay

Whitehead saying they would be notified

before GSA purchased any more data

processing systems to handle personal in-

formation," one congressional staff mem-

ber pointed out.
And on June 20, Sampson promised a

joint Senate committee, hearing testimony

on proposed privacy legislation, that no

further procurement would be initiated

for DP equipment for Fednet without first .

informing Congress.
"It sure looked as though they were

trying to sneak this one by us," an OTP
staff member commented.

Under fire since February when the

project was first offered for bids, Fednet

was seen by. critics from the beginning as

(Continued on Page 4)
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(Continued from Page 1)

a serious threat to privacy. These critics

feared that the proposed data communi-

cations network would have allowed com-

puter centers all over the U.S. to be
interfaced into a single massive data sys-

tem.
GSA responded to the criticism by re-

naming the project "the new equipment
project" and adding amendments that
scaled down the system considerably.
On May 16, GSA gave notice to pro-

spective bidders that the project had been
reduced to a maximum of six CPUs, that
the data communications network had
been canceled and that a new request for
proposal (RFP) would be issued within
60 days.
The RFP sent out on July 15 included

four computer sites for the Department
of Agriculture and one optional site for
GSA, according to a GSA spokesman.
"It wasn't a new procurement — it was

the one we promised would be out within

401
days back on May 16," he explained.
e GSA official claimed. the whole
,g was a "misunderstanding." He said

le RFT, tied up in the print shop since
June 21 and issued on July 15, was the
one issued in February reprinted to clear
up confusion created by all the amend-
ments.
Since it was not a "new procurement,"

but merely the same Fednet proposal
with amendments, "prior notice" to
members of Congress was not necessary,
he said.
Congressional and Executive Branch of-

ficials disagreed. When news about the
RFP "hit the street," according to an
OTP spokesman, one by one officials in
OMB, OTP and various congressional of-
fices started to spread the word by
phone.
Congressional committees took action

immediately. The House of Representa-
tives had already included in GSA's ap-
propriations bill for fiscal year 1975 a

clause forbidding GSA to use any of the
funds appropriated to purchase "anything
resembling Fednet," according to one
house source.
By July 18, the Senate added the House

language to its appropriations bill for
GSA.
The same day, GSA officials received

notice from OMB that the ADP Revolving
Fund, provided to GSA under the Brooks
Bill, had been apportioned for other use
and that the money "would not be avail-
able" for Fednet.
On July 19, GSA pulled out of Fednet

entirely by dropping the optional GSA

site "in view of the concern expressed
over the protection of privacy ... "
"Despite the merits inherent in the pro-
posed joint proposal," the GSA release
said, it would be "in the best interest of
the government to fill GSA's needs sepa-
rately."
What remains of the Fednet proposal is

four computer installations for the De-
partment of Agriculture.
GSA said it has "no plans for a separate
GSA procurement," and if and when it
does, "full consultation with the Congress
and the Executive Branch" will be under-
taken.






